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TheBest
Digital -Audio

Delivery System
Just Got Better

Moreflioviierful, iels Cost!
Make the E Z Selection

Library & Playlist Modification Module

EZ-LIB
Great For PD's. MD's. Traffic...

Tracker 2000 Module
EZ-TRKR

The Eas est & Most Powerful Voce Tracker Available
Multiple Carl Walls Module

EZ-ARRAY
Unlimited Instant Access -Customize Each USE r

Automated or Live Assist Player Module

EZ-PLAY
Up to 4 Available Per Workstation

MasterLog Live Assist Player Module

EZ-MLOG
Second Generation Interface for Advanced Users

Quad Player Module

EZ-OPLAY
Multi -Deck Carl Player

Enhanced Quad Player Module

EZ-4PLAY
Multi -Deck Player With Scheduling

Recording & AutoRording Machine Module
EZ-REC

Up to 4 Available Per it/orkstation
Graphic Waveform Cut & Paste Assembly Editor Module

EZ-EDI-
Fast Non-Cestructiae Editor

Script Display Nodule

EZ-SCRIPT
P.ompting Displa. With Embedded Audio

se,-
Wire Capture & Editing

NewsDAD32
Complete News System

Comprehensive Multicnannel Editor

S7RATA
Embeddec DAD Application

The DAD,,,32 Digital Audio
Delivery System already
has a widely established
and enviable reputaion
as the most versatile
and reliable
system on the
market. Now
configuring
a DAD System

is as easy as picking ycur
favorite tunes. New EZ

Modules permit selection
of only the featLres aid

functionaity
required or

optimizatioi of any
Workstation typically

ico
at a significant
cost savings.

LAN or WAN - LIVE ASSIST or AUTOMATED
MAJOR or SMALL MARKET

DAD,032 DELIVERS WHAT OTHERS ONLY PR DMISE
Applicable Play and Record DSP boards will need

to be addec depending on module selected.
The full DAC,,,,,32 system is recommended for

operationally intensive facilities. For more informal on
on EZ Modules and other DAD products. contact

your nearest ENCO dealer. or call

EN ENCO
__:--7,SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 46335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711

Fax: 248-476-5712  www.enco.com
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LISTEN
When you hear the Omniefm, you'll know why broadcasters the world over

choose it: Sound that's as smooth and fluid as analog, with absolutely none of the
digital grunge you hear in other digital processors.

So what's digital grunge? Artifacts caused by aliasing distortion in yesterday's
processors that lack the Omnia's 48kHz sampling, I 92kHz virtual upsampling

and unique anti-aliasing final (miter. In the FFT analyses shown below, you can

actually see the grunge as well as its absence in the Omnia.

To hear the difference for yourself, contact your Omnia dealer and get your risk -

free, 60-cav demo*.

Here's how: The test results were obtained with a Hewlett-Packard Audio Test Set, Model
339A; the audio processor under test; and Rapid Systems R1200 Data Acquisition System for
FFT analysis The processors were set for 7.514s pre -emphasis, and were carefully adjusted so

the input levels were within the normal range of
operation. The unit under test was fed a I 2.5kHz
test tone using the analog inputs. The discrete left
channel analog output was connected to the FFT
analyzer input. That's it. No tricks, no disclaimers
about the test working only in our trade show booth
or only in our lab, under the most arcane, non -real -
world test conditions. In fact, you can duplicate the
test results yourself in your own shop. Don't have
an FFT analyzer? No problem. lust use an oscillator
and your ears -you can clearly hear the birdies in
the old processor! But this isn't about test tones; it's
about music. And Fourier theory says that music -
whether it's rap, oldies, urban, country, and yes,

even grunge-is represented as a combination of
sine waves. Imagine what this kind of aliasing
distortion can do to complex musical signals!

OPTIMOD* 8200 1 2 . 51(lIZ SPFCTF UNI
Here's why: The Omnia.fm utilizes 48kHz
sampling for dynamics processing and virtual

upsampling at I92kHz for the final limiter,
which is a unique, anti-aliasing design. The test

used version 1.02 software and the 'Cranked' preset,
which is the Omnia's most aggressive stock setting. The

Orban" Optintoa' 8200 used for testing operates at 32kHz sampling for the dynamics pro-
cessing and incorporates (4x) 128kHz upsampling for the clipping/low-pass filtering function.
The test used version 3.0 software and the 'Urban/Rap-Dense' preset, which is the Optimod's
most aggressive stock setting. Aliasing will occur with input signals above 5kHz in 32kHz FM
broadcast audio processors unless mechanisms that cause aliasing are eliminated.

For a complete technical report, call us for a copy of our paper entitled "Omnia. m: An
Engineering Study." Or visit our web site at: www.nogrunge.com.

OMNIMTM I 2.5kHZ SPECTRUM

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND. OH 4 411 4 TEL: + I (216) 241-3 34 3 FAX: + I (216) 241-4103 E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

I Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids. MI 49548 Tel:  1 18001 999-9281 Fax: + 1 161611.2-1652 e-mail: supporteabg.com

1 Bradley Broadcast Sales 73136 Grove Road Frederick. MD 21704 Tel: + 1 (800) 732-7665 Fax: + I (301) 682-8377 e-mail: infoebradleybroadcast.com

1 Broadcasters General Store 2480 SE 52nd Street Ocala. FL 34480 Tel: + 1 (352) 622-7700 Fax: . I (3521 629-7000 e -mall: bgsemercury.net

I Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 Tel: + I (800) 426-8434 Fax: + 1 18001 231-7055 e-mail: infoebswusa.com

I Crouse-Kimzey Company P.O. Box 155999 Fort Worth. TX 76155 Tel: + I 18001 433-2105 Fax:  I (9721 623-2800 e-mail: saleseproaudio.com

1 Radio Communications Unlimited 5509 Barrington Ooltewah. TN 37363 Tel/Fax:  114231 196-3743

1 Caveco 1121 Bellamy Road. North Unit 110 Scarborough. ONT M I H 3B9 Tel: I 14161 438-6230 Fax: + I 141611381065 e -mall: bobecaveco.com

1 Marketing Marc Vallee 1067 Chemin St. Lambert St. Sauveur de Monts. QE IOR (RI Tel: + I (150) 227-1828 Fax: + 1 1450 227-8394 e -mall: marcevallee. corn

1 All Electric 487 Cariboo Crescent Coquitlam. BC V3C 4X7 + 1 16041 945-5651 Fax:  I (604) 945-5652 e-mail: allelecedowco. corn

Contact your dealer for details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so ourdealers know you're really serious about some serious sound.

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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If you can't beat 'em, license 'em

The next time you're in a crowded room, pick out
one person and focus on what he or she is saying.
In most cases, you can make out what is being said.

Take the same, already crowded room and add 5 to 10
percent more chatting people. You may still accomplish
the same listening feat, but it will be harder to do so.

Four of the five FCC commissioners believe there's plenty
of room for everyone to speak up. The Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking released last month outlines the FCC's desire
to open up the FM band to a greater diversity of voices. The
main impetus for this action is to allow the public easier

access to the airwaves. The commis-
sioners seem to believe broadcasting
is a right, based on the fact that the
Constitution guarantees freedom of
speech. But broadcasting is not a
right; it's a privilege.

Consolidation of ownership, a result
of the Telecommunications Act of
1996, has closed the doors to new
entrants, according to the FCC. Grant-
ed, the purchase price of an individ-
ual license has been driven higher
since the allowance of multiple own-

ership. It would be a great feat to amend the Act to reverse
this situation -a move that group owners, the NAB and
most of Congress would oppose - and that has yet to
happen. Once a problem has been identified, the usual
course of action is to fix it. Instead, the FCC wants to open
the floodgates and let new stations pour in. This response
merely covers the problem with a Band-Aid. By their own
hand, the FCC began the many steps of deregulation. The
Telecommunications Act furthered this effort.

What brought this NPRM on? The FCC states that it has
received 13,000 inquiries over the past year concerning
low -power station licenses. The NPRM explains that,
during this time, there were an average of 1000 Web hits
per month to the FCC page on low -power radio. However,
this figure is not reliable, considering that any visit -
unique or repeat - is a hit. One pirate operator could
account for a substantial amount of that traffic. Also, during
the time period in question, the FCC's Web page discussed
only the possible benefits of LPFM - just what those
visiting the site wanted to hear. The page made no mention
of the negative effects LPFM could have on existing
stations. Further, the commission received only three
petitions related to LPFM. This is not a public outcry; rather,
it's the commission's making a mountain out of a molehill.

The commission's primary concern is that not enough
voices are represented on the airwaves. Part of the NPRM
discusses relaxing or removing the third- and possibly the
second -adjacent channel protections that currently exist.
Some spectrum analyses were done with markets broken
down into large, medium and small metropolitan areas.
This study cites some possibilities for the number of new
LPFM stations that could be allocated if this rule were
enacted. In the largest markets, even with second- and
third -adjacent rules removed, there may only be up to two
LP1000 stations allowed. Two stations doesn't do much to
diversify the crowd.

If there are truly 13,000 potential station operators
interested in owning a new LPFM, only a small fraction will
actually be awarded licenses. The rest will no doubt return
to their pirate operations, further congesting the airwaves.

Kennard and Tristani state that they consider the airwaves
to be a "natural resource." They seem to have forgotten that
this resource is already scarce. They also mention that the
FCC's job is to be the guardian of the spectrum. Yet filling
the spectrum to the brim hardly seems like a responsible
action. We have already seen that the FCC cannot properly
guard the spectrum against the proliferation of pirate
operators. Now, instead of enforcing its own rules, the FCC
wants to bend them.

Chriss Scherer, editor

For more on this topic. see the story on FCC Commissioner Harold
Furchtgott-Roth's statement against LPFM, p. 102, and see FCC
Update. p. 32, for a general overview of what is proposed.

r4ONSE

Email;beradio@intertec.corn
FAX:
913/967-1905
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Comrex is the name

broadcasters trust

to deliver great

sliinding remotes.

We deliver high qua ity audio over

telephone lines. Whether on standard

dial lines or on dicital circuits, Comrex has

a solution. No matter what your remote broadcast

need, let Comrex help you cover it.

Contac* us today to find out how we ccr help!
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Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path. Acton, MA 01720
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Engineering

Navigating consolidation
By Mark Krieger, CBT

Consolidation. The term has been used so often
since 1986 that most people have become
numb to it. As one industry observer puts it:

"People don't speak of consolidation so much in negative
or positive terms anymore...it has simply become a fact
of life that isn't going to go away any time soon." This
point is well -taken by hundreds of broadcast engineers
across America who are witnessing an inexorable change

Sometimes a studio project needs to be completed immediately. Contract
engineers can help meet tight deadlines.

in the landscape of their careers. Let's explore just exactly
what those changes are and how the contract engineer
can find new opportunities in the midst of them.

Current trends
Consolidation has affected the structure of the broad-

cast engineering work environment. Before consolida-
tion, the industry trend was to move away from the
traditional pattern of individual station engineering staffs
toward widespread use of contract engineers. This prac-
tice was most widespread in smaller and medium markets
but was beginning to gain acceptance in some larger
markets until the Telecommunications Act of 1996 brought
about a paradigm shift. As large operating groups began
to accrue a number of stations in a given market, full-time
staff engineers were suddenly back in vogue, since
properties were moved around and a considerable amount
of upgrading took place. In some areas, this meant that
stations which had routinely employed the services of a
local contract engineer were being turned over to the

operating company's engineering personnel. More re-
cently, the trend has been to combine station facilities,
allowing owners to delegate tasks among multiple sta-
tions to fewer engineers. In this physically consolidated
environment, a ratio of one engineer per station has
become a luxury few of the big players feel they can
afford in the long run.

Typically, the technical management of a market cluster
(of stations) will center on a local director of engineering.
In general, the DE will then be responsible for supervis-
ing a given number of staff or chief engineers. The
number and title of these individuals depends on the
owners, the size of the market and other variables unique
to that cluster. Indeed, in some medium to smaller
markets, the DE may be a one-man band with some part-
time help. The DE answers to local management and
often to a companywide engineering director as well.
Hence, while a broadcast engineer today is more likely
to be a full-time company employee, it is also likely that
his responsibilities have been expanded to the point
where his time and attention are spread very thin.

So where does today's contract engineer fit in? To start
with, some groups will use contractors for day-to-day
requirements under certain circumstances. Never make
the assumption that any group simply won't work with
you on a routine basis. While certain groups may pay lip
service to a policy that excludes the routine use of a
contract engineer, their ultimate guide is the bottom line.
If you can demonstrate to a local DE that you can handle
maintenance of a far-flung transmitter site in a way that
is more cost-effective for the company, you may stimulate
some interest. This is especially true in situations where
an existing cluster makes an acquisition that might
otherwise necessitate beefmg up the full- or part-time
staff. The key here is getting to know the local DEs and
developing good relationships with them. SBE functions
are a great place to network, as are certain online forums
and list servers. An understanding of who's who and
what's happening in a market is essential to successfully
marketing your services.

Project work
There is one area in particular where a competent

contract engineer can fill a real niche: projects. Radio
consolidation has reached the point where even low-
grade facilities (what some of us used to call throwaways)
are being gobbled up and improved or moved at a
blistering pace. Typically, owner groups want their

8 BE Radio March 1999



Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world -

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon
could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will let you sound as good as you are?

The Neumann TLM 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

NeumanniUSA
The Choice of Those Who Can Hear The Difference

Tel 860.434.5220  FAX 860.434.3148  World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa corn
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Contract Engineering
already overtaxed local engineers to complete these
types of projects very quickly. This is a case where the use
of a contract engineer can be a win -win situation.

Some group owners rely almost entirely on contract engineers to build a
studio, as was the case with this Radio Disney studio in Cleveland.

Consider the following:
 The contract engineer can be brought in to handle a

project or certain elements of a project on relatively short
notice and will only be there for the project's duration.

 The contract engineer can devote full attention and
energy to the project, since he will not have the types of
distractions and interruptions staff engineers are subject -

A NEVE"
SENSvu

siNG

Now Available with 8X Drives

DVD Compatible

Audio Importation

Simple ONE -BUTTON Operation

Upgradable to Future CD -R Technology

Practical Audio Features

Expandable Standalone Device

 II

CD -5900 is a trademarks of MethaFORki
All other trademarks remain the property
their respective companies

ed to during day-to-day operations. This greatly enhanc-
es the contractor's ability to meet deadlines and is a key,
but often overlooked, selling point.

 The cost of the contract engineering services can be
rolled into the capital costs of the project. This can be a
real advantage when the DE faces severe operating
budget restrictions. Furthermore, if the project involves
a newly acquired property, the contract engineering tab
can sometimes be recorded as an acquisition expense.
Doing so holds certain accounting advantages for the
operating company.

For large -cluster operators, then, there are significant
benefits to using contract engineers as pinch hitters. But
a few considerations need to be made on both sides
before entering into a working relationship. Trust and
accurate communication are critical to ensuring mutual
satisfaction. Remember that the DE you approach about
participating in a critical transmitter or studio project has
a lot on his mind and on the line. You will have to
convince him of your competency, honesty, discretion (a
necessity for you and your client), and ability to deliver.
Remember that his superiors will be asking questions and
that the DE will have to justify your addition to the
project. Make sure you can deliver what you promise. In
addition, you will need to make every effort to determine
your client's exact expectations. Have him map out the
project in as detailed a fashion as time permits. Offer any

CD5900
CDKD Pro CD -R Duplicator

WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED
CD DUPLICATORS
MediaFORM's award winning family of CD -R duplicating
products continues to provide a wide range of features
and capabilities. Contact us today for more information
on these products. MediaFORM products are soli
though a world wide network of quality distributors.

11

=WI
nu nen

MediaFORM
400 Eagleview Boulevard  Exton, PA 19341
Phone 610-458-9200  Fan 610-458-9554

Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215
email: infoilmediaform.corn

web: http://www.mediatorm.corn
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Affordable Digital Consoles

3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 e-mail info@logitekaudio.co^,
V9Nortferica 800.231.5870 Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Contract Engineering
suggestions you might have, but do
so diplomatically. This type of collab-
orative approach will serve both par-
ties well. In many cases, a fresh eye
may detect details that have been
overlooked or see an approach that
can result in lower costs and faster
turnarounds.

Making your bid
Bidding project work can be a chal-

lenge. In a perfect world, you should

be able to bill a client on a simple time -
and -expense basis. But in the case of
project work, the budget is the bottom
line. In such situations, the client will
want to know how long the project is
going to take and, ultimately, how
much it will cost. Only experience and
thoughtful consideration will deter-
mine whether you wind up with a fair
return or take a bath on a particular
project. Remember, if you are being
asked to devise a project plan or lay

Affordable
Dvitat Automatio
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We ofter
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

81111-BSIUSA1 Only
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out a detailed design, you are actually
acting as a consultant and should
charge accordingly.

A flowchart can be a useful tool for
determining how and when things
need to happen and who will carry
out the necessary steps. You can use
the flowchart to segment a project so
you can better estimate how time will
be spent and detail who is responsi-
ble for various project elements.
Again, communication with the cli-
ent is paramount. Put everything in
writing and make sure both parties
sign off on all written agreements.

Bear in mind that marketing your
contract engineering skills in this era
of consolidation requires greater flex-
ibility than in the past. If you are
involved in pinch-hitting projects,
you will have to be able to adjust
your schedule accordingly. This may
mean that you'll work 70 hours some
weeks and only 20 others.

If a client likes your work, you can
count on being asked to go on the
road for them to other project sites.
For those with family responsibili-
ties, this can be a tough choice. If you
do accept, be sure to look realistically
at the travel expenses involved and
spell out who is going to pay how
much ahead of time. Don't expect to
stay at the Hilton, but don't settle for
the YMCA either. Be fair to your client
and yourself, and you'll both be
happier.

Though there are those who spec-
ulate that consolidation threatens to
place contract engineers on the en-
dangered -species list, remember that
the same was said about staff engi-
neers not too many years ago. The
truth is, no matter what the broadcast
corporate landscape looks like, there
continues to be a demand for con-
tract and staff engineers who are
competent and confident.
The challenge for today's contract

engineer is to recognize and re-
spond to the client's needs in a
changing and consolidating owner-
ship environment. f

Mark Krieger is an active SBE member and
contract engineer in Cleveland, OH.
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256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  118dB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE  DISTFIBUTED MULTI-PRJCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

IIIf the ligra-jon to dicizal is in your future.

then this is the route to take. Introducing the

large size, big performance analog router that

.1so s)eaks fluent digital. A true hybrid that

Wows you to scale tie number of analog and

ligital ports as needec, now and in the future.

And even better, the SAS34000 creates a forward

3ath t) AES.EBU digital audio without creating

analog obso-escence.

This meals yot. can nix your analog and digital I/O in

the same router frame. Go direct analog to analog, or

digital digital. Or mix it to with 24 bit corversion

analog to digital and vice versa. Either wa/, this

unique architecture sports flawless signal irtegrity

anc non-plocking flexibility.

And it's wonderfully simple, just plug in our new digital

port expander and that's it. Welcome to cigital!

-cc -existing richly with analog in the same framework.

There's ots more to tell. Call us: 818 840 6749. Fax us:

81E 840 6751. E-mai- us: sales@sasaudio.com Cteck the

Wet site: sasaidio.com And of course. snail ma -1: 2112

North Glenoaks Blvd. Burbank. California 91504 USA
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Technology

DTV's impact on radio, part 2
By Don L. Markley, P.E.

Last month, in the first part of this article, the
discussion focused on tower space, tower modifi-
cation and sites. This month, the topic is the

availability of skilled personnel.
For years, the broadcast industry has failed to realize

the need to pay competitive salaries to keep qualified
personnel in the broadcast business. Granted, the great-
ly improved reliability of
solid-state systems, with
their microprocessor moni-
toring and control, has vir-
tually eliminated the need
for the guy with a pocket
protector and a screwdriver
to lurk around the control
room every day. Today's sys-
tems don't require the kind
of nurturing that was the
norm in the past. There are
few styli to replace, tape
heads to clean or transmitter
tubes to change - most
have largely gone the way
of the mercury vapor rectifi-
er. One good engineer can
now provide all the service
needed for several small sta-
tions. Even the major -mar-
ket stations have reduced
the size of their technical
staffs. The problem is that
some repairs and adjust-
ments are still necessary, and
there is often no one present
to make them. Furthermore.
the repairs and adjustments
needed now are often far
more complicated than
swapping tubes. Digital sys-
tems offer many benefits but are difficult to repair. In
many cases, component -level troubleshooting is not
cost-effective. or even possible, in the field.

The DTV siphon
1 he number or 'IV stations has grown, which has

contributed to the erosion of the radio broadcast engi-
neering ranks. As old-timers retire, new personnel aren't
available to replace them. The result is that retiring

engineers cannot pass on the knowledge they've gained
from years of experience.

Now, young engineers are moving to TV systems at an
even higher rate than in the past to meet these stations'
DTV expansion needs. As more TV stations begin DTV
transmissions, the number of engineers available to
maintain radio stations will decrease, unqualified person-

nel will be pressed into service, and the

The new challenges brought about by DTV ma
lure talented technicians away from the less
rapidly evolving field of radio.

overall quality of the technical work force
will drop. These changes will occur at the
same time that the onset of digital radio
will demand better technical personnel at
radio stations.

Filling the vacancies
The solution is simple - sort of. First,

stations have to accept the fact that they
must increase salaries for existing per-
sonnel if they expect to keep them.
While this measure will help individual
stations, it won't do much to curb the
overall industry shortage. This shortage
will only be checked by convincing
more educational facilities to train tech-
nicians in the broadcast industry - both
radio and television. Around the coun-
try, some community colleges do offer
limited courses in broadcast systems.
One manufacturer, Harris Corp., has
developed such a program in conjunc-
tion with a community college. For that,
Harris should be applauded.

Harris' program certainly makes a dent
in the problem, but it isn't enough. The
majority of the industry has simply been
unwilling to become involved in finding
a solution to the shortage of engineers.

SBE has worked at offering seminars at
its various meetings and conferences.

While they definitely help, these seminars aren't a
substitute for the comprehensive programs that should
be available at qualified technical institutions. What is
left are some trade schools that, though helpful, don't
meet the level of education necessary for today's radio
and TV technicians. Furthermore, most of the best
students in these programs simply ignore RF in electrical
engineering programs and follow the trail of is and Os
to the bank.
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Airwave- Digital. Three program busses. Two mix -minuses. One remarkable board.
$11,010. Now there's a string of binary code anyone can understand So if you're budgeting

to go digital-and running tight on budget-take a close look at a 12 or 20 input Airwave Digital
on -air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3 program busses,
talent can be playing Madonna, time shifting a Dr. Laura feed, and laying down voice tracks-all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out of your payroll.

Airwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among a host of
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from
analog to digital-or vice versa-at your studio, just by changing a card.

Best of all, Airwave Digital comes with that"no-need-to-rationalize-to-anyone"PRbE
quality Want to know more? Call 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or email sales@pre.com.

PACIFIC RESEARCH 8 ENGINEERING
'11,1.0 10,1( .dig inputs. I digital icipiits and one teletd cue input/outliut nxitde.
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Managing
When your work
relies on play...
rely on Antex.

Introducing the Broadcaster"' series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each

other, you have near -unlimited options for broadcast creativity.

Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds-all

while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air.

All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20 -bit

sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.

Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO -9001

rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC

digital audio for over a dozen years. When you're choosing

Antex, you're choosing the best.

I` ANTEX
iri- ELECTRONICS
NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF SOUND.

Find out how Antex is
setting new standards
for broadcasters. Visit
us at www.antex.com
or call us toll -free at
1.800.338.4231.

Model LX -24M Model BX-44 Model BX-12

20 bit ND and D/A 20 bit A/D and D/A converters 20 bit AID and D/A converters
converters MPEG layer I/II, 8 or 16 bit MPEG layer I/II, 8 or 16 bit
MPEG layer III, 8 or 16 PC M PCM

bit PCM PCI bus,WIN 98/NT PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

PCI bus,WIN 98/NT 96dB dynamic range, 0.003% 94dB dynamic range, 0.003%

THD+ N THD+N
96dB dynamic range,
0.003% THD + N

2 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

4 inputs/4 outputs/balanced

3 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

4 inputs/8 outputs/balanced

6 virtual stereo devices

AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O

3 virtual stereo devices
MIDI interface

Independent sample clocks

Convertible from analog to full
Video sync/time code digital I/O

Optional, opto-isolated
digital I/O

Technology
Retaining staff
For individual radio stations or

groups, the quick fix is to keep exist-
ing staff. Making their positions ade-
quately rewarding and challenging
will lessen the temptation of moving
to television. A start would be to treat
good technicians like the profession-
als they are. They shouldn't be ex-
pected to mow the yard or fill the pop
machine like many of us did when we
started. Instead, they should be asked
to participate in such areas as budget
development and equipment purchas-
es. The production staff obviously is

Now, young engineers are
moving to TV systems at an
even higher rate than in the
past to meet these stations'

DTV expansion needs.

involved in the selection of studio
equipment, and the technical staff
should be involved, too. With regard
to buying transmitters and antennas,
the chief engineer should be a major
player in the management team, not
just an adjunct to the station manager.

Keeping your lead technical people
onboard involves more than salary
and benefits; it also involves recog-
nizing the value of their positions in
the station. On the other hand, tech-
nicians have a role to play as well. If
they want to be treated as profession-
als, they must demonstrate profes-
sionalism. They need to continue to
pursue education in the field. Also,
they need to be forward -thinking in
their work, which includes going one
step further to ensure that their rec-
ommendations are based on sound
engineering principles as opposed to
doing things the way they've always
been done. If all of this comes togeth-
er at a station, the staff will be happy
and, more importantly, they'll stay.

I'll know this is working out when I
see an advertisement for a radio group
director of engineering listed in the
"Management Wanted" section of the
trade magazines.

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates. Peoria, IL.
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EASY PATCH
The Analog/Digital patch bays for

today and tomorrow...from Neutrik®
Two choices to "wire up" Easy Patch for fast termination.

Heavy duty
cable bar

Jumpers behind each
jack allows switching
into 1 of 6 configura-
tions, even after
installation.

Lt

icoitdac connections Spring loaded terminal blocks

A

Metal shielding
between ribbon cables
top and bottom

Flexible rack depth:
NPP-TT/TB-14 allows
you to go from 14" to
18" via built-in slider.

fi

The Easy Patch series of easy to use
patchbays eliminates signal degradation and
offers excellent crosstalk performance required
in today's broadcast facilities, mobile trucks
recording studios and audio installations.

Their analog/digital signal capability,
reduced wiring time and quality workmanship
are unmatched by competitors' patchbays.

The Easy Patch gives you features
and options no other patchbay provides:

 Galvanized, heavy duty metal housing.
 Flexible depth from 14" to 18".
 Hard gold plated contacts designed

specifically for ND signals.
 Six jumper switching configurations.
 Ten color coded ID tabs - optional.

You asked fcr innovation, productivity and
value in a patch bay series and Neutrik listened.

Demo Easy Patch for yourself. Call
732-901-9488 and ask for our NEW product
guide and the name of your nearest Neutrik
representative.

Neutrik... your one stop source for all your
audio connector needs...today and tomorrow.

NPP-T17TB at 71/2" depth with
spring loaded terminal block connection.

//V/ 1E' IL/ 7r/ZIK f_PJ
CONNECTING THE WORLD

195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527
Phone: 732-901-9488 Fax: 732-901-9608
E-Mail:neutrikusa@aol.com Web Site:www.neutrikusa.com Circle (108) on Free Info Card



The one partner who lets you lead.



Converting? Consolidating? Confused? You need a partner who knows all the intricate next level solutions
steps necessary to take you to your next level wi:hout stepping on any toes. You need

a partner who can take your lead and support you with 77 years of broadcast WIRELESS

leadership. You need Harris Broadcast Systems. From studios to mobile systems, from
BROADCAST

transmitters to antennas, from components to networks, Harris is your single -source

provider for TV, radio, and systems integration. So when you're ready to take those COMMUNICATIONS
next steps, give us a call. We'll be more than happy to put you on our dance card. PRODUCTS

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications 94Communications
ARIUS

Circle (109) on Free Info Card See us at NAB Booth L16710, 00350, L12$53 (Radio Hall)



Engineering

Are you ready for IBOC?
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

IROC broadcasting was proposed some years ago, but
it was not until NAB98 that it began to look like a
reality in the near future. In November 1998, the FCC

issued a Notice of Inquiry, which usually presages a surge
in a project's activity.
And there has been considerable activity. Several peti-

tions have been filed with the FCC, but at the time of this
writing no actions have been taken. However, if and
when an IBOC system is approved for the U.S., its effects
will not be felt for some time. Despite this, a number of
proponents are ready to forge ahead.

The principle is appealing: The ability to add separate
information channels to an existing carrier offers licensees
another program source - maybe more than one - that
can be used for revenue -producing operations. Just about
all radio -station cla.cses can benefit from IBOC by adding
data services to their inventory. How-
ever, there may not be enough anx-
ious users of data transmission, at
least at first, to make it profitable.

There are three major players in the
IBOC field: USA Digital Radio, Lu-
cent Digital Radio and Digital Radio
Express. The broadcast industry was
surprised in January, when 11 prom-
inent broadcast owners joined CBS
and Gannet as USADR investors to
support IBOC's development and
implementation.

IBOC proponents have been per-
forming system tests for some time, and they have held
demonstrations on IBOC DAB. This year's NAB will see
large steps forward in IBOC technique and final system
development. It is hoped that the Commission will issue
a sensible decree in time for the convention.

At this time, the IBOC systems in development must use
some form of hybrid operation, though all plan to
become fully digital as soon as possible. Hybrid opera-
tion will be a virtual necessity until the majority of
receivers in use employ digital radio circuitry. Until this
transition occurs, many listeners won't be able to enjoy
the clarity of CD -quality reception.

IBOC development engineers and transmitter designers
have been investigating the requirements of the various
systems and the general system problems of combined
AM and FM transmission through a single RF amplifier.

Some transmitter manufacturers are working on the
compatibility angle, and Harris Corp. has presented

41-20kHz-b-

several papers on the topic. Because of the uncertainty
about which system will finally be approved, it is rather
difficult to lay down specific transmitter requirements.
Since the final transmission techniques selected will
depend on the modulation methods employed, we will
look at the general requirements.

AM IBOC
Naturally, the system requirements differ for discrete AM

and FM operations. Among those for AM is a precise
(narrow) channel width of 20kHz, into which an analog
and a digital signal will have to be crowded - and still
produce CD quality. The proposed IBOC systems promise
to provide a new transmission system and a wider range
of programming without compromising the existing U.S.
AM allocation standards. Combining the analog and digital

transmissions makes it
possible to provide
AM and FM program-
ming (and data, if re-
quired) during the in-
troductory period
NVith011t outmoding
existing AM receivers.

The principle of op-
eration results in the
generation of a com-
plex signal with in -
phase and quadrature
components. Linear

amplification is required for proper operation, but this
can be compromised by low VSWR and narrow -band-
width antennas. The whole system of IBOC operation
appears to be more complicated than some engineers
initially anticipated. However, the concept should revo-
lutionize AM broadcasting. Questions of power amplifier
performance, the effects of filtering on the production of
intermodulation distortion, and transmitter noise -floor
levels appear to be vital subjects of continuing system
development and research into the suitability of various
AM transmitter models.

Figure 1 shows the USADR AM Hybrid DAB signal and
its mask. A 30kHz channel bandwidth is needed to convey
the AM and the frequency -modulated programming and
datastream. Despite this requirement, the proposed oper-
ation falls well within the FCC NRSC AM mask because the
two 10kHz wings carrying digital information fall beneath
the interference limits.

AM Ana ug 10kHz

10kHz

okFiz

Digita Carriers

25dtBc

-35dBc
1 )kHz -65dBc

10kHz 30kHz

Figure 1. The spectrum mask of the USADR AM Hybrid DAB
signal. This mask still fits the FCC NRSC AM curve.
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The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios' than any other
digital system! 2,025 U.S. stations use
4,600 Scott digital workstations. One
reason is that the Scott System is the
easiest to use. It's simple, straightfor-
ward, intuitive and powerful!
And Scott Studios' audio quality is the
very best! You choose from new 32 -
bit PCI cards by Digigram, Audio
Science or Antex. Scott Studios is
famous for our uncompressed digital
systems at a compressed price, but we
also work well with MPEG. Scott
software can record and play our
audio files on a laptop and home PC.
Scott computers are industrial quality
in 19" racks, but not proprietary:
functional equivalents are available at
most computer stores. You get 24x7
toll -free phone support. You also get
new software features free for years
from Scott's Internet site.
Scott Studios offers three different
systems in three price ranges to suit
any budget.

Good Spot Box
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Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple -deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have dear labels
on each spot. VU meter bars show
levels. Buttons show countdown
times and flash as each recording ends.
At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category. Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and costs as little as $5,000. Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.

8:15:38A True Colors
Phil Collins

:'1/4:05/F HIT HM0105 8:15:47
#1 for 3 Weeks in Feb. '99

Written In the Stars
Elton John & LeAnn Rimes

:17/4:13/F HIT HM2603 8:18:40

Contest Promo Bed
Instrumental

:C0/0:30/F PRO 702214 8:22:42

Short Jingle
Q-102

:(0/0:06/F JIN 702215 3:23:02

All I Have To Give
Backstreet Boys

:00/2:45/C 101 DA1234 8:23:08

McDonald's 2 for S2
Q: ...may vary.

:110/0:30/F COM DA4315 8:25:53O
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Winne
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Wow!
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This is the user-friendly Scott 32 System. with 30 sets of 30 hot keys. phone editor and all songs and
spots on line kr instant play! It seamlessly mixes uncompressed and MPEG digital audio!

Better
:CAS' --,
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StopIss
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AXS 2000+

:1;

xo

I. .111la

AXS* (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system
for automation and live assist. AXS*
2000+ is fully featured, with 99 sets of
28 instant play Hot Keys, log editing in
the studio, live copy on -screen, big
countdown timers and can include a
production or phone recorder.
You also get auto -fill of network breaks
to cover missing spots, a Real lime
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.
For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS* 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi -pack
and 300 CD juke box players.

See Scott Studios at NAB Booth
L11890 in Las Vegas, April 19-22

Best Scott 32 System
The Scott 32 System (pictured at the
upper right) is the most powerful
digital system in radio. Your log is on
the left side of the screen. Everything
plays at your touch. On the right, 30
sets of 30 Hot Keys play any spur-of-
the-moment jingles, effects or comedy.
You also get 10 "Cart Walls" with 1 or 2
second access to any recording. A
built-in recorder quickly and easily
edits phone calls, spots or pre-recorded
Voice Trax.
Scott 32 options include recording
Voice Trax while hearing surrounding
songs and spots, time or temperature
announce, Invincible seamless
redundancy with self -healing fail -
safes, newsrooms, 16 -track editors and
auto -transfer of spots and voice trax to
distant stations via Internet.
Contact us to see how one of Scott
Studios' three digital systems can be
tailored to your needs and budget.

Scott gradead
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
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RF
KINTRONIC LABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated, Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU Building
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. Box 845, Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845

Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktl@kintronic.com

Web Site: www.kintronic.com

r-77-1
MaSh7Can:I

r -o-1

VISA
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Cabling Solutions from Gepco

Gepc
ble, vi

assemblies,ca
break t
boxes
and more.

tJ Gepco
distributes

Ark, Kings,
Neutrik, Switchcraft.
EDAC and more.

Innovative, Quality Audio and Video Cable Products

1-800-966-0069
Chicago  Los Angeles

GEPCO
INI TERNATIONAL, INC.

Engineering
USADR AM Hybrid IBOC uses 62 digital carriers spaced

under and around the AM carrier in its orthogonal
frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) modulation to
transmit the audio material.
Once the FCC gives the go-ahead to IBOC, equipment

manufacturers will undertake a vast amount of develop-
ment work. The greatest problem appears to be the
need to accommodate analog and digital transmissions
In the same RF sections of the transmitter. Once the final
shift to digital takes place, the situation should be more
manageable.
Several popular AM transmitters, each using different

modulation methods, have been tested and evaluated to a
limited extent. It appears that transmitters using PSM and
PDM modulation may require careful adjustment to ensure
that sufficient bandwidth is available to cope with digital
modulation requirements. However, sufficient informa-
tion is not available at this time to speak with complete
certainty. Certainly, correction circuits, and possibly Nyquist
filters, will be needed for successful operation.

AM Simulcast VS8 Simulcast

International
Al!l Digital

U.S.
All Digital

,kHr

5kHz 1 SkHz .10 10kHz

1808W.4! kHz 18 9W=45kHz 1808W1351&i: I &OBW.30kHz

Figure 2. Various spectrum masks for broadcast services.

It appears that attention will have to be paid to methods
and systems for STL work. The amount of change
required will depend on the transmitter location and
studio -equipment positioning in the audio equipment
chain, although these specifications will probably be
modified many times before the final operational system
is selected. Like many, I hope the FCC will not stand on
the sidelines as it did with AM stereo.

Hybrid IBOC
Figure 2 shows the shapes of the various possible

emissions and their channel occupancy. In the U.S., we
are concerned only with the AM and FM simulcast
systems for use during the transition to full digital
operation and the U.S. all -digital system, which spreads
its shoulders out to ±198kHz from the carrier frequency.

Although the IBOC DAB system may seem complicated,
we should not lose sight of the fact that it represents a
fantastic use of the FCC's authorized AM and FM band-
widths - it crams a number of additional programming
possibilities into our well-worn AM and FM channels.

VVVVVV.gepCQCOR1
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E-mail John at: batcom@bright.net.



r - - - -When you need to nail the sound -
COURIER, the portable recorder from Sonifex,
is the breakthrough in portable digital audio
recording that journalists and sound recordists
have been waitinc for. The Courier records to
and plays back from a PCMCIA hard -disk or
flashcard. It records standard mpeg compressed,
linear .wav, or braadcast .way files. With the
use of a scrub -wheel, graphical LCD waveform
and undo actions, non-destructive editing is the
easiest in the business with the Courier. The
Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA
cells, and comes with a power supply/charger
that can be used in any country. It's light weight
1 .5kg (31b), so it's not going to be a burden in
daily use, and has professional XLR connectors.

www.independentaudio.com -
info@independeniaudio.com or 207.773.2424

INDEPENDENT

COURIER SONIFEX
www.independentaudio.com or 43 Deerfield Road Portland, Maire 04101-1805 Phone(207)773-2424 Fax(207)773-2422
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Wave

Sharing audio file formats
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

When we think of the data coming in and out of
a computer, we often conceptualize a continu-
ous stream of bits - 10111001001110... But

justasyou ha vedifficultyreadingthisclausewithoutspaces
andpuntuation, to be properly deciphered when read,
computer data must be parsed into manageable bundles
when written. This division of data is also a prerequisite
for the addition of error correction, which allows the data
to better survive the rigors of storage and transmission.

So instead of the continuous stream, digital signals are
always broken into discrete
chunks of data when written or
transmitted, using a form that is
known a priori by the reader or
receiver. Industry standards are
required to set the rules for this
partitioning and organization of
data bits so that interoperability
among devices sharing this data is
guaranteed.

In the real-time environment of
digital signal transport systems,
this parceling is known as fram-
ing of the data, as in the AES3
digital audio format. On the other
hand, digital storage systems use
fileformatsto determine the strut
ture of data that will be placed on
their magnetic or optical media.

16 -bit word 11111.111111

0001 1001 0010 1111

V V VV
1 9 2 F

Byte 1
(MSB)

Big endian =

Little endian =

Byte 2
(LSB)

19 2F

2F 19

Figure 1. A 16 -bit audio sample consisting of two bytes of
In general, the design criteria for data, shown in big-endian and little-eudian order.

a file format is determined by the
nature of the storage medium and the processing devices
- just as digital transmission formats are designed for
optimal robustness through the expected parameters of
the channel. In some cases, file -format design may also
take into account the needs of the software that will use
the stored data.

For example, each different CD format uses a specific file
structure that specifies the operation of that format. The
Red Book, which specifies the audio CD file format, is
optimized for continuous, sequential playback of audio.
The Yellow Book, which specifies CD-ROM file format, is
structured to better accommodate random access to any
kind of data. Design differences also exist among the file
formats used by computer audio applications for produc-
tion or assembly of audio programs on hard disk.

Although the variety of file formats in current use is
nu riad. one common element exists among the various

forms. All formats divide their bits into two main classes:
headers and data. In the case of digital audio file
formats, this is more specifically called header data and
audio data. Headers inform the receiving/reading de-
vice of the formatting used and disclose the settings of
any variables the format permits. This information
prepares the receiver to properly decode the audio data
that follows the headers. Some header data appears only
at the beginning of the file; other headers are repeated
frequently. Some formats include header data in every

data block. In aggregate,
the header data of some
formats can approach the
size of the audio data it
accompanies.

Standard formats
In the computer multi-

media environment, cer-
tain file formats have
achieved the status of de
facto standards. These
"linguae francae" have
made exchange of media
data between computers
possible, even when us-
ing different platforms or

a programs.
For example, the Wintel

world uses the WAVE for-
mat (also known by its file

extension, .way), while the Macintosh environment em-
ploys the AIFF format. These are standard multimedia
audio file formats in use by native processes of the
computer's OS and by some audio -specific applications.

But many audio applications find these formats too
limiting or otherwise unsuitable. Though such applica-
tions may support these formats as I/O file types, they use
a different, proprietary file format for the data created
within the application. This is similar to word-processing
applications, which all have their own proprietary file
formats yet can read or save files as plain ASCII text. But
just as the plain -text format does not convey all the
attached details of the word processor's expression, a
WAVE format file cannot retain the auxiliary labeling and
other data specific to the application with its audio
samples.

Thus, the computer audio world is fraught with a variety
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SMARTP
RKS-411 POTS Codec

Wth Spring remote season
just around the corner, the
most trusted name in remote
equipment is on deck. MAR77®

remote products incorporate
the reliable, high performance
features you've come to

Cellcast
RBS-400 Cellular remote

broadcast studio

expect, at a price that is
quite affordable.

And MART/ has a remote

package for every station's
needs - RPUs, Cellular, POTS,

VHF/UHF Frequency Agile,

and more.

\ j-

SRPT-40
Frequency agile remote

transmitter (Now Available in
VHF frequencies)

RPS-402
Remote mixer

Contact MAR77 or your favorite MART/ distributor

today and get in on the savings in time for Spring
sports remotes. Check out our web site at
www.marti.bdcast.com for a complete listing of
products and MARTI distributors, or call MART/
today at 817-645-9163.

DEMASMARTI
s

ELECTRONICS
Performance Value Leader

421 Marti Drive, Cleburne, TX 76031  Phone: (817) 645-9163  Fax: (817) 641-3869  email address: marti@flash.net  web address: www.marti.bdcast.com
13E12299 ©1999 Marti Electronics Circle (121) on Free Info Card



Next Wave
of file formats, along with a few de facto interchange
standards. Although none of the standard formats is truly
universal or completely satisfactory to the needs of all
applications, their existence makes possible some degree
of interoperability.

Conversion
The motivation behind the developers' use

etary file formats is not simply protectionist.
audio applications are written in
different programming languages
(anything from Fortran to C++) and
are intended for use on different
platforms. Accessing and manipulat-
ing stored audio data in optimal
fashion within these differing hardware and software
architectures requires diverse data -formatting styles.

One frequently encountered example is the endianess
dichotomy. Audio, like most of today's data, is stored in
multiple -byte chunks. (A byte contains eight bits, so the
common, 16 -bit audio sample requires two bytes, and a 24 -
bit audio sample requires three bytes.) Whenever a data
chunk involves multiple bytes, the order in which the bytes
are stored becomes an issue. If you store the most
significant byte first, the format is called big-endian.
Conversely, if the least significant byte is stored first, the
format is called little-end:an (see Figure 1). Obviously,
storing in one format and recovering in the other can create

of propri-
Computer

To be properly deciphered when
read, computer data must be

parsed into manageable
bundles when written.

grossly erroneous results. (Note in the figure that the bits
inside the byte do not change their ordering in either case.)
There are two reasons these storage schemes have

become such an issue in the audio world: On the
hardware side, IBM -type PCs follow the little-endian
scheme, while Macintosh follows the big-endian scheme.
Second, WAVE files are little-endian regardless of the
hardware environment, adding another layer of com-
plexity when converting cross -platform, even using a

"standard" file format.
Thankfully, a few handy file -

conversion utilities accommodate
most of the commonly encoun-
tered audio file formats. Again,
as in the word-processing envi-

ronment, these utilities allow conversion of any support-
ed file format to any other, although the rewrite may
require some processing time on large files. However,
these utilities are intended primarily for the audio pro-
duction environment and do not typically support the
proprietary file formats used in some radio automation/
delivery systems.

Data compression
Complicating things further in the radio business is the

potential use of perceptual coding (lossy data compres-
sion) on audio files. This type of compression algorithm
reduces a file's consumption of hard -disk space and

Listen to what happens when Digital Audio Labs' engin-76-ring experience
and discipline is applied to the latest 24 bit, 96 kHz technology.

Listen to the striking difference in clarity and imaging betweenf computer
"sound card" and a truly professional, ultra precise audio instrument

Listen to the nex generation, all new standard for audio fidelity oi the PC

0
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from DigitaliAudi
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.
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b-'ard±}eluxs
Features include:
 Analog two channel in/out

via 1/4",TRS connectors

 5/PDIF digital in/out;ia RC
connectors

 22 to 96 kHz sampling rate
.'.4/.10bal n n.

operation

KI.Interface
8 t21 bit resnution
41hannel operation using both
analog and digital
Slaving of multiple CardDeluxes
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Next Wave
LAN bandwidth but may have the unwanted effect of
reducing a file's interoperability.

Further, because they require fewer bits after compres-
sion, these files can be stored in blocks of data, each of
which represents longer segments of time. This means
that the temporal resolution of the compressed file format
is reduced. If a compressed file requires subsequent
editing, this loss of temporal resolution can be cumber-
some. Edit points cannot fall inside a data block, and
because the blocks are big-
ger (in terms of time), the
possibilities for edit points
are fewer and farther be-
tween. In many cases, this is
not a significant problem
because such editing is fairly forgiving in its require-
ments. Yet fine editing may be difficult without first
decoding to linear PCM and then recoding to a com-
pressed format after the edit session. A few PC -based
editors intended for MPEG-encoded audio files avoid the
deleterious effects of multigenerational applications of
lossy coding.

Integrating applications
'Today, a large number of audio file formats is likely to

exist in the radio studio. Ideally, this should never need
to be known by operating personnel. Cross -application
and even cross -platform conversions should take place

Cross -application and even
cross -platform conversions

should take place transparently
- but as of yet, they don't.

transparently - but as of yet, they don't. For now, at least,
broadcasters are faced with some occasional heavy lifting
in dealing with file -format conversion.

A few radio automation/delivery vendors targeting the
turnkey approach offer the best solution to this dilemma.
In this case, an audio file remains within its proprietary
format throughout its life span at the station.
The next best solution is the attempt, by a few worksta-

tion manufacturers, to elegantly interface with one or
more automation/delivery systems.
Here, the production workstation not
only converts the finished audio file
format, but also queries the automa-
tion system's database for naming and
storing the file. (Completing this pro-

cess may take some time, but it beats playing the file out
as audio to get it between systems.)

Finally, and least preferably, the station user can per-
form a "manual" file -format conversion, employing one
of the file -conversion utilities mentioned above.

Learning the language is a prerequisite to success in any
new environment. For at least a while, radio engineers and
operators will have to concern themselves with digital
audio file formats and their conversion. The file formats are
fundamental to the architecture of the system, and a little
knowledge and experience in this area will have the added
benefit of helping broadcasters understand the inner
workings of computer -based audio systems.
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RadioSoft
Announces the release of
the NEW Version 2.0 of
ComStudy for Windows

You asked for lots of expanded features:
256 Colors for Contours and Coverage
TIA Frequency Coordination Compliance
Simple Runtime Overlay Management
Transmitter Database Import/Export
Individual Station Editing in Systems
Individual System Matrix Recalculation
Area Reliability Analysis and Mapping

 True 32 bit Operation (Win 95, 98, NT)
Increased Accuracy (Land Uses added)

$ More Interference Algorithms

And RadioSoft Delivers!
ComStudy 2.0 is available as a 15 day
evaluation: call 888.RADI095 (USA)
or 904.426.2521 or check our website:
www.RADIOSOFT.COM for details.

Aggressively Priced!
Special pricing for all current users of

propagation software and overlays!
RAOIOSOFT IS A CUSTOMER FRIENDLY COMPANY
I 00 W. KNAPP AVENUE. EDGES ATER FL 32 I 3 2
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The new Short/cutm '99 has arrived!
You talked. We listened.

Short/cut '99 delivers these
exciting new features:

 Variable length cross -
fades

 Programmable Fade In
and Fade Out

 Gain adjustment of
selected audio with
ramping

 .WAV, .BWF and .AIFF
file import and export

 External sample rate
synchronization

 D -NETT" Echo

Short/cut '99 is ready to
ship and field upgrades are
available for existing
machines.

Short/cut '99 delivers
superior audio quality, true
cut -and -paste waveform editing,
massive hard disk storage
and support for external
removable media drives?
all in one compact, easy -to -
use package. It even has
built-in speakers and ten
Hot -Keys' for instant play-
back of edited material in
the studio, or on the road.

Whether you're replacing
out -dated reel-to-reel
machines or building a state
of the art studio, now more
than ever, Short/cut is your
number one choice.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH #L11272
and AES EUROPE

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com
Optional Zip'. drives available from 360 Systems
© 1999-360 Systems Circle (125) on Free Info Card



Update

LPFM service proposed
By Harry Martin

The FCC has proposed establishing a new low-

power FM service within the current FM band. In its
NPRM, the FCC puts forth two classes of LPFM

service: a 1000W service (LP1000) of equal status with
full -power FM stations and a 100W service (LP100)
secondary to full -power FM and LP1000 stations.

The FCC poses new technical rules and spacing require-
ments unique to LPFM, which are intended to protect FM
stations as well as the development of terrestrial digital
radio (particularly IBOC technology).

LP1000 stations
LP1000 stations would operate with 500W to 1000W

ERP and a maximum 60m antenna height above average
terrain (HAAT). There would be no minimum HAAT. This
would produce lmV/m (60dBu) signal contours at a
distance of 12km to 14.2km from the transmission facility.
These signal contours would be protected and used to
establish minimum separation distances between LP1000
stations as well as between LP1000 stations and FM
stations. The FCC proposes that LP1000 stations give and
receive the same co -channel, first -adjacent and IF chan-
nel interference protection that FM stations currently
provide each other. The resulting minimum distance
separation would be 65km between co -channel LP1000
stations.

Additionally, the FCC questions whether LP1000 stations
should protect each other's IF channels and whether there
is any need for second -adjacent channel protection. The
FCC proposes no third -adjacent channel interference
protection. Initially, no short -spaced LP1000 applications
proposing protection through directional antennas would
be accepted. As primary stations, 121000 stations would
not protect FM translators, FM boosters or noncommercial
Class D stations, all of which are secondary services.

LP100 stations
LP1u0 stations would operate with 50W to 100W ERP and

a maximum 30m HAAT. There would be no minimum
HAAT. This would produce lmV/m (60dBu) signal con-
tours at a distance of 4.8km to 5.6km from the transmission
facility. LP100 stations would operate on a secondary basis,
providing co -channel, first -adjacent channel and IF inter-
ference protection to FM stations and co -channel and first-
adjacent channel protection to LP1000 stations. The FCC
asks whether 12100 stations should provide IF protection
to LP1000 stations. The FCC also asks whether new 121000
stations should protect existing co -channel and first -

adjacent channel 12100 stations and whether 12100 sta-
tions should be permitted to receive interference. Further,
the FCC asks whether 12100 stations should be authorized
on a equal basis with FM translators and boosters or be
primary to them. If 12100 stations are deemed primary, the
FCC asks whether existing translators and boosters should
be grandfathered. The FCC questions whether translators
and boosters should be precluded from rebroadcasting
12100 stations to promote localism.

Interference
The FCC poses various technical means for reducing

potential interference from LPFM stations on second-

adjacent channels. Out -of -channel emissions might be
restricted by establishing a strict spectral emission mask
(confinement of emissions within the channel width
through attenuation of emissions outside the channel). In
addition, the transmission bandwidth might be restricted
to the center portion of the channel for LPFM stations.

FCC certification will be required for all LPFM transmitters
to ensure compliance with out -of -channel emission require-
ments. The FCC is especially interested in whether these
measures would minimize interference with digital radio.

Microradio
The NPRM raises the issue of establishing a "microradio"

service for highly localized programming. Such stations
would operate with 1W to 10W ERP and a maximum 30m
HAAT. There would be no minimum HAAT. This would
produce lmV/m (60dBu) signal contours at a distance of
1.8km to 3.2km from the transmission facility.
Microradio stations would be required to protect all

existing and future FM, 121000, 12100, FM translator and
booster stations against co -channel and first -adjacent chan-
nel interference. Microbroadcasters would receive no
protection from any of these stations.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth, PLC.

Dateline
Commercial stations in the following states (or

district) must file their annual ownership reports on
or befo'e lune 1, 1999: District of Columbia,
Marylard, Virginia, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio,
Arizona. Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and
Wyoming.
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Trust MediaTouch For-
Digital Audio Solutions

The Quality And
Support You Want
Sirice 1984, MediaTouch has provided racio

broadcasters with innovations that make
radio work better. With MediaTouch by
OMT Technologies, your station always
has crisp, clean digital sound, without
the muddiness or other problems of
auciotape. Your station works together
as a team, because MediaTouch con-

nects the different departments
together and allows them to easily
share information. And when you
ha.e a question, our staff of radio
prcfessionals is on call toll -free, 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week. MediaTouch is peace of mind.

1.1

.

.1

Custom Tailored To Fit Your Needs
At MediaTouch, we realize that one size does not fit all. That's why MediaTouch is a system: you tick and
choose the features you need. Want to time shift programming? We have tools for that. Take lots of news
feeds? We can record and "splice" them digitally and automatically. Want to do walkaway automation? Our
voicetracking is easy. Want to do your shows live? Our system is the only one that's as easy to use live in tie
studio as it is fully automated.

Cart Replacement Software Starting At $995

For One Station or Many Stations
OLr first "Super-Duopoly" was in 1991, and our experience leaves nothing to chance. Wide Area e.udio
Networking (W.A.A.N.TM) software lets you effortlessly communicate and share files with stations near and far.
Monitor transmitter sites and stations from far away with a web browser and an Internet or intra -vet connection.
Our systems are built solidly, so they keep running day after day. That's why MediaTouch/OMT is -.le software
behind virtually every cable/satellite direct music service in North America, as well as over 500 stations around
the world.

Whattg Your Dream?
Cell us toll -free at (888) 665-0501, and tell us what you want your MediaTouch system to do. Wet work wit
ycu and find ways for your stations to sound better and save more money.

MediaTouch
A DIVISION OF ONT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

2480 S.E. 52nd Street

Ocala Fl:trida.344EC-7500..

Tel. 1-352-622-770C

Fax: 1-3.-629-7000

.

4
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MAKING YOUR WAY TO

A l]B0
he annual NAB convention is quickly ap-
proaching. This ritual can be a time of great
success or great duress. BE Radio is ready to

make your trip to NAB the best it can be with the
information packed into this issue.

The NAB Extra! is a sneak peek at some of the
products that will make their debut at NAB99.
Look for more new -product announcements in
the April issue of BE Radio.

The North Hall at the Las Vegas Convention Center has been expanded, so the show -floor map will definitely come
in handy. If you're shopping for specific equipment, the FASTtrack listing, organized by product categories, will make
planning your time on the floor easier.

NAB99 Coverage Contents
NAB extra! 34
Radio show -floor map 37
BE Radio FASTtrack directory 54

Find more information on the NAB Web site:
www.nab.org/conventions/nab99

AISIUM41

in wired remote

JK Audio/Booth L11256
The Innkeeper 1 dig-

ital hybrid is designed to
get audio in and out of
analog telephone lines
without the transmit/re-
ceive crosstalk common
to analog hybrids. A built -

control that includes a DTMF keypad is featured. Other
features include real screw terminals for remote connections, a front -panel
headphone jack and volume control, and switchable automatic answer.

(815) 786-2929: fax (815) 786-8502; Info@jkaudlo.com; www.jkaudio.com
Circle (210) on Fres Info Card

Tascam/Booth L22383
The TM -D4000 digital re-

cording console offers the user
a flexible recording and mixing
console based on Tascam's pin-
nacle technology employed on
the larger TM -D8000 console.
Features include 32 mono and
two stereo inputs, feeding eight
buses. The input section features six aux sends, four -band EQ and
dynamics on each channel. Professional -style 100mm motorized faders are
used for the 32 mono inputs, the stereo inputs and the console master fader

(323) 726-0303; fax (323) 727-7635; tascamsalesetascam.com; www.taacam.com
Circle (211) on Free Info Card

full

Neutrik USA
Booth L16552

A The 2 -Pole Speakon NL2FC and
NL2MP preamp connectors have few-
er pins than the 4 -Pole version. Com-
patibility between the NL2FC female
connector and the NL4MP male plug
is maintained. The housing is a two-
piece configuration with insert, chuck
and locking sleeve attached in one
housing and cable boot as the other.
The chucking design accepts a wide
range of cable dimensions.

(732) 901-9488; fax (732) 901-9608
neutrikusa@aol.com
www.neutrikusa.com

Circle (212) on Free Info Card
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TC Electronic
Booth L10694

10. The DBMAX Mark II ver-
sion 2.02 digital broadcast maximizer features 24 -bit A/D and D/A converters among a comprehensive set of new
hardware and software enhancements. The upgrade includes a dynamic stereo enhancer insert, the ability to handle
analog I/O levels up to +26dBu (requires field -hardware modification), new presets and level setups - the presets have
the ability to call level setups if desired. A 24 -bit bypass mode and selectable high -cut and low-cut 20h -order filters on
the inputs are also added. Two units can now work in redundancy and in bilingual configuration.

(805) 373-1828; fax (805) 379-2648; tcusetcelectronic.com; www.tcelectonic.com
Circle (213) on Free Info Card

IMOD MO- OM

Audio Processing Technology/Booth L12470
The BCF256 broadcast communications frame exhibits negligible coding

delay over dial -up ISDN and permanent digital networks. Applications
include STLs,
backhaul, stu-
dio network-
ing and out-
side broadcast.
Standard features include an integral ISDN terminal adapter, automatic
backup circuitry, analog and digital interfaces, a sample -rate converter and
alarm functions.

+44 1232 371110; fax +44 1232 371137; salesuk@aptx.com; www.aptx.com
Circle (214) on Free Info Card

Inovonics/Booth L13873
The Model 520 AM modulation mon-
itor includes a built-in, tunable prese-
lector for off -air operation with a
companion antenna. The unit also
accepts a direct RF input sample from
the transmitter. Features preset and
adjustable peak flashers as well as
loss -of -carrier and loss -of -audio alarms.

(800) 733-0552; fax (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com

Circle (216) on Free Info Card

CartWorks/Booth L11591

.. %AN.

akYIP= =Z=

A New digital audio formats are sched-
uled for release on April 31. Cartworks
will add support for MPEG Layer II
and MPEG Layer III audio compres-
sion as well as linear digital audio. The
original apt -x audio format is still

available.
(800) 795-7234: fax (601) 853-9976

bes@ucmail.com; www.cartworks.com
Circle (218) on Free Info Card

360 Systems/Booth L11272
The TCR8 is an eight -track

digital audio hard -disk record-
er that features 24 -bit audio
quality, high -density removable
disks, massive internal hard -
disk storage, complete time -
code implementation and \TR emulation

(818) 991-0360; fax (818) 991-1360; info@360systems.com
www.360systems.com

Circle (217) on Free !no Card

Wheatstone Corp./Booth L12171
The D-600 digital on-air/production
console is available in mainframe
sizes up to 40 positions. Inputs fea-
ture four -band EQ, dynamics pro-
cessing, ducking and eight -character
source displays. Four stereo buses
provide digital and analog outputs.
All switches, faders and displays are
addressable via serial interface.

(252) 638-7000: fax (252) E37-1285
email @ wheatstone.com
www.wheatstone.ccn

Circle (215) on Free Infc Card

Kirk- Harnack
Kirk Harnack is VPol engineering for Delta Radio Inc. and
president of Harnack Engineering, Cleveland.

What do you see as the next major
step for radio broadcasting?

One of radio broadcasting's nest challenges will be
to provide localized programming from regional b-oadcast cente-s. Some
broadcasters are moving toward this goal now. A few broadcasters are
falling short of programming for the localized needs of many listeiers.

Many equipment manufactures and engineers are making inroa* to aid
broadcasters in this challenge. For radio broadcasting to grow and compete,
broadcasters must continue tc work toward efficient, localized program
offerings with steady commun ty involvement. Engineers and ma-ufactur-
ers need to provide the tools and techniques that enable broadca5: groups
to think globally and act local y.

It's an age-old problem - being in two or more places at the sane time.
Today it's more important than ever that eadi radic listener perce yes "his"
station as being on the air just for him or her. Broadcasters who are
committed to providing localized programming can do so with the dedicat-
ed involvement of savvy engineers and clever equipment implemelations.
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Alsterze
Leitch/Booth L22257
44 The Integrator routing switcher integrates
all digital and analog signal formats and

allows flexible, soft -matrix partitioning
-444sitier of hardware matrices. This allows

the user to integrate the router into
present matrices. The unit is easily

reconfigurable for later matrices. Multiple signal formats can be integrated
into the same frame with deterministic, field -accurate switching.

(800) 231-9673; fax (757) 548-4088; www.leitch.com
Circle (219) on Free Info Card

Russ Mundschenk
Russ Mundschenk has written several BE Radio field
reports and articles on state-of-the-art equipment and
procedures. He is chief engineer at WBEB-FM,
Philadelphia.

What do you see as the next major
step for radio broadcasting?

Many of us would agree that the next big step in radio broadcasting is a fully
digital transmission system, from the announcer's microphone to the
listener's speakers. The first steps toward that goal are digital facility
integration - audio storage, mixing, switching and interconnection in the
digital domain. When a viable RF transmission format is adopted, the final
link will be plug -and -play.

However, we to stop there. Delivery of audio will not
be sufficient to keep broadcasters competitive with a myriad of new informa-
tion and entertainment delivery systems. Radio is a hometown friend -a live,
spontaneous media that breeds listener allegiance. New technology must
help foster that allegiance. The Internet and other technologies should be used
to increase the level of listener interactivity. Information about a currently
playing song or a link to an advertiser's Web site can generate interest and
provide clients with added value. Polls can be taken and songs can be
requested with the push of a button on a keyboard or cell phone.

The rule of thumb for future technology is "embrace it-or be eclipsed by it.'

MediaTouch/Booth L11558
The new Card Independence tech-
nology allows broadcasters to play
and record CD -quality MPEG-2 audio
on any standard Windows sound
card. Rather than relying on micro-
processors embedded on the card to
encode and decode MPEG audio,
Card Independence contains the pro-
cessing in a software codec. Card
Independence is the core technology
in the new CD Ripper utility that, in
less than real time, converts music
CDs to MPEG-2 audio files without
dubbing.

(888) 665-0501; fax (352) 629-7000
omt@omt.net: www.omt.net

Circle (222) on Free Info Card

Holaday/Booth L13980

A The HI -4417 meter/probe incor-
porates enhanced EMF measurement
and analysis functionality in a new
low-cost offering. Upgraded stan-
dard accessories provide easy port-
ability during EMF measurement
tests. Fiber optic connectivity be-
tween the meter and probe allows
free positioning of the probe and an
unhindered view of the display.
Features include onboard logging
and a tight frequency response. The
unit's frequency range is 10kHz to
2GHz, its dynamic range is 1V/m to
300 V/m, and its overload limit is
1000V/m (continuous).

(612) 934-4920
fax (612) 934-3604

holaday@holadayinc.com
www.holadayinc.com

Circle (220) on Free Info Card

Intraplex/Booth L12853
The STL Plus is a popular digital STL system that supports bidirectional
transmission of program audio STUTSL, remote control, LAN data and
telephone service on a single T1 digital line over leased T1 circuits,
microwave radio links or fiber optic links. New features include a Windows-

based user interface, an internal CSU and an enhanced front -panel display.
(978) 486-9000; fax (978) 486-0660; sales@intraplex.com; www.intraplex.com

Circle (221) on Free Info Card

Avocet Instruments
Booth L11587
ON. The new version
of the AV -2000
Delay Canceller
uses DSP processing to remove
delayed audio feedback from live, on -air broadcasts
or on satellite and ISDN communications.

(503) 671-9424; fax (503) 671-9626; ericl@avocetinst.com; www.avocetinst.com
Circle (223) on Free Info Card
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Akai Musical Instrument Corp.
Booth L13966
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A The DPS12 version 2.0 is a 12 -
track random-access digital disk re-
corder and digital mixer. The unit
allows users to record, edit, add ef-
fects, mix projects and produce a
finished CD. Projects can be stored
on the optional, removable Jaz car-
tridges or on optional SCSI hard disks.

(817) 831-9203: fax (817) 222-1490
akaiusa@ ix.netcom.com
www.akai.com/akaipro

Circle (225) on Free Info Card

PR&E/Booth L13670
Quildlilt II, a new line of modular
radio studio furniture, is aimed at
middle- and lower -market broadcast-
ers. The furniture is constructed from
materials usually associated with high-
er -priced offerings. Assembles quickly
with few tools.

(760) 438-3911: fax (760) 438-9277
sales pre.com: www.pre.com
Circle (227) on Free Info Card

Harris/Booth L16710

Ifri/TRIS DA SWITCH
AIRP0,5111GI

A The DASW 2x1 AES3 digital audio switcher, housed in a 1RU assembly,
serves several functions in an AES digital audio path. The DASW selects one
of two compatible AES3 input signals. The unit's design allows it to handle
balanced AES3 or unbalanced AES3-ID input and output signals. Possible
applications include feeding two exciters simultaneously with the same digital
signal or acting as a source selector for up to four digital dev es. such as
R-DAT or CD recorders
(800) 622-0022; (513) 459-3890: broadcas-t@harris.com: wwv.harris.com/co.-nmunicatiois

Circle (224) on Free Info Card

HHB/Booth L13994

DSD (Direct Stream Digital) formats,
Audio CD standard. Options include
recording tip to 24-hit/96kHz.

+44 181-962-5000: fax +44 181-962-5050: sales@hhb.co.uk: www.hhb co.uk
Circle (226) 311 Free Info Card

The Genex GX8500 is an
advanced multiformat digital
audio recorder. The expand-
ed unit is equipped to record
in linear and nonlinear modes
and is designed for multi-
channel recording and mas-
tering applications in which
the best possible sound qual-
ity is required. Records in
AES/EBU, SPDIF, SDIF 2 and

making it compatible with the new Super
internal A/D, DiA converters that enable

AKG Acoustics/Booth L18107
Do. The C 4000B microphone's capsule has been carefully

tuned to preserve

Barry Thomas, CSRE
Barry Thomas is techn'cal director of KCMG - Mega
100 Chancellor Media of Los Angeles.

What new equipment is of special
interest to you at NAB99?

This year at NAB, I will be evaluating the choices
available for FM transmitters. I'm primarily interested in the solid-state
options, but I'll be considering reliable single -tube systems as well. While
solid state is a new technology, some sort of operational track record is
necessary. The stakes are too high in L.A. to experiment on the air with
unproven systems. With the increased responsibilities and reduced size of
engineering staffs, low maintenance is a must This is the primary reason for
solid state: the elimination of the regular tube -replacement tasks. I also am
looking closely at the development of the digital audio routing and transmis-
sion techniques. Last year's NAB was host to some of the first truly usable
digital audio mixing and routing technologies In that year, there was a wide
variety of trials and good acceptance of tie available options. I'll be
interested in looking at the track records and seeing how real -world
experience has improved the options and reined the choices available to
the broadcast engineer.

the integrity of
the source while
offering mild
complements in
the high frequen-
cies. The opti-
mized transform-
erless output
stage ensures the
accuracy of low
frequency and a
nearly nonexist-
ent self -noise.
The large -dia-
phragm transducer
provides excellent re-
sponse, and the mi-
crophone features se-
lectable polar patterns.
A wide dynamic range accommo-
dates every recording situation.

(615) 360-0499; (615) 360-0275
akgusa@harman.corn

www.akg-acoustics.com
Circle (228) on Free Ink Card
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Gepco/Booth L16461

The 5524EZ digital audio cable
replaces the 5524 and offers im-
proved performance. The 11052
AES3 single -pair cable features two
24 -gauge conductors and a high-
speed foam dielectric with the low-

est available transmission loss for this cable type. The cable can be used for
runs of more than 650 feet. Completely shielded by a bonded 100 -percent
aluminum/polyester tape with a 24 -gauge drain wire, the cable's outer jacket
is an easy -to -strip gray PVC that is UL -listed type CM.

(312) 733-9555: fax (312) 733-6416; gepco@gepco.com; www.gepco.com
Circle (229) on Free Info Ca -d
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Fed up with long audio coding delays?

Why compromise?
APT coders provide proven audio quality without delay and lose nothing
through multiple coding.

Over both permanent and dial -up digital circuits, the BCF256 and
NXL384 represent the broadcaster's choice for Backhaul, STL, studio
networking and Outside Broadcast applications.
Talk to us about the benefits of utilising apt -X as your next audio
communications solution.

AUDIO PROCESSING
T E C H N O L O G

http://www.aptx.com

Believe your own ears!
Don't delay! Contact APT at:

HEADQUARTERS: TEL +44 10) 1232 371110
N. AMERICA: TEL +1 323 463 2963
JAPAN: TEL +81 3 3520 1020

Cutting Edge Technologies
Booth L12594
The Omnia family of products has
been expanded to include the new
Omnia.fm.hot plug-in for ultimate
loudness and the Omnia.sg, a stand-
alone digital stereo generator. Other
plug -ins include a special purist algo-
rithm for classical, jazz and similar
formats, and a stereo enhancement
algorithm for broadcasters desiring a
wide stereo image without multipath
problems.

(216) 241-3343; fax (216) 241-4103
info@nogrunge.com
www.nogrunge.com

Circle (230) on Free Info Card

relex/Booth 1.24228

A The CDP 2001, a desktop CD
duplicator designed for multimedia
and audio applications, supports all
standard writing modes and is easily
expandable to support DVD-R and
CD -R. Direct SCSI allows the duplica-
tor to operate stand-alone as well as to
connect directly to a CPU/EDAT Du-
plication Workstation. All CD -R or
DVD-R drives in the CDP 2001 be-
come a target writer of a PC, Mac or
Workstation. A duplicate can be cop-
ied directly from the host system on
the fly without burning a master CD or
DVD. Copies disc -at -once to disc -at-
once and multisession to multises-
sion. Converts multisession to disc -at -
once and turns incremental writing on
or off when copying a master to
multisession.

(612) 884-4051; fax (612) 884-0043
pro.sound@telex.com; www.telex.com

Circle (231) on Free Info Card
Circle (126) on Free Info Card
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory and user program-

rrable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions.to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.comicommJnications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

TkCommunications
RRIS

Circle (127) on Free Info Card See JS at NAB Booth L16710, OD350, L12853 (Radio Hall)
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Antex Electronics/Booth L10952
The LX -44 is a PCI-based digital au-
dio adapter that builds on Antex's SX
series. This DSP-based, half -sized card
uses 20 -bit A/D converters to achieve
.1 dynamic range of up to 96dB.
Features include four analog inputs,
four output channels and the ability
to simultaneously mix (under Win-
dows98/NT) four virtual devices to
any output.

(310) 532-3092; fax (310) 532-8509
sales @ antex.com; www.antex.com

Circle (232) on Free Info Card

Scott Studios Corp.
Booth L11890
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Brian Sanders
Brian Sanders is program director of KUNV-FM,
Las Vegas.

What do you see as the next major
step for radio broadcasting?

For public broadcasters, program distrioution went
to the top of the list last May when Galaxy IV failed. Our short-term solutions
(realign the dish or carry Internet or ISDN) were both elegant and insufficient.
This sudden transition from 'unctional transponder platform to expensive
space junk has jolted the broadcast community out of complaceicy and into
an accelerated search for a new means of getting our programs around the
system. How can we protect against future systemwide failures? Indeed, as
streaming audio works out is kinks, we question the need for a satellite
system at all. Implicit in this idea is the decentralization of our radio
networks. How would such a system be managed? Do all programs need to
be delivered in real time? Do we have enough time to build a new system?
And the ultimate question: at what cost?

1 The Scott Linux System, a touchscreen digital studio on Linux, plays
commercials, songs and other recordings digitally in air studios. Linux is a stable
UNIX -based multitasking operating system that is free off the Internet. Scott
Studio,, supports the system 24 hours a day.

(972) 620-2211; fax (972) 620-8811; fax salesescottstudlos.com; wvnv.scottstudios.com
Circle (233) on Free Info Card
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oe THE sots
For over 18 years Broadcasters have come
to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique
construction, along with solid wood
and quality materials, means your
furniture is built to last. Every
installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable
and can accommodate every
budget from economy to
showplace. Call today and
discover why Mager Systems is the
best in Sound Furniture.

AVONITE
Mager Systems is very proud to offer Avonite
Solid Surface. Avonite is a non -porous solid
surface material with depth and richness of stone in
an easy -to -care for composite surface. Avon ite is
available in over 60 natural looking colors. High'y
stain and scratch resistant, it boasts durability with
confidence of a full 10 year warranty.

Designed. Fabricated, Delivered an i installed

l602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85024

TEL: 602-780.0045
FAX: 602-780-9860

KMCG - San Diego

KXGL - San Diego

11-

KXGL - San Diego

The best in
sound furniture!

Circle (128) on Free Info 7,a -c1
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As any artist will attest, the best microphone or instrument
can either be the latest in state-of-the-art technology
. jot or a timeless classic.

AKG provides the best of both worlds, offering a
full pallet of colors and textures, enabling an artist to fully
express themselves with a single stroke of the right brush:

D/11_,

For over 25 years, this

microphone

has been the defacto standard for

large diaphragm condensers.

Switchable polar pattans, pads

and low frequency attenuation

'make the C 414 B/ULS ideal for

virtually any application.

r. C) D if
Designed to combine the benefits

of solid-state and tube

technologies, the Solid Tube

delivers an exceptionally warm

tube sourd while maintaining the

reliabiity of solid-state gear.

H A Harman International Company

AKG Acoustic,. V. S.
1449 Donelson Pike  Nashville, IN 37217 Us.- \

Phone: 615-360-0499  Faic 615-360-0275
E-mail akgusa@harman.com

www.akg-acoustics.corn
amt. (138) on Free Info Card

414 IB/T
Specifically designed for vocals,

the C 414 B/TLII features a

transformerless output and the

legendary C12VR capsule that

enable vocals to soar over the

rhythm section without disturbing

the microphone's pristine sound.



Autlitronics/L14191
The COMET 4600 series analog con-
sole, with a new design, features hot-
pluggable modules, differential bus-
ing and a choice of VCA or thru-the-
fader level control. All indicators are
LEDs, including on/off switches. Oth-
er features include four stereo buses,
optional stereo aux, six mix -minus
buses and stereo cue.

(901) 362-1350; fax (901) 365-8629
sales @ auditronics.con
www.auditronics.com

Circle (234) on Free Info Card

Klotz Digital Audio/L10994
VThe Spherion digital audio con-
sole is founded on Klotz's 3d: router
technology, which allows multiple control

_.........-iiiIIMS7.10111011111WIPIP

Conrad Trautman, CSRE
Con -ad Trautman is chief engineer/information systems
manager for Cox Radio, Long Island, NY, and is
currently acting chairman for New York SBE Chapter 15.

What do you see as the next major
step for radio broadcasting?

In -Band On -Chan lel digital radio. I think television has an edgeon us here,
al -eady on the air with Dr./. Radio broadcasters have the ability to run a
ccmpletely digital audio chain, from the studio to the STL and the process-
in3, and even into he excite-. But it's still an analog signal that is transmitted.
Tests I've had the opportunity to see prove that it can work. And I really
bdieve that, once a system is selected, it will put AM on the same playing
field as FM, increasing the value of AM radio stations considerably.

rooms to share sources, logic, control and DSP functions. Available in
two sizes: a 12 -fader version with a minimum of 24 input

43/4- =11.4-
I/6W irl "i7C1111-111

sources and a 20 -fader console with a minimum of 40 input
sources and DSP production features. Sources include
microphone, stereo analog line and various formats of
digital line inputs. These sources can be routed to any
fader. The unit eliminates the need for keyboards and
computer monitors.

+49 89 462 3380; fax +49 89 462 3818; saleisOldotz-digital.de
www.klotzdigital.com

Circle (235) on Free Info Card

MEE. ettonseoldes

RADIO
FURNITURE
geared towards
the Imct generation
of raaio
eiwinonments

SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE, ENGINEERING g DESIGN

Cell t  800  735  2070
Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor

Circle (139) on Free Info Ca -d
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www.forecast-consoles.com

MediaFORM/Booth 58664

A The CD -5400 CD -to -CD duplica-
tor can record up to four CDs at once
without a PC. One -touch operation
makes copying from the CD to the
CD -R easy, and no read -in is re-
quired. The technology enables a
direct copy of all industry -standard
formats. The system's format detec-
tion automatically identifies the mas-
ter CD's format. Outfitted with 8x
writer drives, the unit duplicates a
full 74min CD in nine minutes. Can
be connected directly to a PC to
work directly with the computer's
mastering software.

(610) 458-9200; fax (610) 458-9554
info@mediaform.com
www.mediaform.com

Circle (236) on Free Info Card
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NiSrfilditz
EMTEC Pro Media/Booth 57555

A The new ceramic -plated BASF
CD -R is suited for audio and data
applications. Its hardened, ceramic
coating results in better safety for
stored information. The new master
includes a silver reflective coating for
improved reflectivity, an organic dye
for minimal errors and long life, and
a special on -disc writing surface.

(805) 295-5551; fax (805) 295-5554
www.emtec-usa.com

Circle (238) on Free Info Card

A udioarts/Booth L12171
SPARKY, the digital on -air console,
accepts and outputs analog and dig-
ital signals. The unit is an open -
architecture design with 12 inputs,
three stereo buses, multiple format
A/D input converters, machine con-
trol, digital mix -minus and phone -
module support for 1\\ o callers.

(252) 638-7000; fax (252) 637-1285
emailitwheatstone.com
www.wheatstone.com

Circle (240) on Free Info Card
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Ron Bartlebaugh
Ron Bartlebaugh is engineering manager of WKSU-
FM, Kent State University, Kent, OH.

What new technology is of special
interest to you at Plit1599?

I realized today that I will be attending the last NAB
show of this century. As I reflect back on how technology has changed over
the past 100 years, I sit amazed. How can we improve on what has already
been achieved? I will be looking for improved audio as I cruise the exhibit
floors, although I don't expect to audio to sound much better than it already
does. What I do expect and hope to find are digital audio consoles that make
sense, from both a user and a technical viewpoint. I also hope to find audio
processors that have been designed with a new paradigm in mind and not
the "same old, same old" in a new box.

Also on my mind is how TV stations intend to compete with the high -quality
audio found on DVD, DirecTV and other video sources. Perhaps it is time for
the videographer to wear a hard hat with an array of microphones that would
input 5.1 audio into the news report. I wonder if anyone will have those 5.1
audio hard hats on display at NAB. I'll be looking.

Sound Devices
Booth L11465

11* The MP -1 is a por-
table, battery -pow-
ered microphone
preamplifier with
phantom power. The
unit provides studio -
quality sound, out-
standing dynamics
control in field condi-
tions and immunity to interference. Created for high -bandwidth 96k/24
digital productions, the unit's dynamic range exceeds 120dB and its band-
width is more than 50kHz.

(608) 524-0625: fax (608) 524-0655; info@sounddevices.com: www.sounddevices.com
Circle (237) on Free Info Card

range. The

EVI Audio
Booth L24228

The R100 is a diversity
wireless microphone system
featuring the patented Secure -
Phase diversity circuitry that
provides strong, clean signals.
Secure -Phase uses the signal
from both antennas at all times
to increase signal strength, min-
imize dropouts and increase

system otters a range of wireless systems to meet any need.
(616) 695-6831; fax (616) 695-1304; tbriggs@eviaudio.com

Circle (239) on Free Info Card

Sonifex/Booth L10687
Version 1.5 software for the Courier portable hard -disk recorder adds cut-

and -paste editing capability and additional Mac support. The software adds
support for AIFF recordings and ex-
tends the editing capability with mul-
tiple -cut, multiple -mark cut -and -paste
editing. Modem support is included to
transfer audio over a telephone line.
Frequently called numbers can be
stored in memory.

+44 1933 650700; fax +44 1933 650726
sales@sonfiex.co.uk
www.sonifex.co.uk

Circle (241) on Free Info Card

Belden Wire & Cable Company
Booth L22974
The Brilliance audio snake cable
with enhanced NEC ratings features
the 1408R Series CMR-rated audio
snakes (UL 1666). For installations
that require penetrating multiple
floors, this riser -rated cable is eco-
nomical, eliminating the need for
metal raceways, fireproof shafts and
firestop,,

(765) 983-5200; fax (765) 983-5294
www.belden.com

Circle (242) on Free Info Card
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looks like
we came out of
owhere.

Out of the heartland comes the
AudioWizard CFSTor Windows"
the most complete digital production and delivery system available

Within the last few years, the AudioWizard from Prophet Systems Innovations has been chosen by the broadcast industry's

big boys, small groups and individual stations to become a leader in digital audio delivery.

But, we're not new. We have decades of experience in digital audio radio. In fact, a number of us joined the PSi team after

successfully relying on the AudioWizard in day-to-day broadcast situations. Our programming department continues to

anticipate not just your needs for today, but for the months and years to come-both in updates to AudioWizard CFS and

in the development of AudioWizard CFS32. Our Academy is ready to teach you all the Audio Wizard's extensive capabilities.

And our tech support is standing by with expanded service hours and a more comprehensive offering of support options.

The innovations continue as we improve and refine our products to give cost -effect digital audio to single stations, huge

groups and everyone in-between.

Count on us. Together, let's make great radio.

PPAPHILT MMUS
I tions 'nuff

said!!

Circle (141) on Free Info Card

AwkoWizard-

WAN CASTING

(800) 658-4403 (308) 284-8450 sales@prophetsys.com www.prophetsys.com
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KD Kanopy/Booth L12896

A The 10'x10' KD Majestic weighs
only 48 pounds and is constructed
from an aluminum frame with fiber -

reinforced DYNIDIOM fittings. Call
letters and logos can be printed
oversized on the canopy's side pan-
el, top and rail curtains. The cano-
py's polyester tops are fire -retar-
dant, water-resistant and come in an
array of colors. All units come with
a free carry hag and stakes.

(800) 432-4435; fax (303) 650-5093
askmeit kdkanopy.com

www.kdkanopy.com
Circle (243) on Free Info Card
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Ben Brinitzer, CSRE
Ben Brinitzer is a regional director of engineering

for SeaStar Communications Inc. He is based in
Raleigh, NC.

What new technology is of special
interest to you at IYAB99?

The best new technologies will be those that enable a centralized and
seamless installation for new consolidations. This technology will range
from new ways to implement wire in an installation to centralized routing
built into consoles that can be expanded and linked. Imagine a single
connection for a circuit to be delivered anywhere in a facility on any
console. I look forward to seeing the new developments accomplished by
vendors that already market such products to those that don't. Given our
ever-changing operating environment as we shift from owner to owner, the
company that stands to make a fortune will be the one that develops a system
for simplistic studio implementation. NAB99 will prove to be an exciting
proving ground.

Continental Electronics Corp./Booth L18830
The 50kW AM transmitter accepts and generates digital broadcasts.
Building on the AES3 digital audio path, the transmitter gives customers more
control over their stations' sound. The all -digital path reduces noise and
prevents signal degradations.

(214) 381-7161; fax (214) 381-3520: dburkeyecontelec.com; www.contelec.com
Circle (244) on Free Info Card

Belar/Booth L12881
CSA-1 is a composite FFT spectrum analyzer that features VGA output for driving an external CRT monitor, an RS-
232 port for connection to a PC, and analog composite 150kHz inputs. Also featured are analog, 24kHz left and right
inputs and an AES/EBU input with a rate converter that accepts any sample rate from 24kHz to 56kHz. For amplitude,
features include a 120dB dynamic range (adjustable), amplitude resolution to 0.1dB, and linear (percent) and decibel
scales. For frequency, features include a display of up to 150kHz on composite input, a frequency resolution that
is adjustable from 10Hz to 500Hz per division, cure )r display of frequency and amplitudes to 0.1dB.

(610) 687-5550; fax (610) 687-2686; sales@belar.com; www.belar.com
Circle (251) on Free Info Card

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P malice By Design MANUFACTURER

OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.

DUMMY LOADS FROM 1 KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.

HIGH POWER NON -REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1 OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.

P.O.Box 249  Yellville. Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093  Fax 870-449-6000
E -mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site http www altronic corn

Circle (142) on Free Info Card
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Knowledge

is power.

You know the best is elegantly simple.
You know the best is efficient and reliable.
You know the best is digital -ready.

The Nautel XL series of AM

transmitters are built to provide the
reliability you've always wanted, and
the capabilities you'll need in years to

come. Every XL model is 20% more
powerful than competing transmitters.

That's enough reserve power to accom-

modate simultaneous IBOC digital transmis-

sion while maintaining full AM performance.

With this reserve power, an XL
transmitter virtually has a spare module built

in. They're hot-pluggable, which means you

benefit from unsurpassed system reliability
and can maintain full operation even in
the unlikely event that a power module

requires service. Full duplication of
critical low-level circuits further con-
tributes to system reliability.

The XL series is available in power
outputs from 12-60 kW. If you're
considering a new transmitter, take
a close look at Nautel. You'll find

elegant design, rugged engineering, digital
capability and, literally, power to spare.

For more information about our full

line of AM and FM transmitters, visit us on

the Web at www.nautel.com.

Hackett's Cove, RR #1, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0
Phone: (902) 823-2233 Fax: (902) 823-3183
Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine

nautei USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax: (207) 947-3693

Circle (143) on Free Info Card

Come visit us at NAB '99 Booth L12884 in the LVCC Radio/Audio Hall.
See our product line and our XL12 - AM/IBOC DAB compatibility demonstration.

Email: info@nautel.com



Computer Concepts Corp./L13666

I I I I I I I I l Iirefielithilivi141 1 I 'I r I I '

(800) 255-6350; fax

Maestro 2.5, the latest ver-
sion of the WindowsNT-based
digital audio hard -disk storage
system, provides multiple record/
play audio channels, an easy -to -
read display with on -screen
countdown, and full integration
of all digital and audio opera-
tions. Enhanced graphics and
user-friendly options are features
in this version.

(913) 541-0169; info@ccc-dcs.com; www.ccc-dcs.com
Circle (245) on Free Info Card

Andrew/Booth L22937
The pipe -mountable 3.7 -meter earth
station antenna can be securely
mounted onto a customer -supplied six
inch (65 -in 0.D.) nominal pipe in-
stead of a pedestal. The design elimi-
nates the equipment enclosure, en-
abling the antenna to be installed in
areas where space is limited. If re-
quired, outdoor RF equipment can be
attached to the antenna's mounting
frame in close proximity to the anten-
na -feed system. Available with C-,
X-, Ku- and K -band feed systems. Uses
advanced dual reflector technology
with a two-piece precision -spun alu-
minum reflector to provide accurate
surface contour, high gain and closely
controlled pattern characteristics.

(708) 349-3300; fax (708) 349-5444
robert.leonard@andrew.com

www.andrew.com
Circle (247) on Free Info Card

J.

Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
Booth L24825
The D1000 digital wireless micro-
phone system is a four -channel user -
selectable unit that operates at
900MHz bandwidth. Internally
mounted antennas operate in two
independent diversity and audio
sections, eliminating compander use
and the audio degradation commonly
associated with it. Inputs for option-
al external antennas accommodate
extended -range applications.

(860) 434-9190; fax (860) 434-1759
www.sehhneiserusa.com

Circle (246) on Free Info Card

John Battison, P.E.,
technical editor, RF
What do you see as the next major

step for radio broadcasting?

Affs, 1%.

Provided that the FCC does not treat IBOC DAB in the same manner as it
treated AM stereo, I feel that digital broadcasting will be the next major step
for radio broadcasting. Digital technology has been developed for television
and is being implemented. The digital mechanism is available, and I hope
there will be a demand for a large number of radio program sources and data
transmission.

Whether the existing radio station owners will embrace IBOC DAB with
open arms remains to be seen. In some areas, the increase in the number of
available signals will be welcome - in fact, it might provide an answer of
sorts to the pirates' demand for more channels. Perhaps the "have-not
transmitter" group would accept an auxiliary channel on an IBOC transmit-
ter for their radio voices of "civic salvation?

However, for the small market operator fighting for dollars, additional IBOC
channels may be far less desirable. Time will tell.

Gentner/Booth L10671
Enhancements for the GSC3000 remote facilities management system have
been released. Software version 1.9 and a network module allow users to
access the system through wide area networks and corporate intranets. The
network module uses TCP/IP to make information on a host computer
available to all other networked computers. Security features ensure that only
authorized personnel can gain access.

(800) 945-7730; fax (801) 977-0087; info@gentner.com
www.gentner.com

Circle (248) on Free Info Card

StarGuide Digital Networks
The StarGuide Digital Audio Storage module is the latest option for use
with the StarGuide II receiver. The unit is a high-performance, computer -on-

a -chip board that provides local storage from 30min to 144min of 128Kb/s
stereo audio spots. The module features state-of-the-art audio insertion
technology, including external playback control, cross -fading and spot
localization. Fully compatible with industry -standard audio automation
systems and digital audio -receiver products, including equipment manufac-
tured by ComStream, Wegener and IDC.

(619) 452-4920; fax (619) 45Circle2-3095; salosaFree
info

Telecast/Booth L25147

A The Seecor (pictured) studio mix-
er features intuitive handling, user
setups, comprehensive monitoring/
talkback, and routing and assigning
flexibility. The Seector features si-
multaneous handling of asynchronous
sources, internal A/D and D/A con-
verters, and interval remote signaling.

(508) 754-4858; fax (508) 752-1520
sales@telecast.no; www.telecast.no

Circle (250) on Free Info Card
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Personalized Voice
Processing Power
All voices are dderent, and the right processor gives
you all the funct ons you need to make anyone
sound their best.

The Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor combines
versatile functions with the power of programmable
presets.

Users of digital and analog consoles can appreciate
the 628's six separate functions rolled into a single
rack space unit: mic preamp, downward expander/
gate, de-esser, A/D converter, comp/limiter, and
parametric EQ.

Easy -to -use knobs access these functions to create
and store in memory 119 custom presets. And the
FREE RC -1 remote controller accesses eleven
presets with just a touch Df a button. Tell your
Symetrix dealer to include the f-ee RC -1 (a $199
value) when yoL order the 628 Digital Voice Processor.

Symetrix
tel: (425) 787-3222

web www.symetrixaudio.com

Symetrix orodLcts are available through:
BROADCASTERS GENERAL STORE

tel: (352) 622-7700
web: www.bgs'l.com

Circle (129) on Free Info Card



FASTtra ck
The BE Radio FASTtrack can help you plan your navigation of the exhibit floor.

The exhibitors are broken up into categories to help find what you want even faster.
Companies are listed in ascending booth order. L=LVCC S=Sands Expo Center

Audio Accessories
TC Electronic L10694
Audio Follow L10866
Switchcraft.

a Raytheon Company L10977
TGI North America L11494
Wave:Space L11520
TFT L11554
Industrial Acoustics L11585
Avocet Instruments L11587
RDL Radio Design Labs . L12155, L16933
Henry Engineering L12368
Audio Processing Technology L12470
Telos Systems/Cutting Edge L12594
Intraplex L12853
Musicam USA L12856
OEI Corp. L12889
Illbruck Acoustics L13059
Logitek Electronic Systems L13458
Gorman -Redlich L13877
LPB L13977
Ward -Beck Systems L14168
Acoustic Systems L15660
beyerdynamic L16121
ATI-Audio Technologies L16126
Acoustics First Corp. L16148
Datatek Corp. L16330
Acoustical Solutions L16542
Harris Corp. L16710
Audio-Technica U.S. L16713
Audio Accessories L16733
Clark Wire & Cable L17658
Gefen Systems L17860
Whirlwind L18054
Trompeter Electronics L18516
ADC Telecommunications L21149
Benchmark Media Systems L21270
Horita L21569
OpAmp Labs L21573
Beck Associates L21638
Dorrough Electronics L22225
Tascam L22383
Multidyne Electronics L22465
Rip -Tie Co.. The L22970
Prime Image L23485
Lemo USA L23754
DNF Industries L24085
Techflex L24453
Mohawk/CDT L24536
Bogen Photo L24562
Sennheiser Electronic Corp. L24825
Avitel Electronics L25125
Wohler Technologies L25184
Boland Communications S1731
Genelec Oy S1745
Miller & Kreisel Sound S3669

-m S4514
JBL 'rot, onal S7529
Haller Professional S8729

Audio Mixers -On Air
AEV L11291
Radio Systems L11581
Wheatstone L12171
AEO, S.A. L12559

BE Radio FASTtrack Directory
Audio Accessories 54
Audio Mixers -On Air 54
Audio Mixers -Portable 54
Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording 54
Audio Processing 54
Audio Recording, Storage & Playback 54
Audio Routing & Distribution 55
Automation Systems 55
Computers & Peripherals 55
Digital Audio Workstations 55
Intercom, IFB Products 55
Microphones, Accessories 56
Microwave, Fiber Optic & Teko Equipment 56
Power Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 59
Radio Transmitters, Translators, Exciters & Antennas 59
Recording Media & Accessories 59
RF Feedline, Waveguide & Components and Towers, Services 59
Satellite Equipment & Services 60
Studio & Facility Support Procucts & Accessories 60
Test & Measurement Equipment 62
Wire, Cable & Connectors 62

Fidelipac L13177
Autogram L13183
Logitek Electronic Systems L13458
Arrakis Systems L13662
Pacific Research & Engineering ... L13670
Broadcast Electronics L13677
LPB L13977
Auditronics L14191
Harris L16710
Studer L18107

Audio Mixers -Portable
Mackie Designs L10691
Roland Corp. U.S. L12185
Audio Developments L12864
ATI-Audio Technologies L16126
Shure Brothers L16314
Zaxcom L22654

Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording
Mackie Designs L10691
TC Electronic L10694
MartinSound L1C859
Klotz Digital L10994
Calrec Audio L11485
Harrison By GLW L11577
Panasonic Broadcast ... L12120, L22901
Wheatstone L12171
Solid State Logic L12177
Euphonix L12483
Alesis Corp. L12562
Graham -Patten Systems L12805
Fidelipac L13177
Logitek Electronic Systems L13458

LPB L13977
Yamaha Corp. of America L13989
Ward -Beck Systems L14168
ATI-Audio Technologies L16126
Sony Electronics L16730, S2771
Studer (AKG) L18107
AMS NEVE L22337
Tascam L22383
Zaxcom L22654

Audio Processing
Digidesign L10683
TC Electronic L10694
PMI/Joe Meek L10883
Eventide L11279
Roland Corp. U.S. L12185
Alesis Corp. L12562
Telos Systems/Cutting Edge L12594
Dan Dugan Sound Design L12894
Symetrix L13070
Orban L13684
beyerdynamic L16121
FM Systems L16539
Gefen Systems L17860

Audio Recording,
Storage & Playback

Sonifex L10687
Doremi Labs L11232
Roland Corp. U.S. L12185
Denon Electronics L12190
Audi -Cord Corp. L12467
Euphonix L12483
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Alesis Corp. L12562
Fidelipac L13177
Nagra Kudelski SA L13312
Arrakis Systems L13662
Broadcast Electronics L13677
AKAI Musical Instrument Corp. L13966
Sony Electronics L16730, S2771
DRS Ahead Technology L17312
Studer (AKG) L18107
Otari Corp. L21653
Tascam L22383

Audio Routing & Distribution
Sonifex L10687
MartinSound L10859
Apogee Electronics L10990
Axon Digital Design BV L11522
Radio Systems L11581
NVISION L12126
Henry Engineering L12368
Audio Intervisual

Design/DTD L12381, S6529
Euphonix L12483
CBSUCustom Business Systems L12553
Graham -Patten Systems L12805
Miranda Technologies L12841
Cobalt Digital L13521
Pixel Instruments L13646
Broadcast Electronics L13677
Sierra Automated Systems L13982
Ward -Beck Systems L14168
ATI-Audio Technologies L16126
Datatek Corp. L16330
Studer (AKG) L18107
Di -Tech L18242
Ross Video Limited L20931
Benchmark Media Systems L21270
Videotek L21273
OpAmp Labs L21573
Leitch L22257
Multidyne Electronics L22465
Telect L24477
Comtek L24553
Chyron L24801
Matco L24839
Avitel Electronics L25125
Telecast Norge AS L25147
Sigma Electronics L25172
Wohler Technologies L25184
Extron Electronics S7848

Automation Systems
MediaTouch L11558
Cartworks/dbm Systems L11591
Scott Studios Corp. L11890
ENCO Systems L11894
Prophet Systems Innovations L12162
SMARTS Broadcast Systems L12378
CBSI/Custom Business Systems L12553
Radio Computing Services L12867
Dalet Digital Media Systems L13394
Arrakis Systems L13662
Computer Concepts Corp. L13666
Broadcast Electronics L13677
Orban L13684
LPB L13977
Broadcast Software Intl L14187
ScheduAll by VizuAll S4522
SMART Technologies S6426

Computers & Peripherals
StorageTek L10610
Ampex L10634
Antex Electronics L10952

Audio Processing Technology L12470
IBM L12826
Soundscape Digital

Technology L13071 S6844
LPB L13977
Image Logic L16255
Rorke Data L16554
Gefen Systems L17860
Adrienne Electronics L20714
Tektronix L22914. S 424, S7172
Hotronic L23638
Obvious Technology S 854
Boland Communications S1731
Ciprico S2444
DataDirect Networks S2614
Eurologic Systems S2618
Hammer Storage Solutions S2723
Silicon Graphics S3315
DiviCom S3353
Ensemble Desigrs S3744
Intergraph Computer Systems . S3948
ATTO Technology S4618
SightPath S4628
Terran Interactive S4635
Computer Modules S4677
Storage Concepts S4922
Exabyte Corp. S4938
Kingston Technology S5819
Norpak Corp. .... S6219
Compaq Computer Corp. S6938
Industrial Computer Source S7180
Apple Computer S7222
ICE S7359
Hitachi Software S7377
Andataco S8432
Intel Corp. S8471
Cinebase Software S8639
MediaFORM S8664
Transoft Technology S9152
JMR Electronics S9344
Quantum Corp. S9359

Digital Audio Workstations
Digidesign L10683
Pristine Systems L1C983
Doremi Labs L11232

Cartworks/dbn Systems L11591
Fairligh! USA L12158
Prophet Systems Innovations L12162
Solid State Logic L12177
Roland Corp. U.S. L12185
Soundscape Cigital

Technology L13071, S6844
DSP North America L13297
Arrakis Systems L13662
Pacific Reseatch & Engineering L13670
Orban L13684
AKAI Musical Instrument Corp. ... L13966
Yamaha Corp of America L13989
Otari Corp. L21653
AMS NEVE L22337
Avid Technology L22941
AliaslWavefront S2425
Sonic Foundri S4022
Digital Audio _abs S6224
Sonic Solutions S7232
Merging Technologies S8127

Intercom, IFB Products
JK Audio L11256
Avocet Instruments L11587
Comrex L13180
Sierra Automated Systems

& Eng. Corp. L13982
beyerdynamic L16121
Telex Communications L24228
Comtek L24553
Systems Wireless L24859
Clear-Com Intercom Systems L25062

Aticropitones, Accessories
Cakewalk L10394
Cad Professional Microphone L10598
MartinSound L10859
Wave: Space L11520
Axon Digital Design BV L11522
Gene Michael Productions L11526
Harrison By 3LW L11577
NVision L12126
Miranda Technologies L12841

IN Jeff Keith, CPBE, NCE
Jeff Keith is director of engineering, Jaco.

Communications of Cleveland

What do you see as the next major
step for radio broadcasting?

I see the ne>t major step for radio as a refining process
Technically the industry has never had more land comparatively inexpen-
sive) technology available with which to create and lel iver its product to the
listener. Bu: how does it best use that technclogy?

On the business side, radio wil be trying to ;igure out how to meet its new
and aggressive financial performance objectives in the fare --tPr
unstable stock market.

On the personnel front, radio will be suffering sorre attritioi. us
once loved and worked in the industry leave it for their own, or other, reasons.
And those who are left or those who've just joined us will be faced with having
to do much more with much less than they ever be ieved possible. I believe
that it will be an interesting journey!

--429110011§It
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FA S fr
Azden L13157, L20671
DSP North America L13297
beyerdynamic L16121
Shure Brothers L16314
Omnimusic L16545
Neutrik USA L16552
Audio-Technica U.S. L16713
Sony Electronics L16730, S2771
NADY Systems L16732
Lectrosonics L23438
Telex Communications L24228
MicroVideo L24435
Comtek L24553
Bogen Photo L24562
Sennheiser Electronic Corp. L24825
Wohler Technologies L25184
Premier Wireless S2729
Creative Support Services S4526
Sonic Desk&up Software S9132

Microwave, Fiber Optic
& Telco Equipment

ABE Elettronica S.p.A.
DB Elettronica
JK Audio
Axon Digital Design BV
Scala Electronic
TFT
Radio Systems
NVision
Henry Engineering
Telos Systems/Cutting Edge
Intraplex
Moseley Associates
QEI Corp.

L10643
L10962
L11256
L11522
L11535
L11554
L11581
L12126
L12368
L12594
L12853
L12871
L12889

Steve Fluker
Steve Fluker is director of engineering for Cox Communications, Orlando, FL.

What do you see as the next major step for
radio broadcasting?

Large radio groups are now building new facilities to combine multiple
stations in a market under ore roof. This has been an excellent opportunity
to upgrade old, outdated equipment to state-of-the-art technology. With this
development, we are seeing stations implement computer audio storage and
delivery systems with voice tracking. With new voice tracking techniques that
make it sound like a live DJ is sitting behind the microphone, we are seeing
automation not only as a sma I market tool, but also - now and in the future
- as a way to get top talent b do localized shows in several markets across
the country. One top -rated DI can now do voice tracks for four or five radio
stations in the time it used to take to do one live local radio show.

Energy-Onix L13084
Gentner Communications L13170
NPR Satellite Services L13172
Comrex L13180
Itelco L13346
Broadcast Electronics L13677
Nucomm L16252
Harris Corp. L16710
Broadcast Microwave Services L17610
Microwave Filter Company L18239
Microwave Radio

Communications L21142
ADC Telecommunications L21149
Multidyne Electronics L22465

Andrew Corp. L22937
Telecast Fiber Systems L25131
RF Technology L25153
California Microwave S 835
BARCO S3344
DiviCom S3353
Fiber Options S4332
Force Inc. S4541
Tiernan Communications S4771
Ortel Corp. S5162
SiCOM S6173
FoxCom S6248
Communications Specialties Inc S6655
Alcatel S7228

Remote Monitoring and v.
Control for Any Size Site
Davicom systems provide all the automated monitoring,
reporting and control functions you need to keep your
site(s) operational and legal!

System sizes for small, medium and large
applications
Multi -site capability
Works with almost all sensing devices
Prices include relays, voice operation and PC
software for Windows 95/98 and DOS

davicom
technologies

Toll -free: 1-877-327-4832
fax: 609-653-1075

Circle (130) on Free Info Card
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WOR RadioTalks SMART to Millions!

Tom Ray, Technical Director at WOR in New York,
talks about his Smartcasters...

"New York, New York! It's a 'antastic town...and
the #1 radio market! With 15+ AM signals that can
be listened to i Manhattan. With over 7 MILLION
potential listeners in the New York Metro alone.
Never mind the fact that, with WOR's low dial position
and 50,000 watt signal, WCR can be heard from Maine
to Florida to Kertucky to Ohio. A nd WOR has a poten-
tial world-wide audience on the Irternet. Not to mention

the potential 7+ MILLION listeners on the WOR Radio Network, providing programming to
over 300 radio stations nationwide. With that kind of potential listenership WOR, Americas
Talk and Information Station, requires the best, most rugged tools available to keep 50,000
watts alive in the City that Never Sleeps, and to keep audio ava lable to 300+ radio stations
nationwide that rely on WOR to be there when they need us.

The Smartcaster Digital Audio System is just such a tool. The Smartcaster automates WOR
during the times we are an affiliate Df our own network. In New YorR afternoon drive, this
means switching to the newsroom, b live traffic reperts done by Met -o Traffic across town,
and back to the network. There's no room for error. The SmartCastel handles these chores
admirably, and more.

Smartcaster can do our EAS tests. Smartcaster automatically records our network program-
ming that we re -feed at a later time. .4nd automatically refeeds these programs at the correct
time. SmartCaster can record a news update on the Iraq crisis and place it into the bottom
hour break seamlessly.

Smartcaster performs our automated network studio switching. Smartcaster fires off the
cues that allow our affiliates to fire off their own local commercials. About the only thing it
doesn't do around here is call to talk to our hosts...hmmm, maybe with the addition of a
modem...

Audio can be input from any location and is available immediately a- any location over the
network that connects the workstations to the central servers. With weekly tape backups,
losing any substantial income is very small in the event of a hard disk failure.

And in the event of a problem, even a small one, the knowledgeable staff at Smarts Broad-
cast Systems will have you back up and running in record time. Evei if it means customiz-
ing the program code to make SmartCaster do what you need it to do. Even if it means doing
so at 3AM. There's a definite difference when the people you are deal ng with are Broadcast-

ers first and computer programming
types second. At WOR, we havesnv-IRART5 the Smartcaster difference."

Broadcast Systems



Alton, Illinois,
Plays it SMART!

By Sam Stemm, WBGZ, Alton

"It is with pleasure that I pass along to you the long and genuinely warm relationship that has
existed between WBGZ and Smarts Broadcast Systems for nearly 7 years. WBGZ purchased its
first Smartcaster in 1992. By today's standards, it was a dinosaur, but at the time it was an amaz-
ing piece of equipment. We used it primarily to automate several talk networks and it performed
flawlessly. We decided when we built our new studios that a Smartcaster Generation 2000 sys-
tem was perfect for our needs.

The Generation 2000 system has done everything we envisioned and more. We do not own a cart
machine. Every bit of audio aired at the station (We are news -talk) comes from the Smartcaster.
It works well in live assist and works well in automation. We use the SmartTouch feature and it
works well too. In the few instances when we experienced minor glitches with the system,
SMARTS support was Johnny -on -the -spot to help us out. Our system has been down just twice
in two years and never more than a matter of minutes because of the prompt and capable support
from SMARTS.

Let me conclude by saying that I can highly recommend SMARTS equipment and software. The
people at SMARTS are broadcasters and understand broadcasters' needs and concerns. Our 7
year association has been a profitable one for our operation."

A SMART Radio Group!
Using the "Spider" System

Steve Newberry, President
Commonwealth Broadcasting

"Commonwealth Broadcasting began a relationship with Smarts Broadcast Systems at
the onset of our company. We were looking for technology to economically run a series
of stations in small to medium markets, and Smarts filled the bill with their Smartcaster
digital audio units and their new Spider system.Commonwealth now controls 31 stations
in the Kentucky and Tennessee area, all of which use Smartcasters in their operations.
The Spider system then uses the Internet to tie all these stations together, so that we can
centralize many functions, including spot production at our headquarters in Glasgow
Kentucky. We also send to and reconcile all our program logs for the various stations
from Glasgow. This is all done through the Internet, so we are not saddled with heavy
expenses for phone calls or dedicated phone company circuits. Our relationship with
SMARTS has been a good one. They are constantly pushing the technological envelope
to develop more and better ways to meet our growing needs. We made a great decision
when we built our station group around their technology, and we have been very pleased
with our choice. SMARTS products and services are in tune with the demands of radio
today."

5M1'41q7"
Broadcast Systems

Phone 800 747-6278
Fax 712 852-5030
info@smartsbroadcast.com
www.smartsbroadcast.com
Booth L12378 at NAB



FAST
Power Products, Batteries,

Generators, UPS
Warner Electric L11594, L18260
Equi=Tech L11597
ERI-Electronics Research L13162
Lightning Control Systems L13649
Northern Technologies L15854
Kay Industries L17212
IDX Technology L17432
Mole Richardson L18746
Dorrough Electronics L22225
Control Concepts/LiebertL22457. S5148
Belden Wire & Cable L22974
Anton Bauer L24073
Staco Energy Products L24855
Exeltech S 633
Best Power/North Star S3622
Pulizzi Engineering S4314
MGE UPS Systems S4929

Radio Transmitters,
Translators, Exciters & Antennas

DB Elettronica L10962
OMB L10986
Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers L11564
Crown Broadcast L11572
Antenna Concepts L11841
Bext L12167
Kintronic Labs L12182
SCA Data Systems L12371
Technosystem S.P.A. L12446
Shively Labs L12877
Belar Electronics Lab L12881
GEI Corp. L12889
Energy-Onix L13084

Itelc° L13346
Broadcast Electrorics L13677
Armstrong Transmitter L13759
LPB L13977
Phasetek L14059
Jampro Antennas/RF Systems L16323
Harris Corp. L16710
Continental Electronics Corp L18830
S.W.R. L21449

Recording Media & Accessories
Apogee Electronics L10990
Professional Label L15060
Videomagnetics L16106
Data Security L16120
RTI-Research Technology Intl L17039
Garner Industries L18531
JVC Professional Products L215C1
Tascam L22383
Maxell Corp. of America L24512
CTX Opto S6272
BASF/EMTEC Pro Media S7555

RF Feedline, Waveguide
& Components,

and Towers, Services
Radiation Y Microondas,

S.A. (Rymsa) L10677
Phillystran L10966
Bird Electronic L11549
Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers L11564
Flash Technology L11882
Svetlana Electron Devices L12053
Penta Laboratories L12370

Magnum Towers L12373
Coaxial Dynamics L12377
Shively Labs L12877
Econco L13083
Allied Tower L13154
TWR Telecom/Lighting L13159
ERI-Electronics Research L13162
Altronic Research L13694
Dielectric

Communicati ins L13986. L24742
Phasetek. L14059
Doty Moore Tower Services L16040
Myat L16310
Stainless L16712
Micro Ccmmurications L17810
Burle Industries L18508
Communications

& Power Industries L18834. S5868
Andrew Corp.. L22937
EEV L24024
Central Tower L24241
RFS Broadcast L24248
Rohn L24325
Kline Towers L24847
Litton S5959

Satellite Equipment & Services
FM Systems L16539
Advent Communications L21649
Andrew Corp. L22937
EEV L24024
MCL L24547
Satellite Export

& Engineering (Patriot) OD300
Logic InnovatiDns S4577
Tiernan Communications S4771

Call the
Pioneers!

9-0.949.7774 800  34518/K

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just
$1,595 per month! Look to us for:

Satellite Data Networks

ti Satellite Internet Connectivity
Network Design & Licensing

LQ Domestic & International Spacetime
tQ 24 -Hour Technical Support

Installation & Training
tsj Lease Financing

Fax 970.949.9620
E-mail: kelly@nsn.net

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
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Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories

Ampex 110634
Kavouras L11205
TFT L11554
EDX Engineering L11562
Penny & Giles L11566
Radio Systems L11581
V -SOFT Communications L12481
Intraplex L12853
Moseley Associates L12871
KD Kanopy L12896
Davicom Technologies L13057
Gentner Communications L13170
Pacific Research & Engineering L13670
Broadcast Electronics L13677
E -Z UP Intl L13691
Burk Technology L13962
Selco Products L14189
Videomagnetics L16106
Nucomm L16252
Clark Wire & Cable L17658
Dove Systems L17933
Winsted L18120. S7440
American Studio Equipment L18258
Zero Stantron L18521
ESE L18528
Mole Richardson L18746
Automated Weather Source L20266
Baron Services L20382
Electronic Associates L20717
Advanced Designs Corp. L20857
Milestek L20861
Allen Osborne Assoc. L20968
ADC Telecommunications L21149

Kevin McNamara, CJYE
Kevin McNamara is President of EXEgesis Technologies, a communications
consulting firm located in New Market, MD.

What do you see as the next major step for
radio broadcasting?

I think the broadcast industry, particularly radio, should brace for the next
(and probably last) phase of the consolidation process - namely, the
breaking up of those clusters that were created over the past two years. It is
likely that you will see some new and perhaps familiar names returning to
ownership roles. Look for existing companies that are committed to the
business for the "long -haul" to begin selling off properties and focusing on
fewer markets. As engineers, this should create some interesting situations.
On one side, the dismantling of existing facilities, and on the other side, the
building of new, scaled -down plants. The lack of qualified engineering
personnel created by the downsizing process should put current engineers
(and just about any experienced employee) in an excellent negotiating
position during this "next round." I expect the level of capital spending to
be significantly reduced over the next several months for the publicly held
corporations that are anticipating such a large scale sell-off.

Macrovision L21459 VidCAD Documentation
Techni-Tool L21562 Programs L22354
Peerless Industries 121567 Rip -Tie Co.. The L22970
Horita 121569 Hannay Reels L23168
Pro Cyc 121580 Veetronix L23643
Beck Associates 121638 Allen Avionics L23740
Thermodyne Intl L21925 TBC Consoles L23785, S4313

Continued on p. 62

Su12E7,10T137,0ad PTOClUCL
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters FM Antennas
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $11.990.00
5,00 watt $18,990.00
10,000 watt $22,990.00
15,000 watt $29,990.00
20,000 watt $32,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 wad $2,800.00 2,000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3,500.00 3,000 watt $19,990.00
1.000 watt $7.990.00 5,000 watt $29,990 00

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1,790.00
500 watt $2,990.00

All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM STL
FREQUENCY AGILEBoth Transmitter FM TRANSLATORand Receiver $2,500.00$3,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958
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PACEMAKER
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TWO CABINET SIZES
Model PM218 Model PM228
Up to 18 Modules Lp to 28 Modules

IIEW HEW HEW !kW ow um HEW

E
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SHOWCASING THE FOLLOWING
 New Modern Styling and Color with Wood End Bells
 EXCLUSIVE BI -MODULAR CONCEPT
 All DC control - easy replacement of front panel modules with no clicks or pops
 Same AIPTOGINM dependable screw -type plug-in connectors
 Easy installation with convenient changes post -installation
 INCREDIBLE NUMBER OF INPUTS ! ! !

PM228 -up to 56 stereo inputs, PM 218 up to 40 stereo inputs
 Start with as few modules as needed - expand later!
 Uses similar switches and the same Penny & Giles pots as original Pacemaker
 No incandescent lamps on switches - ALL LED ILLUMINATION!
 New State Of The Art external power supply!
 Self -resetting "Poly -Fuses" protect individual circuit boards
 AIMOGRAM Autoclock standard in all units!
 Lighted meters ! ! 6 on PM228. 4 on PM218!
 Built-in Cue Speaker

BUILT WITHIN THE MITOGRAM TRADITION OF VALUE & QUALITY

972-424-8585
FAX 972-423-6334

800-327-6901

AIIT GRAM
CORPORATION

1500 Capital Ave.
Plano, Texas

75074

a

a

email: info@autogramcorp.com  www.autogramcorp.com
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Kart -A -Bag
Forecast Consoles
Force Inc.
A&J Cases

S4322
S4335
S4541
S4817

Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories, cont.

Philips Digital Video Systems ... L24001 M&C Systems S4863
Anvil. Ca!zone and Quintech Electronics

Majecal Cases L24019 & Communications(QEC) S5154
Accu Weather L24233, S5816 Anthro Corp. S5859
Hardigg Cases L24450 Aardvark S5926
Maxell Corp. of America L24512 COMSAT S5955
Will -Burt L24528 Amco Engineering S6544
Canare L24780 Porter Case S7276
Tally Display Corp. (TDC) L24812 Genesis Microchip S7541
Nalpak Video Sales L24816 Wenger Corp. S7829
Telecast Norge AS L25147 Chief Manufacturing S8668
Tamrac S 441 Solutions Custom Furnishings ... S8932
Inscriber Technology Corp. S3348 Middle Atlantic Products S8941

CartWorks The Choice is Easy !
Digital Audio Systems
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because CartWorks is
designed to look and operate like traditional
broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and
everything you need for live, local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

Prices start at S 4,995

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple to
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded.
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple. Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log.
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support.

Complete!
For information call: 1-800-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: www.cartworks.com

Test & Measurement
Equipment

Bird Electronic L11549
Audio Precision L11831
Coaxial Dynamics L12377
Delta Electronics L12473
Sencore L12609
Belar Electronics Lab L12881
Prism Media Products L13155
Potomac Instruments L13174
Altronic Research L13694
Z Technology L13819
Inovonics L13878
Holaday Industries L13980
Ward -Beck Systems L14168
Rohde & Schwarz L15843
Harris Corp. L16710
Leader Instruments L16932
Trompeter Electronics L18516
Tentel Corp. L18532
ProTeleVision Technologies L21632
Dorrough Electronics L22225
AVCOM of Virginia L22870
Tektronix L22914, S 424, S7172
Nalpak Video Sales L24816
DSC Laboratories S2742

Wire, Cable & Connectors
Switchcraft L10977
Hosa Technology L16155
Gepco Int] L16461
Audio Accessories L16733
Clark Wire & Cable L17658
Bi-Tronics L21462
Kings Electronics Co. L21837
Belden Wire & Cable L22974
Lemo USA L23754
Mohawk/CDT L24536
Canare L24780
Nemal Electronics L24829
Telecast Fiber Systems L25131
Communications Specialties S6655
West Penn Wire/CDT S7842

S

Booth listings are provided by NAB and are
accurate as of press time. BE Radio is not
responsible for any errors or omissions.

Who will
be chosen?

Our panel of industry
experts will select
a prestigious group

of innovative products
shown at NAB for the

BE Radio
1999 PICK HITS

AWARDS
COMING IN THE MAY/JUNE ISSUE
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Don't be surprised if you find yourself

looking for new office furniture.

It's quite possible that if you go with digital broadcast equipment from CEO,

you'll start noticing your job isn't quite as stressful. At least, that's what some of
our customers have told us. But it's really not very surprising when you consider
that over the years. CEC has built a reputation for quality and
reliability while utilizing cutting edge technology. Things just

don't go wrong. Frankly, it's a recipe for boredom.

www.contelec.com
CONTINENTAL ElECTIONICS CONPOILITION (01999 Con:inental Electronics Corporation.

A
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fetle°Shuntoffed
antennas

By John Battison, P.E.,
technical editor, RF

Considerations for shunt -fed antennas
This is the third in a series of nine articles on basic broadcast antennas.

This installment concludes last
month's discussion of series-

fed antennas and moves into a
discussion of shunt -fed antennas.

Vertical AM radiators
Radiation from a nondirectional

1900
vertical antenna is expected to be
circular in the absence of distorting 1800

objects, such as power -line towers,
other radiators and large metallic 1700

structures close to the antenna. -al. 1600
The FCC lays down specific
ground -system expectations, ba- ze: 1500

sically 120 radials the same length
1400

as the radiator, buried about 8
17,
ciJ

inches to 10 inches in the ground. 1300

This is to protect the radials from
...1damage as well as from vandal- CiJ

1200

ism and theft. If a nonstandard 1100
ground system or antenna is pro-
posed, the FCC may require a 1000

proof after construction to show that
900

the antenna system is operating as
proposed. 800

Section 73.190 of the FCC Rules
depicts curves showing the radia- 700

2000

E ective
for

to d at I ne i e
One Kilowatt
(Curve A)

Use for s mple omnidirectional
vertical antenna with ground system

of at least 120 radials " X

/P

Theoretical

,

AALL
1111111111k4tat

280

270

260

250

240

230

(l
210

200

180

170

160

150

140

tion required from specific antenna 600 130
systems and makes it easy to convert
from frequency to wavelength (see
Figure 1).

From a station engineer's point of
view, it is unfortunate that the com-
mission does not require a proof of
performance for nondirectional sta- Figure 1. Use this chart to obtain tower height in wavelength and determine the effect
tions. It would make life much easier of height on radiation.

01 02 03 04 05
Antenna Height in Wavelength (Curve A)

06

600 800 low 1200 1400 1600
Frequency (Curve 8)
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If Sending Audio
is Your Business...

Giving You the Best
Way to do it is Ours!

MUSICAM USA Codecs, Used by More Audio
Professionals Than All Other Brands Combined.

CDCcAtiMil
Stereo Codecs

MUSICAM MPEG
Layer II, Layer III
and G.722 coding

 SMPTE Time
Code capable

 Point -to -Multi Point
Transmission
(up to 6 sites)

1111,1)170NE II

Analog (POTS)
Codecs
 The best

quality audio
over a single k=m-

telephone line

 Perfect for sports,
breaking news, even music!

, 1111111111 F

0<1.--/(//1-i-17()NE

TOW9adiftriketer
Portable Codec/Mixer

Your one -box remote broadcast solution

 Three -channel
mixer

Built-in
ISDN

terminal
Adapter

sei

4 l'

AI in zff

0 0 GI
0 0 IN
0 GI 0

011

T1/E1 Audio Multiplexing Transmission System
 Digital master -

quality audio
with no
compression

 Transmit
12 audio
programs simultaneous y

Over 17,000 in use worldwide

I

g

Need a Codec? Call Us!
670 N. Beers St.  Bldg. 4
Holmdel. New Jersey. USA 07733
E -Mail: sales@musicamusa.com MUSICAM USA

Tel.: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818
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ANTENNAS
for a station engineer or consulting
engineer when management com-
plains that the signal is down. Only
in exceptional cases has a proof
been performed on non -DAs, but
its existence certainly simplifies the
investigation.

The measure of an antenna's effi-
ciency is the inverse field at one
kilometer. Also known as the unat-
tenuated field at one kilometer, this
theoretical value is used for compar-
ison of nondirectional and direction-
al antenna patterns. It is also deter-
mined after the proof of performance
measurements are made by examina-
tion of the ground -wave curves. (This
topic will be discussed further in the
section on directional antennas in the
May/June issue.)

When considering the efficiency of
an antenna system, either DA or non -
DA, its root -mean -square (RMS) val-
ue is often used. This value is simply
the radius of a circle that has the same
value as the area enclosed by the
inverse field strengths in all direc-
tions at one kilometer from the trans-

Figure 2. The position of the feedline as it is atached to the tower determines the
operating impedance for a shunt -led antenna.

mitter. If you don't have a polar
planimeter, this measurement can be
taken by plotting the pattern and
circle on polar graph paper. The RMS

Remote Facilities Controller

Full featured, low cost remote transmitter control
 New Accessory! Model PA -1 Parallel Printer Adapter
 New Accessory! Model MA -1 Modem Adapter
 Watch for the new RAK-1 'Intelligent Rack Adapter'!
 Y2K compliant -- visit our web site for details

Why spend more than you have to?

410
615  228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (fax)
615  227  2393 (f.o.d)
www.sinesystems.com

is found by calculating the square
root of the sum of the squares divid-
ed by the number of squared radia-
tions. The RMS is useful when check-
ing a transmitting system's efficiency.
It will give you a good idea of any
deterioration that may have occurred
since the station was built.
Though vertical antennas are usual-

ly envisioned as towers or, for short
antennas, as metal columns or tubes,
another type of antenna is in devel-
opment: the crossed field antenna.
Three are in use in Egypt, with ex-
ceptional results reported. In the fu-
ture, we'll probably hear much more
about this antenna.

Shunt -fed antennas
Although the series -fed vertical an-

tenna is popular, and most broadcast
antennas are series -fed, there is an
alternative method of driving a verti-
cal antenna. This is known as shunt
feed. Shunt feeding was introduced
prior to World War II, but exactly
when, and by whom, remain unclear.
One of the radio -field giants probably
developed it for a problem station.

Series feeding a vertical antenna
requires insulating the antenna from
ground by means of a large and quite
expensive base insulator that must
support the weight of the tower as

Circle (146) on Free Info Card
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INTRODUCING the Starlink

5L9003Q-the world's first open -

architecture, all -digital, 4 -channel

aural Studio Trans-mitter Link.
Using spectrally efficient QAM

(quadrature amplitude modula-
tion) technology, it conveys up to

four linear non -compressed audio

channels over a single narrow
bandwidth 950 MHz STL channel.

Yes, we did say non -compressed.

AES/EBU I/Os, combined with a

built-in sample rate converter,
provide seamless connection

without compression or delay.
User selectable digital audio sam-

pling rates of 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz

together with a choice of 16, 32 or

64 QAM allows the optimization

of occupied bandwidth, robust -

Moseley

mess and connectivity to equ p-

ment in the all -digital air chain.

But mast importantly, the Stanink

SL9003Q is from yolr friends at

Mose ey-continsing four decades

of leadership and innovation in
:he broadcast industry. Attain :he

summit of peak audio performance

with the Starlink SL9003Q. A

111 Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093  USA
Telephone 1805) 968-9621  Fax 1805) 685-9638  www.moseleysi.com
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ANTENNAS

Cable connecting
bottoms of top
loading wires

Fioure 3. Too loading by means of approximately 50 feet of attached auv wires.

well as guy wires and anything else
hung on the tower. It is not a com-
mon occurrence for the base insula-
tor to crack, but it does happen from

time to time. Sometimes it is not
discovered until the crack holds wa-
ter and destructively cracks when the
water freezes in severe weather. Even

SCA DATA SYSTEMS,INt
The Leading Manufacturer of SCA Products

Introducing:
 Micro -miniature Receivers!
 Coded modulation series -

fade resistant Subcarriers
 SCPC Satellite Receivers

Standard Products.
 NT series of high-speed high-performance'

Data Systems
 PG 57-4 phase -locked Paging Generator
 RD -57 RDS Generator
 9600 bps Subcarrier Data System

SCA questions....We are the solution!

V t r. i-Booth #L12371 A

2912 Colorado Avenue, Suite 200
Santa Monica, CA 90404

TEL. 310/315-9930  FAX. 310/315-9530
www.scadata.com  e-mail: info@scadata.com

though the tower may not come
down, it will certainly be useless.

Sometimes it is passible to jack up
the tower and replace the insulator.
Other times, much more work is
required. In any case, the presence of
the insulator usually means greater
expense when tower work has to be
done. So, it makes sense for a station
to operate without one if possible.

Shunt feeding provides the following
benefits:

 Eliminates the expense of a base
insulator;

 Grounds the tower and eliminates
lightning problems;

 Allows the addition or removal
additional antennas, such as FM, TV,
STL, RPU and anything else affecting
the base impedance of a series -fed
antenna;

 Eliminates the need to notify
FCC when changing antennas on
tower because there is no change in
operating impedance;

 Allows the use of a tall FM or TV
tower for AM when properly tuned.

The idea of grounding an antenna
and feeding it part way up the tower
is not new to ham operators. For
years, we have been accustomed to
feeding power into strange combina-
tions of wiring that look like short
circuits. Nevertheless, an engineer
new to AM RF work might find shunt
feeding a little strange.

Figure 2 shows the type of basic
shunt -fed antenna that the FCC no
longer allows for night operation in
critical conditions. Many antennas of
this type still in operation, usually in
lower -power stations. But the Com-
mission does not like this type of
antenna for critical operations be-
cause of the nonuniformity of the
fields produced by interaction be-
tween the shunt -wire current and the
ground current.

Shunt feeding actually forms a tri-
angular loop consisting of the lower
tower portion, the ground connec-
tion from the coaxial cable and the
slanted feed wire. The magnetic flux
of this loop induces the desired
voltage in series with the tower.
Towers of less than approximately
70 degrees are not suitable for shunt
feeding because of the high -induced

e (.. ts) on Free Info C
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PREDATOrm Digital Performance lerth Waiting for.

Broadcast Electronics introduces a superior sounding digital exciter -
the PREDATOR. Superior because PREDATOR was born from quality
engineering and tecnnology, lot digital hype. You get bettertieperformance, better quality and a digital exciter th
really sounds better than any other on the marke
Now, wasn't that worth the wait?

If you're planning on upgrading to a digital exciter,
think PREDATOR. It's a better choice for pure
audio, and it interfaces with digital STLs
and ISDNs without changing the signal

at the exciter.

Call 888-232-3268 today to learn more about

the best sounding digital exciter - PRfDATOR,

or visit us on the web at www.bdcast cam.

SUPERIOR FEATURES

 Modular construction,
field upgradeable

 Redundant auto fallback to
analog path, optional

 Analog or digital input at
no extra charge

 N+1 option
 Overshoot compensation
 Available in 50 W or 250 W models

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcum
or (8881232-3268

Solutions far
Tomorrow's RadioPBER 29E 1999 Broadcast Electronics. be BE enrdern rs a egstered trace nal. of B-osdcast Electro.ics
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ANTENNAS
voltage required to overcome the
high negative reactance.

Experience has shown that shunt
feeding is flexible - the slope and
height up the tower of the shunt -feed
connection determine the actual op-
erating impedance. It is usually pos-
sible to obtain the desired imped-
ance by moving the feed line up or
down the tower until the preferred
value is reached. An angle of about
45 degrees is usually satisfactory. The
optimal location is preferably deter-
mined by use of an in -line operating
bridge at reasonable power. Although
the older method of a signal genera-
tor and separate detector and imped-
ance bridge can be used, this method
is usually less convenient. It is usually
possible to obtain a desirable operat-
ing resistance in the order of 501/, or
whatever the coaxial cable requires.

With a positive reactance, a series
capacitor of the correct value or a
combination capacitor and variable
inductor can be used to obtain a j±0
match. Many stations using shunt -fed
antennas don't use an ATU. After

Finiire d A tnn hat ran he iiceri to nrriaacP the tnwpr'c nnPratinn imnprlanra

setting the operating resistance to the
desired value, they merely use a
correcting L or C combination to
complete the antenna match.

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging from
educational series to multi -station
antenna arrays, are highly customized
to meet broadcasters' needs.

Options
Circular, horizontal,
or vertical polarization

Beam tilt

 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

%NO sits es usilir- --1011--urk-di Ipr!. A gIl
-111

ofiA 44,L la -4
$1111111 01111114 WU.
1311,10 011/0 011110

Our Preority is
Your Satisfaction

Antenna; and Tranimarsoon Lone Systems

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814472.5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
E-mail sweffthird-wave.com
www.swr-rf.com

The FM10 Series

C2

Another method of driving a
grounded tower running a coaxial
cable up the inside of the tower and
connecting the center conductor to
the tower. This method produces a
cleaner radiated signal in that there
Is no radiation from the slanted ex-
ternal shunt -feed wire. But, for obvi-
ous mechanical reasons, adjusting
the drive point impedance is more
difficult using coax.

Top loading
Many engineers today have en-

countered problems with zoning
hoards as well as the FAA when
attempting to build new antennas. In
many cases, it is simply impossible to
obtain the FCC's required minimum
radiation efficiency with the tower
height permitted. In cases such as
this, top loading can often solve the
problem.
One station in Alaska had a 10kW

station on a very low frequency. The
tower height was limited to 214 feet
above tundra. The tower, like many
in Alaska, was an old FCC mf beacon
radiator. It was impossible to increase
tower height. The only thing to do to
obtain the required efficiency was to
top load it and use a folded unipole.

Top loading was accomplished by
removing the guy insulators at the

Circle (150) on Free Info Card
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Crown's New Exciter
.we've created a Monster broadcast solution!

Our [sign Engineers have created a second generation, high-performance FM exciter
with significantly improved specifications. Fear no one-this monster solution fends
off the competition by ensuring clean, accurate audio quality and includes:

O Reduced total harmonic distortion
D Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
O Versatile modular design
O Power levels of 30, 100, 250, and 500 -watts

Need a Monster of a solution for. .

J Replacement of the IPA in your
high -power tube transmitter

O New installation
O Backup

Give us a call!

crown.broadcast
800-294-8050 or 219-294-8850

Fa 219-294-8222
Email: lroadcastOcrownintl.com
Web: viwA..crownbroadcast.com Circle (135) on Free Info Card

le -the -box Innovations.
Out -of -the -box Solutions.



ANTENNAS
top of the tower and brazing the guys
to the tower. The top guys then
extended down for 50 feet, where
they were joined by an insulator to
the bottom part of the guy. Three
wires were dropped from the top to
form a folded unipole (see Figure 3).
This was done to raise the
base operating resistance and
broaden the bandwidth.
When put into operation, the
antenna more than met the
commission's requirements.
And the station's chief engi-
neer reported a hard -to -be-
lieve 10dB improvement in
one direction.

Using top loading to increase
the electrical length of a tow-
er will improve the horizontal
pattern. Within limits, as this
length increases, high -angle
radiation will decrease and
ground -wave (low -angle) ra-
diation will increase. In ef-
fect, top loading raises the
apparent current node above
the top of the antenna and
produces a finite current val-
ue where the top loading is -
at the top of the tower.

Very briefly, tower section-
alizing, mentioned earlier.
provides a method of improv-
ing current distribution con-
trol. In the top section, top
loading controls the current.
In the lower section, a reac-
tance across the sectional in-
sulator controls current. Max-
imum effect can be obtained
by using both top loading
and sectionalizing.

Top loading with guy wires
is a simple project and usually
results in considerable im-
provement. It is necessary to
file Form 301 or 340, "Appli-
cation for Construction Permit," to
change the antenna system and to go
to indirect -power measurement dur-
ing construction. A sketch of the an-
tenna system is required along with
engineering estimates of the radiation
efficiency, (i.e., field at Hun). 73.160
of the FCC Rules includes instructions
for calculating sectionalized towers.
Though these instructions contain

some useful information, sectional-
ized antennas probably are not a
concern for most readers at this time.

Another way to top load an anten-
na is to use a top hat. The top hat is
often a circular frame of aluminum
or steel tubing, extending at least 10

forces during World War II. This an-
tenna is perhaps the best way to add
extra electrical height to an antenna.
The principles are easily understood
and well-known. This antenna can
also be used for directional arrays,
whereas top -loaded antennas in closely

spaced arrays can lead to mu-
tual impedance problems.

In a typical folded unipole
antenna, three or six drop
wires can be used to form the
skirt, which produces the ef-
ficiency of this antenna (see
Figure 5). It is possible to put
together one's own package
of insulators and drop wires,
but I find it better to purchase
a standardized package from
an engineering company.

The number and arrange-
ment of the skirt can vary.
Between three and six drop
wires are normal, and they
should be spaced about 24
inches from the tower.
Mounting on the face side or
corner angle makes a slight
difference.

Each drop wire is connect-
ed electrically to the top of
the tower and spaced out
from the tower by insulators
that are about 20 inches long.
The bottoms are connected
to a ring around the tower.
This is the drive point of the
antenna.
The folded unipole anten-

na is a very useful device. Its
best results are often obtained
from towers 45 degrees to 70
degrees high. A 90 -degree
tower has a reasonable base
impedance and normally

3nd the tower struc- won't gain very much by con-
version to a folded unipole.
The most noticeable result

with a 90 -degree antenna is usually
broadened bandwidth, which im-
proves audio response and often
makes a station sound louder. A sta-
tion with a short, skinny tower usually
demonstrates a strong improvement.

At more than about 110 degrees,
usually very little improvement is
noticed because the antenna is al-
ready developing good radiation.

Tuning
Shorts

rop
ires

nsmission
Line

Connection

1

Turnbuckles

Figtre 5. The folded unipole anten la. the drop wires hang
atm ut 24 inches from the tower fa :e.
lure is grounded.

feet, attached to the top of the tower
(see Figure 4). This can increase
base operating resistance as much as
10 percent.

Folded unipole antenna
The late John Mulaney, P.E., devel-

oped the folded unipole antenna for
broadcasting. He based it on the an-
tennas he developed for the armed
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Confiabir
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
MP -1

MP -2
MP -3
MP -4
MP -2-4
MP -3-5
11.1P-3-6

Bays Power Gain Price
1 600W -3.3 $250
2 800W 0 $680
3 800W 1.4 $980
4 800W 3.3 $1,280
4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270
6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR

Model
SGP-1
SGP-2
SGP-3
SGP-4
SGP-5
SGP-5

Bays
1

2

3

4

5

6

OMB also Manufactures:
FM transmitters
TV transmitters ig
FM and TV Links
TV antennas
Medium power FM anti

( u n n ectors
it on Free Info Ca

Power Gain
4,000W -3.3
8,000W 0
10,000W 1.4
10,000W 3.3
10,000W 4.1
10,000W 5.2

SERIES

Price
$690
$2,690
S3,595
S4,500
$5,300
$6,100

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



ANTENNAS
When considering taller towers, cau-
tion is required because towers ap-
preciably taller than 110 degrees re-
quire care in tuning and usually need
a second, folded section separate from
the base -tuning part. This second sec-
tion has to be carefully tuned to
remove the effect of the top portion
from the radiating system.

Construction is simple: The main
points to watch are perfect connec-
tions and grounding of cables on the
tower. The lighting neutral must be
grounded to the tower and the wires
placed in a metal conduit that is

grounded every 20 feet or less. Any
other coaxial cables on the tower
must be grounded in the same man-
ner. If this is not done, random cur-
rents will appear and adjustment could
be very difficult.

Adjustment is by means of shorting
stubs that connect each drop wire to
the tower. The impedance is first
measured with the stubs at the top.
The top point will read j+something.
They are then moved down until 10 is

found. If the stubs are moved down
past j0, a negative reactance will be
found. This is often called the first
resonance.
This antenna has gained a reputa-

tion as a miracle worker. It is an
extremely good modification for many
stations. Frequently, it seems to pro-
duce the greatest improvement for
short towered stations with old, worn-
out ground systems. There is some
argument about its effect on field
strength. In my experience, shorting
stubs don't usually result in increased
radiation. In many cases, a change to
a folded unipole does not require an
application to change antenna sys-
tem. Only a new informal license
change application after modifica-
tion to show new antenna imped-
ance and current is required. Any
increase in field strength is usually
about 2 percent to 10 percent.

It is not uncommon to find folded
unipoles used in directional anten-
nas. Unlike the regular shunt -fed
antennas, the use of folded unipoles

Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

1INOVONICS
0 POMA 0C 0 CI Wenll

Telr:phor SwILL:h
MODEL 'PBX'

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE
Inovonics' PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:
 Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com

does not create unstable vertical radi-
ation characteristics. However, as
mentioned earlier, because of the
increased diameter of a folded uni-
pole, its use in a large, closely spaced
array might produce undesirable
changes in mutual impedance. Care-
ful consideration should be given to
such a change.

Next month, we'll cover the feed-
ing, driving and grounding of vertical
antennas.

This is the second in a series of nine
articles on basic broadcast anten-
nas. Upcoming installments will ap-
pear monthly in BE Radio through
1999. Once all the installments are
published, th? series will be avail-
able for purchase as a single docu-
ment. For information regarding
bulk orders of this series in quanti-
ties of 500 or more, contact Jenny
Eisele at 913-P67-1966.

E-mail John at: batcom @bright.net.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (203) on Free Info Card

TECH NOTES
online

Do YOU HAVE A
COLLECTION OF

PROBLEM -SOLVING
DIAGRAMS AND

NOTES?

SHARE THEM WITH
OTHERS IN THE

FIELD.

SEND YOUR TECH
NOTES TO

beradio@intertec.com
AND WE'LL PUT
THEM ON OUR

WEB SITE.
www.beradio.com

Circle (137) on Free Info Card
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DBMAX
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FOR THE FUT

TOMORROW'S BROADCAST
-will be digital! From Production,
Continuity, Satellite and Microwave
links to final transmission. With the
introduction of DBMax v. 2, you can
improve your transmission NOW.

By being able to move into digital
signal orocessing at the flick of a
switch, you can stay far ahead of your
competitors. TC's proprietary data
compression codecs deliver high
resolu-.ion and high bandwidth
performance in any environment.
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The PCMCIA card slot supports up to a
2 MB SRAM card for installing new
operating software or for transfer and
archiving of presets.

DBMAX now offers you an entire world
of multi -band compression and limiting.
Based upon experience from broad-
casters around the globe, a new
intelligent Wizard algorithm easily
finds the optimal settings for
immediate use.

MAXIMUM LEVEL

Maintain maximum level and simultaneously
eliminate overshoots.

Maximum efficiency: 5 -band compression.
Limiting: Sample accurate, distortion
reduced Limiter.
Multi Slope: Add gain at mid -levels
without squashing the transients.

OPTIMUM QUALITY

The DBMAX uses precision calculations at a
full processing rate to keep aliasing
distortion low and audio bandwidth high.
Audio quality has been our primary concern
when designing the DBMax - hence you can
even cascade several units without any
sonic penalties.

Bandwidth: Processing at up to 48kHz
sample rate for 24kHz audio.
Resolution: Processing of all 24bits of an
AES/EBU Digital signal.
A/D-D/A converters: 24bit resolution with
analog pre -scaling.

INPUT FORMATS

Switch easily between AES/EBU, S/PDIF
and Analog inputs. Sample rate conversion
is available on both Digital inputs.
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OUTPUT FORMATS

AES/EBU, S/PDIF and Analog outputs are
all active simultaneously.
Digital outputs may be dithered to
resolutions between 8 and 24bits.
Analog and Digital outputs may have
emphasis applied individually.

Precise Input/Output metering with
adjustable Defined Overload condition.
Output Clip LEDs adjustable from 1-12
successive samples.
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Example of ga n transfer and parameters
using a DBMAX
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FUNCTIONS

MAIN PAGE

11111 REF. LEVELS

-111Eal TOOLS

UTILITY

The Ref. Levels button gives ycu
access to store or load your level
settings. This convenient feature is
unique to the DBMAX.

PROGRAM CONTROL

RECALL

::TORE11.114*E. BLOCK

WIZARD

BYPASS

User-friendly navigational controls
allow for easy adjustment of all

parameters.

1

J

COMPRESSOR

The heart of the DBMAX is the most
powerful dynamics tool you've ever heard:
A five -band Compressor with adjustable
slopes and cross -over frequencies. An
advanced Look -ahead Delay can be used to
reduce dynamic distortion and transient
overshoots.
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You can easily change the DBMAX
multi -band structure from one to five bands.
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Take control over individual band
parameters or adjust them in groups.

En ES 63 DID COP, DUD ID ONI

Find a Preset you like and adjust the
More / Less master compression control.
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INSERT BLOCKS

Insert blocks give you the ability to use plug-
in types of processing tools before the
5 -band Compressor/Limiter/Expander.
Three simultaneous pre -dynamics inserts
are available and you decide the order.

Insert examples: Parametric EQ, Normalizer,
Dynamic EQ/De-esser, AGC (Automatic
Gain Control), MS Encode/Decode and
Stereo Enhance.
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EQUALIZER

Properly used multi -band compression is

often a more desirable form of EQ. With the
DBMAX you can do both.
Use the multi -band Parametric EQ to adjust
the spectral content of your mix and
preserve or enhance its traisparency
and energy.
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BRICKWALL LIMITER

Both the five -band and wide -band Limite-s
can be used simultaneously.
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OFF OFF OFF OFF

The five -bard Limiter uses look -ahead delay,
and each band may be engaged individual y.
A Brickwalll Limiter at Insert 4 is a sample
accurate system including distortion
cancelling look -ahead delay. If desired Soft
Clipping may also be added.
50ps. 75ps or J17 emphasis can be used
as a reference for final limiting. Afterwards
the emphasis may even be removed

individually on the analog and/or digital
outputs. By removing emphasis after the
limitirg process, transmission lines using
data compression perform better.
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WIZARD

Based upon know-how from transmission
engireers around the world, the Wizard will
produce optimum settings for you.
Answer a few simple questions, play your
typical program material, and let the Wizard
function take care of the rest.
No matter if you're processing for high
quality digital transmission or internet audio,
you're set in a matter of minutes.
From this point, you can start building your
own unique station identity by taking
advantage of more than 200 uncensored
parameters encompassed within the DBMAX.
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TOOLS

For alignment and signal check, a range of
prec sion tools are included:

Peak Hold Meter with 0.1dB resolution.
Surround Meter showing L, C, R, S levels.
Phase Correlation Meter with time -base.
Internal Headroom Metering.
Oscillator for calibration 30-lz-15kHz at
levels from -30dBfs to OdB's.
Digital Status Tool lets you monitor input
status and decide how status bits are
handled through the machine.

DBMAX



FIVE BAND DIGITAL
COMPRESSOR & LIMITER

DBMAX

The auto -sensing power
supply automatically
accepts and adjusts itself
to 100-240 V. 50/60 Hz.

Balanced Analog I/O's with
outputs always active.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

AES/EBU & S/PDIF
Digital I/O's with
outputs always active.

Word Clock BNC input ensures accurate
sample rate synchronization and
asynchronous sample rate conversion.

GPI input for preset changes.
Bypass, or for connecting an
optional TC Digital Master Fader.

These connectors carry
both RS485/RS422 and
MIDI for remote control.

DIGITAL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
CONNECTORS:

FORMATS:

OUTPUT DITHER:

WORD CLOCK INPUT:

SAMPLE RATES:

PROCESSING DELAY:

FREQUENCY RESPONSE DIO:

SAMPLE RATE CONVERSION

TYPE:

DYNAMIC RANGE:

THD+N:
INPUT RATE RANGE:

ANALOG INPUTS
CONNECTORS:

IMPEDANCE:

MAX. INPUT LEVEL:

MIN INPUT LEVEL (FOR 0 DBFS):

A TO D CONVERSION:

A TO D DELAY.

DYNAMIC RANGE:

THD:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

CROSSTALK:

ANALOG OUTPUTS
CONNECTORS:

BY-PASS:

IMPEDANCE:

MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL:

FULL SCALE OUTPUT RANGE:

D TO A CONVERSION:

D TO A DELAY.

DYNAMIC RANGE:

THD:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

CROSSTALK:

XLR (AES/EBU)

RCA Phono (S/PDIF)

AES/EBU (24 bit),

S/PDIF (20 bit), EIAJ CP-340, IEC 958

TPDF dither 8-24 bit
BNC. 75 ohm. 0.6 to 10 Vpp
32 kHz. 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz

0.5 ms @ 48 kHz
DC to 23.9 kHz -± 0.01 dB @ 48 kHz

Asynchronous

120 dB

-106 dB 44.1 to 48 kHz @1 1 kHz. -2 dBFS
31 kHz to 49 kHz

XLR balanced (pin 2 hot)
20 kohm (balanced)

+27 dBu (balanced)

-4 dBu (balanced)
24 bit (1 bit, 128 times oversampling)
0.8 ms ®48 kHz
>103 dB (unweighted), >106 dB(A)

-95 dB (0.0018 %) @ 1 kHz. -6 dBFS (FS CO +18 dBu)
10 Hz to 20 kHz: +0/-0.2 dB
<-80 dB. 10 Hz to 20 kHz
typical -100 dB © 1 kHz

XLR balanced (pin 2 hot)
Through relay

40 ohm (balanced)
+26 dBu (balanced)
-4 dBu to +26 dBu (balanced)
24 bit (1 bit, 128 times oversampling)
0.57 ms @ 48 kHz
>100 dB (unweighted). >104 dB(A)

-86 dB (0,005 TO @ 1 kHz. -6 dBFS (FS ®+18 dBu(
10 Hz to 20 kHz: +0/-0.5 dB
<-60 dB. 10 Hz to 20 kHz
typical -90 dB 1 kHz

Feb/99. Prod. No:616054711

EMC
COMPLIES WITH:

SAFETY
CERTIFIED TO:

ENVIRONMENT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE:

STORAGE TEMPERATURE:

HUMIDITY:

PCMCIA NTERFACE
CONNECTOR:

STANDARDS:

CARD FOR.AAT:

CONTRO_ INTERFACE
RS485/RS422:
MIDI:
GPI, PEDA._, FADER:

GENERAL
FINISH:

LCD:
DIMENSIONS:

WEIGHT:

MAINS VOLTAGE:

POWER CONSUMPTION:

BACKUP BATTERY LIFE:

WARRANTY
PARTS AND LABOR:

EN 55103-1 and EN 55103-2
FCC part 15. Class B

CISPR 22. Class B

IEC 65. EN 60065. UL 1419 and CSA E65

32° F to 122° F (0° C to 50° C)
-22° F to 167° F (-30° C to 70° C)
Max. 90% non -condensing

PC Card. 68 pin type 1 cards

PCMCIA 2.0. JEIDA 4.0

Supports up to 2 MB SRAM

5 Pin DIN

In/Out/Through: 5 pin DIN
1/4 inch phone jack

Anodized aluminum face and top plate
Plated and painted steel chassis

56 x 128 dot graphic LCD -display

19" x 1.75" x 8.2'' (483 x 44 x 208 mm)
5.2 lb. (2.35 kg)

100 to 240 VAC. 50 to 60 Hz (auto -select)
<20 W
>10 years

1 year

Note: Due to continuous development and standardization all

specifications we subject to change without notice

OPTIONAL DIGITAL MASTER FADER AVAILABLE

eledromcm
.11 t I I ,SC>1.11,11, :111,11 Z:

TC ELECTRONIC A/S - SINDALSVEJ 34  8240 RISSKOV  DENMARK  PHONE: + 45 8621 7599 - FAX:+ 45 8621 7598
TC ELECTRONIC INC  790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD  WESTLAKE VILLAGE - CA 91361 USA PHONE: (805) 373 1828 - FAX: (805) 379 2648

E-MAIL: INFOoTCELECTRONIC.COM WEBSITE: WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM
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www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: The NEUTRIK USA, Inc. website features
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our
parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for
pew product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you
can come see our products in person!
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www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pro-
vides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for
live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions start-
ing as low as 1995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.
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www.prophetsys.com
Prophet Systems: Discover true digital audio ssith the Audio
Wizard CFS32 from Prophet Systems Innovations.
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www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to Lind on the www.contelec.com
Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE engineering software:
Product Line Descriptions and Spec fications: Links from Broadcast
Supply Division to vendor Web sites.

datawcreld®
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Free FCC Monitoriny
(=LAG) Service

Cataworld is offering for a I imilrd
ti ne. a FREE 30 day trial of our
F_AG Service to rummers wbosare
not currently subscribing to this
swrvice.

www.dataworld.com
Dataworld: Dataword is an industry -leading information
services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of
software development and data processing experience al-
lows Dataworld to set trends in information services and
solutions. Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting
information on our Flag Service, the producion of DataXpert
and our new line of digital television services.
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www.pre.com
Pacific Research & Engineering: Since 1969, Pacific Re-
search & Engineering has been the most respected manufac-
turer of on -air and production consoles, studio cabinetry and
peripheral equipment for the radio broadcasting industry.
Installations cover more than 2,000 studios including seven of
the top ten radio stations in the U.S., as well as networks like
ABC, CBS and ESPN Radio, and showcase facilities including
Disney World and Universal Studios.
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Sound

Experiments
by John Voci,

with Jim Donahue and Antonio Oliart Ros
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(Above) Patrons flock to Boston s Symphony Hall to hear the Boston Symphony Orchestra perform live the hall's
ambience firsthand. (Opposite) The BSO on the Symphony Hall stage.

WGBH-FM's surround broadcast
takes one orchestra's sound
beyond its symphony hall.

For 48 years, Boston's WGBH-
FM has broadcast the Boston
Symphony Orchestra's concerts

live. The station debuted in 1951 with
a live BSO broadcast from Boston's
famed Symphony Hall. Today, the
broadcast series continues, with live
concerts from Symphony Hall as well
as from the BSO's summer home at
Tanglewood in Lenox, MA.

Hallmarks of quality
Since the early days of broadcasting

the BSO, many area audiophiles have
held WGBH-FM's live broadcasts in
high esteem because of the quality of
the music and the sonic purity of the
transmission. For many years, it was a
purist's medium. Minimal compres-
sion was introduced into the feed, and
production techniques included trans-

mitting hall ambiance during inter- and unprocessed from the concert hall

mission - production values that to the transmitter.

seem archaic in the current compet-
itive radio environment. Today's Experiments with sound
broadcasts remain demonstrative of Besides being a hallmark of WGBH-

how good FM can sound. WGBH- FM's dassical music programming, the

FM's engineers constantly strive to BSO broadcasts are an area in which

balance sonic purity and audibility in WGBH-FM engineers have experi-
"real-world" listening environments. mented with new techniques in an
Today, a fiber optic link provides a effort to capture the legendary sound

video format PCM encoded feed from of Symphony Hall for radio listeners.

Symphony Hall to WGBH-FM's stu- The late William Busiek, WGBH-FM's
dios, where the signal is decoded and BSO engineer from 1951 to 1991,
reformatted as AES/EBU digital audio. pioneered the productions of the BSO.

From WGBH-FM, the 20 -bit signal is In 1955, prior to FM stereo, WGBH-
relayed to the transmitter on a 13GHz FM collaborated with other area FM
video microwave, one advantage of broadcasters to present the BSO in
being co -located with WGBH-TV. A stereo, with each station transmitting
small amount of compression is added one channel of the stereo signal.
to boost the quiet passages, but other- The radio concerts had such a large,

wise the signal remains relatively clean devoted following in the mid -1950s
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Co in p e te.
Solution...
for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.

as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

ATALIN_ iM

with modem and voice support

See us at NAB Booth #L20717

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

1
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The goal of the surround broadcast ww. to capture re-create the acoustics of the
BSO performing in Symphony Hall.

that Zenith Corp. was inspired to
produce a tabletop radio, appropri-
ately called "The Symphony." :n the
mid -1970s, WGBH-FM worked in con-
junction with its commercial classical
counterpart, WCRB-FM, on experi-
mental quadraphonic broadcasts. For

ANR572
Audio Noise Reduction Processor

NOISE
REDUCTION

TEST
aw

ANRS72
STEREO AUDIO NOISE REDUCER

dB NOISE REDUCTION

PEAK AUDIO
FLASHER

SWITCH -
orr

22 16 8 6 4 3 2 1 0

51

INPUT LEVEL
NOISE

REDUCTION
NOISE

REDUCTION
-19 -9 -6 4 -2 0 .1 .2 .3

INPUT LEVEL iLEVEL
-CONTROL

DISPLAY

STEREO vu METERING

 Dynamic Spectral Noise Reduction
 Adaptive Spectral Threshold
 Up to 25db Noise Reduction
 Noise Reduction Metering

 Dynamic Downward Expander
 Noise Reduction Test Switch
 Balanced and Unbalanced Outputs
 Input VU Metering

Removes Noise From Sources Such As:
 Audio & Video Tapes
 Old Recordings
 Compressed Tape
 Tape Hiss

 Phone Call -in Lines
 Wireless Links
 Back -ground Noise
 Worn Tape Heads

- Does not Require Processing at the Origin -
- Reduces Existing Noise Processing Artifacts -

- Call to Discuss Your Application
Phone:

1-800-235-6960
FM SYSTEMS, INC.
3877 South Main Street

Santa Ana, CA 92707 USA

FAX
1-714-979-0913

these broadcasts, one station would
transmit the front microphones while
the other station transmitted the rear
array. Listeners with two tuners and
four speakers could experience quad.
The quad broadcasts lasted approxi-
mately one season, since the medium
was obviously impractical for listeners
and broadcasters.

Multichannel production
In December 1998, WGBH-FM re-

turned to an earlier chapter in its
history. The station once again exper-
imented with multichannel produc-
tion for two live concerts: a BSO
performance on Friday, December 4,
and a broadcast of Handel's Messiah
by the Handel & Haydn Society on
Sunday, December 6. WGBH-FM en-
gineers Jim Donahue and Antonio
Oliart Ros were joined by Tomlinson
Holman of TH Corp., one of the
leading proponents of 5.1 audio. The
experiment incorporated WGBH-FM's
live stereo broadcast with both a Dol-
by Surround Pro Logic broadcast and
a 5.1 -channel recording session. The
Friday show was a live stereo broad-
cast and a test of multichannel pro-
duction techniques. The Sunday show
was a 5.1 recording session and a
Dolby Pro Logic encoded broadcast.

WGBH-FM engineers constructed a
temporary 5.1 -channel control room
in the Deutsche Grammophon room,
a basement room in Symphony Hall
built in the early 1970s by the German

Circle (151) on Free Info Card
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Seven microphones as arranged for
WGBH-FM's stereo broadcasts of the
BSO. Ten more mics were added to this
setup for the surround production.

record company so it could record the
orchestra. Working in the hall can
often be a technical challenge, as little
has changed to accommodate record-
ing and broadcasting since the hall
was built a century ago.

Hanging additional microphones
and running 400 feet of cable from
the stage to the basement was a
logistical nightmare. With support
from TH Corp. and equipment loaned
by Equity International, Dolby, Troi-
si and Parsons Audio, a multichan-
nel production center was construct-
ed around two Yamaha 03D con-
soles and B&W Nautilus 803 and 805
monitors. At the heart of the setup
was a 20 -channel Benchmark micro-
phone pre -amp and DA. This cus-
tom-built system powers, amplifies
and distributes up to 20 channels to
four locations using pristine pre -
amp circuitry. Split one went to the
WGBH-FM broadcast booth as a
backup in case of a failure in the
multichannel control room. Split two
went to three PCM 800s located in
the DG room. Split three went to a
Yamaha 03D for the 5.1 mix. Split
four was a spare. One Yamaha 03D
created the surround feeds, and a
second allowed the engineers to
monitor the mono, stereo, Pro Logic
and six -channel mixes.

Because WGBH-FM's stereo broad-
casts have been praised for their beau -

Quantity

Refined multichannel audio
The biggest challenge for the pro-

duction was balancing the needs of
the stereo broadcast with those of the
surround production. The compatibil-
ity of stereo techniques with those for
the surround production was a central
concern for the engineers. Despite
adding microphones to the usual BSO
pickup, there was insufficient isola-
tion to create discrete images for the
surround channels.

The standard microphone setup
works well for stereo. However, in
retrospect, it would have been pref-
erable for the surround production

Microphone

2

LCZtion Pan Position

4.111......7er7ntage
B&K 4006

fil&K 4006

Spaced 18" and Splayed

Mutriggers

Mid L and R

L and

3 FMK 4006 Chorus and Percussion L, C R

B&K 4006 Bass Accent C

1 EV 20 Announcer

Table 1: Typical microphone setup for a stere ) broadcast of the BSO

ty and spacious quality, WGBH-FM's
engineers decided to retain the stan-
dard BSO microphone configuration
for the two shows and to supplement
the existing setup with accent and
ambiance microphones specifically for
the surround production (see Tables
1 and 2).
A delay was added to several of the

microphones to account for the time
delay between the various microphone
positions. Holman and Donahue burst
a series of balloons in the hall to
approximate the time discrepancy
between the various microphones'
signal arrival time.

For the Friday show, Donahue and
BSO producer Brian Bell produced the
live broadcast from WGBH-FM's facil-
ity on the third floor of Symphony Hall.
Ros worked with Holman and his
associates Fritz Koenig and Chris Kyr-
iakakis on the 5.1 mix in the DG room.
For the Messiah broadcast, the engi-
neering assignments were switched,
with Ros in WGBH-FM's third -floor
booth, while Donahue made the 5.1
recording and fed the Dolby Pro Logic
version to WGBH-FM for broadcast.

The RF editor is just
rt of our picture.f

Jlesr-1
.nmetl

- Orrair wave

Pristine RapidFire:
the all -in -one digital broadcast

system.

www.prist nesys.com (310) 670-7500

Circe (157) on Free Info Card
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Wonder
The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops

the bill in wireless systems for theatre and television.

Not only does the 4060 offer outstanding audio

performance under difficult conditions, it is also

extremely robust in operation. Unique connection

adapters ensure compatibility with a wide variety of

VHF and UHF systems. A range of sensitivities

encompass the vast majority of applications where

high quality audio, near invisibility and lightness is

required. Developed from many years of professional

audio experience, the 4060 is just one of the high

quality products from the renowned 4000 series

- available now from DPA Microphones.

Series 4000
Microphones from DPA

Hejrevang 11, 3450 Allerod, Denmark
T: +45 48142828 F. +45 48142700

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS:

TGI North America Inc. 300 Gage Ave,
Unit I Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8, Canada

T: 519 745 1158 F: 519 745 2364

www.dpamicrophones.com

/11\\"-

MICROPHONES

IREMCCIES
r

Quantity Microphone Location Pan Position

2 Schoeps Cardioid Wind Accent Slight L and R

1 Neuman KM 84 Timpani Accent Slight L

1 Neuman KM 84 Harp Accent Slight L

2 B&K 4011 Hall Ambiance. Facing Rear Surround

2 Schoeps Omni 8" Spacing at Proscenium L and R

2 Earthworks QTC1 Hall Ambiance L and R'

*30 percent of he signal was fed to the front speakers and 70 percent to the surround channels.

Table 2: Additional microphones used for the surround broadcast.

to employ a different inicropnone
configuration to direct specific sourc-
es to individual speakers and to treat
the orchestra and the hall as distinct
sound sources. This approach is con-
trary to traditional stereo production,
where the combined pickup of direct
and diffuse sound by omnidirection-
al microphones creates the sense of
ambiance and space. For surround,
using more directional microphones
and isolating sources would have
enabled the engineers to create a
more enveloping multichannel ex-
perience and a better sense of the
ambient space of Symphony Hall.

An additional artifact created by the
omnidirectional microphones was the
presence of out -of -phase informa-
tion in the Pro Logic's
monaural surround
channels. Because this
out -of -phase informa-
tion contained some
of the direct sound of
the orchestra, the
sense of envelopment
in the surrounds was decreased. A
solution to this problem would be to
hang a coincident pair of micro-
phones specifically for the surround
channels. A pair of low -noise, high -
output microphones with the phase
inverted would be ideal.
In addition to enhancing the sense

of space, a rear -channel coincident
pair would have given the WGBH-
FM engineers better control over the
relationship of the announcer's level
to the hall ambiance. During the
broadcast, when lowering the hall
ambiance for the narration, the sur-
round channels tended to disappear.
Having a coincident pair and control-
ling the rear channels better would
have increased the hall ambience in

The compatibility of
stereo techniques

with those for
surround production

was a central concern
for the engineers.

the surround speakers and decreased
it in the front speakers -a technique
that would have created a more nat-
ural surround experience during the
announcer's narration.

Besides the technical considerations
for the live concert, planning how
the preproduced elements sound in
surround is important. For Friday's
concert, WGBH-FM engineers de-
coded the stereo transmission to de-
termine how a typical broadcast would
sound when decoded in Pro Logic.
The stereo feed was fantastic, but in
Pro Logic odd artifacts and insuffi-
cient discrete surround information
resulted in an unengaging surround
experience.

An unanticipated sonic effect oc-
curred during the in-
troduction to Friday's
performance, a 30 -
minute prelude fea-
turing prerecorded
interviews and archi-
val BSO recordings
presented by WGBH-
della Chiesa. As the

source material shifted from mono to
stereo, the image dramatically col-
lapsed to the center channel. For one
recording, there was an inexplicable
spectral change. Although the latter
may have been the result of a faulty
Pro Logic decoder, this collapse em-
phasized the necessity of reviewing
all elements of the production and
determining how to equitably dis-
tribute surround information for all
aspects of the broadcast. Sunday's
Messiah was more successful, with a
better balance between the stereo
and Pro Logic broadcasts and fewer
unusual artifacts.

Both concerts were exciting, and
the experience of multichannel

FM host, Ron

Circle (158) on Free Info Card
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production was informative. The 5.1 -
channel production of the BSO's
performances of Barber's Second Es-
say, Previn's Piano Concerto and
Beethoven's 5th Symphonywas spec-
tacular. The production earned praise
from the engineering crew and the
BSO staff - who had the opportu-
nity to experience the rich sound of
Symphony Hall and the BSO's su-
perb playing in six channels of au-
dio. The Messiah was equally dra-
matic, and WGBH-FM's Pro Logic
debut broadcast was a success. The
engineers simultaneously provided
good stereo and an enjoyable sur-
round experience for home -theater
listeners.

Although the 5.1 -channel produc-
tion was exciting and has future

(L to R) Chris Kyriakakis, John Voci
(seated), Jim Donahue. Tom Holman.

applications for DVD and DTV, band-
width limitations make it impractical
for radio in its present analog and
proposed digital forms. If DAB pro-
ponents would consider multichan-
nel audio in the development of
future radio systems, radio could
ensure its audio preeminence over
television for generations to come.

In the future, WGBH-FM intends to
experiment with different microphone
techniques and to concentrate on
improving the compatibility between
stereo and surround. WGBH-FM will
continue to explore multichannel pro-
duction and broadcasting with its next
project, refining the use of Pro Logic

VISIT lAltiBli-1-711'S WEB SM.
www.wgbh.org

AND THE BSO'S WEB SITE
www.bso.org

and exploring Lexicon's Logic 7, a
discrete surround system that can be
encoded onto two channels.

Through the years, WGBH-FM's
BSO broadcasts have attempted to
reproduce the excitement of the live
concerts. With the improvements in
multichannel audio, we are getting
closer to simulating the concert ex-
perience. But presently, the best
seat in the house is still somewhere
in Symphony Hall.

John Voci is operations director of WGBH-
FM and is currently building two new public
radio stations serving Cape Cod and the
islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket.

Jim Donahue is a recording engineer at
WGBH-FM, Boston, and is also WGBH-FM's
BSO engineer.

Antonio Oliart Ros has numerous classical
and jazz recording credits and is a recording
engineer at WGBH-FM.
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Report
Comrex Vector POTS codec
By Steve Fluker

In the past few years, technological breakthroughs have
given us tremendous improvements in audio quality
using POTS (plain old telephone service). Telephone

lines are easy to come by, inexpensive, and can be ordered
anywhere. Over the years, engineers have attempted to
find ways to make the telephone line sound better. The first
generation of improvements was the single -line frequency
extenders. While impressive in their day, they really didn't
solve the problem. More recently, two- and even three -line
extenders were introduced. Though both offered the
audio quality stations were looking for, multiple lines were
needed to make them work properly. Also, broadcasting
from out of town would result in a high long-distance
phone bill.

Codecs are the latest generation of boxes to improve
audio quality on tele-
phone lines. Codecs
convert the audio into
digital data and use
complex algorithms to
compress that data so
it can be transferred
over a single tele-
phone line. On the
other end of the line.

Performance at a glance
 15kHz audio bandwidth on a single

telephone line
 Full bandwidth maintained, even with

connections as low as 24kb/s
 Four built-in operating modes
 Built-in mixer with three inputs and

one Aux input
 Built-in headphone amplifiers with

mix -minus and local audio mixing
 Weighs only 3 pounds
 Detachable power cord

10kHz bandwidth over a single telephone line. The Vector
has an increased bandwidth of 15kHz. The difference is
immediately noticeable.

The second major breakthrough is that the Vector
maintains its 15kHz bandwidth even if the phone line
isn't perfect: The unit maintains full -quality bandwidth
when the phone -line connection drops to a rate as low
as 24kb/s. (Other codecs decay to about 7kHz at that
speed.) The Vector will provide 7kHz quality down to a
data rate of 14.4kb/s. This speed is easy to achieve and
still beats the quality of an RPU wireless link. At Cox
Radio's Orlando stations, we can almost always get a
24kb/s or better connection and take advantage of the full
15kHz quality. The Vector cannot be connected to a cell
phone: cell phones

another codec de-
codes the data and
converts it back to
audio. These codecs
do a great job of trans-
mitting broadcast -
quality audio over a
single line. Howev-
er, until now, they
required a nearly per-

lec t connection at 33.6kb/s to produce the best sound. As
the connection decayed, so did audio performance. As we
all know. perfect phone lines can be hard to come by.

A new generation
, has introduced a new generation of POTS codec.

It's called the Vector, and it has changed the standard of our
remotes at the seven Cox Radio stations in Orlando.
Though the Vector works much like the previous codecs,
it has proved to be much more stable. The first improve-
ment is its wider bandwidth. Previous codecs provided a

use highly compressed digital data
and cannot support the unit's data
bandwidth output.

Operation
, 1,, Vector has four built-in oper-

ating modes. The Music mode gives
you the full 15kHz bandwidth
quality. Typically, we keep the
system in this mode. The Voice
mode offers a 7kHz bandwidth for
any connections of 14.4kb/s or
higher. At higher rates, this mode

also provides a 300 baud data channel. This mode offers
good stability, even on a poor or changing connection. The
HotLine mode allows connection with the HotLine, anoth-
er Comrex codec. The final mode is the Plain Telephone
mode. This mode provides a standard telephone connec-
tion when the line will not maintain a modem connection.

The unit is available in two models: One is a portable
model used in the field; the other is a rackmount model
designed for the studio end. The field unit comes with
a built-in mixer that allows three input connections -
two microphone and one mic/line selectable. There is
also a fourth mic/line-level input, which can be used for
a local cue channel or a fourth on -air channel, as well
as a line output that can even feed a PA system. All inputs
and outputs are standard balanced XLR connections.
Each input channel also has its own headphone output
and its own level control, so talent can control their
headphones separately.

Both the field and rackmount models have easy -to -read
LCD menu -driven displays and LED VU meters for easy
setup. The display menus make it easy to program auto
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LOW COST TOP QUALITY
FM TRANSMITTERS AND

POWER AMPLIFIERS

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS

1 OW IN STOCK READY
25W TO SHIP

TRANSMITTERS/POWER AMPLIFIERS

150W
300W
500W
1000W
1.5kW
2.0kW
2.5Kw
3.0kW

)IN STOCK READY
TO SHIP

CALL (TOLL FREE)
1-888-411-5174

IPTEIR
1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE CA 95124: 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951
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MODULES FROM 10W TO 700W

NAB99 BOOTH L13170

Silicon ValleyPOWER
The RF People

Call 408-986-9700

AMPLIFIERS

Fax 408-986-1438
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Split It!!
USDA is a ha 2 -in, 4 -out stereo "mini -DA" that can
combine or .split audio signals for distribution. Mix stereo
to mono, get both stereo and mono outputs from a stereo
source. Gain trims for each output. Great space with lots
of headroom.

Keep one on hand!
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Field Report
speed dials with up to 35 digits and pauses, which works
well for international or credit-card calling. If more digits
are needed. the Vector can be dialed using an external
telephone or dialer. There is a one -button last -number
redial for repeated connection to the same number. The
menus also allow users to set up the maximum data speed
for the modem connection. However, the Vector will
connect at the most stable speed it can find, up to that
maximum setting. If, while using the system, the data
speed becomes unstable, the data rate can be manually
reduced without losing the connection. The audio will
mute briefly while the change is made. Changing the data
rate or operating mode on one end will automatically
change it on the other end. The 2RU studio model uses the
menu for audio input selection and output adjustments
from -10dB to +4dB settings.
AC power for the rackmount Vector is a standard IEC

power cord with an internal supply. The portable unit is
powered by an external supply, which will run on 120 VAC
or 240 VAC. So that you don't take up extra physical outlet
space, Comrex has eliminated the wall wart and uses a
standard power cord to a separate supply box, which then
feeds the Vector. There is no internal battery capability for
the Vector. However, an independent company manufac-
tures a battery pack that will work with the HotLine or the
Vector. Comrex strongly recommends that you contact
them for the details on this battery pack and not attempt
to use an untested battery source. Otherwise, damage to
the unit may occur.

Addressing technical difficulties
Audio delay is one downside ot today s codecs. Because

of the data compression, transmission and subsequent
decoding the conversion from analog to digital requires,
there is a time delay from the transmit to the final
reception of the sound. The headphone feed output on
the unit has a built-in mixer, allowing the announcer to
listen to the mix -minus feed and mix the local audio from
the microphone for the headphones.

There is no additional equipment to purchase or connect.
The system comprises the transmission box, mixer and
headphone monitor - all in one small, lightweight
package. The unit even has a built-in peak limiter to
prevent digital overload distortion. The Vector also carries
a contact closure over the connection to the studio, so the
DJ in the field can remotely start a stop set or song back
in the on -air control room.

Breaking news barriers
One ot our first tests of the \rector wasto broadcast WDBO-

FM's entire morning talk show. The broadcast was located
in an open field on the side of a road, where we covered the
launch of the Discovery space shuttle. We wanted the show
to focus on the crowd that had gathered at this field along
the intercoastal waterway to watch the launch.
One challenge with broadcasting from these launches is

that, since so much RF is floating around, you have no idea
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Connect Speed Music Mode Voice Mode HotLine Mode

9.6kb/s 5kHz 5kHz n/a

12kb/s 6kHz 6kHz 4.5kHz

14.4kb/s 7kHz 7kHz 5.4kHz

16.8kb/s 7kHz 7kHz 5.6kHz

19.2kb/s 11kHz 7kHZ 5.8kHz

21.6kb/s 12kHz 7kHz 6.5kHz

24kb/s 15kHz 7kHz 7kHz

26.4kb/s 15kHz 7kHz 8kHz

28.8kb/s 15kHz 7kHz 8.6kHz

31.2kb/s 15kHz 7kHz 9.3kHz

33.6kb/s 15kHz 7kHz 10kHz

With the Vector, we have also been able
to extend the range of remote broadcasts
for WHTQ-FM. We can now broadcast live
from anywhere, including the beaches that
used to be out of the range of our RPU
systems. In the past, we'd either turn down
business or use a cell phone, which just
didn't provide the quality we wanted. With
the Vector. we were able to provide full -
quality coverage from Biketoberfest and
the recent races in Daytona Beach.

The Vector allows quicker and less -com-
plicated setups at remote sites and gives us
better quality audio, compete with IFB.

The Vector's high -end response varies with actual modem connect speeds. This Steve Fluker is the director of engineering for Cox
table lists the high -end responses for the Music. Voice and Hotline modes. Radio's seven Orlando radio stations.

if your RPU will work. Since most signals were turned on
only minutes before the launch, there was no effective
way to test in advance. With the Vector, we knew we would
stay on the air even if the amount of RF interference
climbed to an unacceptable level.

The telephone company ran a wire along a fence to
provide us with a phone line in the middle of the field. The
system worked so well that it sounded like we were in the
studio playing background sounds to simulate an outdoor
environment.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature for
radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered
an endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio magazine.
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One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Trust ABG
Call us, and put our people to work for you.

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE
Grand Aapids. Michigan

Voice: 800-999-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652

E-mail: supportiVabg.com

NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE
Duluth. Minnesota

Voice: 800-788-8759
Fax: 218-525-0455

E-mail: cgrace@abg.com

CIAudio Broadcast Group Inc.
ABG

SOUTHEAST OFFICES
Mountain Home. North Carolina

Voice: 800-369-7623
Fax: 828-697-2691

Email: cindy. edwardsCabg.corn

Lexington. South Carolina

Voice: 800-951-7443
Fax: 803-951-3123

E-mail: igeorge@abg.c orn

SOUTHWEST OFFICE
Palmdale. California

Voice: 800-858-9008
Fax: 805-273-3321

E-mail: tmezey@abg.com

www.abg.com
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Report
Klotz Vadis D.C.
By Dave Halik

At Mercury Radio, we broadcast four stations: WEDG-
FM, WHT1'-AM, WHTT-FM and WGRF-FM.
We also serve as the network headend facility for

the Buffalo Bills football games. Thanks to the Vadis D.C.
system, we are able to produce all of the mix -minus
configurations needed to simultaneously broadcast the
Bills' ISDN feeds as well as perform all of our regular
station broadcast requirements,
which may sound like a pipe
dream to most people.

Recently, we installed our third
console in the on -air control
room of WEDG-FM. Our three
Vadis D.C. audio consoles con-
trol the facility's Vadis digital
audio master router in Mercu-
ry's central wiring area, all of
which are integrated using fiber
optic technology. The first Vadis D.0
fall of 1997 in our digital production

Performance at a glance
 Mechanical VU or LED meters
 Handles various digital I/O formats
 DSP modules available
 Instant recall of individual setups
 External GPI

. was installed in the
studio. The second

was installed in July
1998 in the aux/pro-
duction studio that
serves as the network
headend for Buffalo
Bills' NFL football
game broadcasts.

During the Bills' home games, we use three broadcast
modes: pre -game, game and post -game. ISDN feeds come
from three different locations: the home stadium, the field
house and CNN Atlanta. Before the Vadis, I had to wire
special mix -minus setups, and they would perform only
one function. With the unit, I can program console setups
and mix -minus configurations with minimal keystrokes.

Recalling the console's operating modes, associated
mix -minuses and input sources with associated logic
commands is done by pushing a button. As soon as our
operators pushed one button and saw the mode change
instantly, they realized the power of this system.

Proven perfomance
Though purchasing the first console was going out on

a limb, by the time we needed the second console, the
Vadis was a shoe -in. And our technical staff was pushing
us to buy the third console. Everyone here realized the
capability of this system and knew the capabilities it
would bring to our stations.

Frames can be added as needed. Of all the units

currently installed around the world, no Vadis system has
reached its limit in terms of the maximum number of
inputs and outputs, according to the manufacturer. How-
ever, up to 1024 inputs and 1024 outputs can be switched
at one time.

System configurations can be as basic as one controller.
It is possible to install a single controller in each room,

and all can be operated in the
traditional, analog model. One
frame can handle up to 21 modules
of any flavor. These can be input,
output, monitor or DSP cards.

Frames are connected via a pro-
prietary fiber optic communica-
tions system. Audio is routed
over a fiber optic or coaxial
network between frames. These

can be connected in typical star or
ring topologies. System control routing is done over
CAT5 cable. For a two-frame/control surface system,
there will be one or two fiber optic cables, a CAT5 cable
run between frames, and a CAT5 cable run to each control
surface. Multiple copper pairs are no longer necessary.

The central control computer can be used to access each
frame and will store copies of frame software and system
software. As additional needs arise, new software can be
installed. The software update can be done without
losing audio through the router frame.

Networking
What most impressed me was the systems' networking

capability between the consoles and the integrated
master router. Essentially, that is why the systems are so
successful for us. This product allows the digital network-
ing of consoles with each other and the master router.

Before the installation of the Vadis system, we would
not have had the physical space necessary to produce all
of our remote broadcasts. Now, with just the press of a
button, we can reconfigure the systems for any number
of remotes.

One source connected anywhere on the system is
available to all locations without any rewiring necessary,
thanks to its fiber networking. And with this system,
there's no need to buy a separate routing switcher. This
unit changes the concept of routing. With just a few fiber
connections, it looks nothing like a traditional wire -laden
audio router.

Many facilities are designed as stand-alone systems.
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Each studio, control room or production suite is an island.
These rooms are connected with multiple runs of copper
wiring. A single audio source (e.g., a satellite feed) will
feed a distribution amp, with many wire pairs run to every
room. To go from this studio model to an integrated
scheme requires different thinking. An audio source and
its control logic (through a GPI interface) are connected
to one frame and it is then available anywhere within the
Vadis system.

And because of its fiber hookup, the con-
sole is easy to install. I didn't have to hire
additional technical staff to install anything,
which greatly reduced my noncapitol costs. I
just plugged in one fiber line, and it made the
equivalent of 64 wire pairs. The installation is
vastly different than with previous consoles:
You just plug it in. You don't have to spend
hours making all of those tedious connec-
tions. And with engineering departments
shrinking as they are, stations don't have the
staff to perform an extensive install. If we
have to outsource the hookup, we cannot
recoup the cost. With the Vadis systems, the
inherent technology is key to fast installation
time and overall cost savings.

System support
The support 1 ve received from Klotz has

been unparalleled. Their delivery time was
great, and engineers and company execu-
tives, on their own initiative, have been by
to make sure everything is working correctly
here. That kind of on -site commitment is
important with this hybrid of digital technol-
ogy and software. This is more than just nuts -
and -bolts hardware.

With the Vadis, a system is designed before
it is installed. Changes that come up later can
be implemented from the central -control com-
puter. If you need to add a mic in one
studio, you simply install the necessary
card in the proper frame and then
activate it in the system software.

In general, we expect products like
digital consoles to be around for 10
years. We are very selective about the
equipment we chose, and then we
drive it into the ground. But because
this is a software -based system, it is a
renewable resource. We look forward
to receiving new software features that
will constantly renew the system. We
can further enhance the system by
having additional software written for
our system.

Dave Halik is chief engineer of Mercury Radio
Communications, Buffalo, NY.
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Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature for
radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any
device tested. positive or negative. No report should be considered
an endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio magazine.
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BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

-ULTRAMOD
.4: J J J 1

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just s1.895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

PO Box 751  Lamar. CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://ww'w.hnat.com

Circle (153) on Free Info Card

For AM, FM. SCA
and TV modulation monitors

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (610) 687-5550 or write for more

ACISCA and TV monitors. BELARinformation on Belar AM. FM. Stereo.

FAX: 610-687-2686 lCTP01,11C AINIONATONV.

htt www.belarcorn f R AVE AT DORSET DEVON PA 19333
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WES SITEDIRECTORY
Looking for more information about a new or existing product?

Most manufacturers maintain Web sites that have a wealth of information.
Forget search engines; you have a complete resource right here.

This list is also available online at www.beradio.com.

Ae-A Aithro C
360 Systems www.anthro.com BASF Magnetics Camaro

www.360systems.com Apbex Systems www.emtec-usa.com www.canare.com

A&J Cases www.aphexsys.com Bay Country Broadcast CartWorks
www.ajcases.com Apo", Electroaks www.baycountry.com www.cartworks.com

Ac -cetera www.apogeedigital.com Belay Eloctronks Lab CBSI-Custom Business
www.ac-cetera.com

Acoustic Systems

Apple Compvter
www.apple.com

www.belar.com

Beidon Wire & Cable

Systems
www.cbsi.org

www.acousticsystems.com

Acoustical Solvtioas
Applied Bossard' & Technology

www.artroch.com
www.belden.com

Benchmark Media Systems

Central Tower
www.centraltower.com

www.acousticalsolutions.com Armstrong Transmitter www.benchmarkmedia.corn Coghill Tower
Acoustics First Corp. www.armstrongtx.com Berkeley Nucleonics (INC) www.centraltower.com

www.acousticsfirst.com Arrakis Systems www.berkeleynucleonics.com Chief Manufacturing
ADC Telecomunkatlsas www.arrakis-systems.com Bost Power/North Star www.chiefmfg.com

www.adc.corn AW-Audio Technologies www.nstpower.com Chyron/Pro-Bel
Adrienne Electronics www.atiguys.com Bext www.chyron.com

www.adrielec.com Audio Accessories www.bext.com Ciprico

Advanced Furniture Systems www.patchbays.com beyerdynamic www.ciprico.com

www.omn.com/afs Audio Broadcast Group www.beyerdynamic.com Circuit Research Labs (CRL)

AEQ SA www.abg.com Bird Electroak www.crlsystems.com

www.aeq.es Audio litervisval Design www.bird-electronic.com Circuitwerkes
AEV SRL www.gmlinc.com www.cicuitwerkes.com

www.aev.net Audio Precision www.bi-tronics.com Cisco Systems

ARAI www.audioprecision.com Boland Communications www.cisco.com

www.akai.com

AKG Acoustks

Audio Processing Technology
www.aptx.com

www.bolardcom.com

Bomar Intoreased Products
Clark Wire & Cable

www.clarkwc.com

www.akg-acoustics.com Avdiolab Electrooks www.bomcrinterconnect.com Clear-Com Systems

Alesis www.audiolabelectronics.com Broadcast Electreaks www.clearcom.com

www.alesis.com Audio-Techika US www.bdcast.com GABE

All.. Osborn* Associates www.audio-technica.com Broadcast Richmond www.cmbe.com

www.aoa-gps.com

Allied Tower
Avditromics

www.auditronics.com
www.broadcast-
richmond.com

Coaxial Dyeamks
www.coaxial.com

alliedtower.com

Altroak Research
Audix USA

www.audixusa.com
Broadcast Software lat'l

www.bsiusa.com
Communications Specialties

www.commspecial.com

www.altronic.com Autogram Broadcast Supply Computer Concepts Corp.

AMCO Engineering
www.amcoengineering.com

www.autogramcorp.com

AVCOM of Ifirgiela

Worldwide
www.bswusa.com

www.ccc-dcs.com

Conroy
AMEK

www.amek.com

Ampex
www.ampex.com

www.avcomfva.com

Avid Technology
www.avid.com

Avitel Electroniu Ltd.

Broadcast Technical Service
www.btsg.com

Broadcast Technology
www.hnat.com

www.comrex.com

Cone: Electro Systems
www.conex-electro.com

Continental Electronics

AMS Novo
www.ams-neve.com

www.avitel.co.uk

Avocet Instrumoets

Broadcast Tools
www.broadcasttools.com

www.contelec.com

Control Concepts/liebert
Andrew

www.andrew.com

www.avocetinst.com

1. -Ware Software

Broadcasters General Store
www.bgsfl.com

www.control.concepts.com

Cooper Sound Systems

Antenna Coacepts
www.antennaconcepts.com

www.a-ware.com

Azdon

Burk Technology
www.burk.com

www.coopersound.com

CPI/Eimac Division

Ante: Eledreaks
www a n tex.COm

www.azdencorp.com Berle Industries
www.burle.com

www.eimac.com
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Om Song
www.cranesong.com

Crest Audio
www.crestaudio.com

Crown Broadcast
www.crownbroadcast.com

Crown Satellite
www.crownsat.com

Cutting Edge Technologies
www.nogrunge.com

D
Dakt Digital Media Systems

www.dalet.com

Dan Dugan Sound Design
www.dandugan.com

Data Security
www.datasecurityinc.com

Dataworld
www.datawoIrd.com

Davicom
www.davicom.com

DB Elettronica
www.dbbroadcast.com

DBX Professional Products
www.dbxpro.com

Delta Electronics
www.deltaelectronics.com

Denon Electronics
www.denon.com

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

DH Satellite
designhomes.com/dhsat.html

Dielectric
www.dielectric.com

DigiDesign
www.digidesign.com

Digigram
www.digigram.com

Digital Audio labs
www.digitalaudio.com

Digital Audio Research Lid.
www.dar.uk.com

DISC Inc.
www.discjuke.com

DiTech
www.di-tech.com

DKAudio
www2.dk-online.dk/users/dk-
audio

Dolby Laboratories
www.dolby.com

Dorrough Electronics
www.dorrough.com

DPA Microphones
www.dpamicrophones.ccm

DRS Ahead Technology
www.dvs.com

Dwight Cavendish Co.
www.dwightcay.com

E
Econco

www.econco.com

End
www.ednet.net

EDX Engineering
www.edx.com

EELA Audio
www.eela.n1

EEY

www.eev.com

Electronic Associates
wwwelecassoc.com

ElectroVoice
www.electrovoice.com

EM Scientific
www.emsci.corn

ENCO Systems
www.enco.com

EnergyOnix
www.energy-onix.com

EquizTech
www.equitech.com

Ergo
www.ergoind.com

ERI  Electronics Research
www.eriinc.com

ESE Timers
www.ese-web.com

Euclid Garment Manufacturing
www.euclidgarment.com

Euphonix
www.euphonix.com

Eventide
www.eventide.com

Exabyte
www.exabyte.com

EI UP International
www.ezup.com

F
Fairlight USA

www.fairlightesp.com.au

Fidelipac
www.fidelipac.com

Flash Technology of America
www/flashtechnology.com

Fluke
www.fluke.com

FM Systems
www.fmsystems-inc.com

Forecast Consoles
lorecast-consoles.com

Futon America
www.fostex.com

Furman
www.furmansound.com

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging... wood trim to
keep edges from
delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4153 N. BONITA STRI A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977  TEL (619) 698-4658 A FAX (619) 698-1268 A

V (800) 307-1060 V Email: dennis@murphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation

Circle (154) on Free Info Card
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Now online at

Btiz
.com

The Studio
Spotlight

We visit the studios of
WKSU-FM, Kent State
University, Kent, OH.

New!
Tech Notes

We all have our own collection
of gadgets and problem -

solvers. Why not share yours
with us? Send them to

beradio@intertec.corn.

The Online
Survey

ISDN and POTS codecs have
changed the way radio remotes

are done. We want to know
what models and operating

modes you use.

www.beradio.corn

WEIS
Garner Industries

www.garnerindustries.com

Gefen Systems
www.gefen.com

Genelec Oy
www.genelec.com

Gentner Communications
www gentner.com

Georg Neumann GmbH
www.neumann.com

Gepco International
www gepco corn

Gold Line
www.gold-line.com

Gorman -Redlich
www gorman-redlich.corn

GrahamPatten Systems
www.gpsys.com

H
Haller Professional

www hafler corn

Hardigg Cases
www.hardigg.com

Harris Broadcast
www broadcast.harris.com

Harrison by GLW
www.glw.com

13 IIIMEClIrC711FLY
Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

HHB Communications
www.hhb.co.uk

Holaday Industries
www.holadayinc.com

HollyAnne
www.eas-hollyanne.com

Horita Co.
www.horita.com

Hose Technology
www.hosatech.com

I
Illbruck/Sonex

www.illbruck-sonex.com

Industrial Acoustics
www.industrialacoustics.com

Innovative Devices
www.innovadev.com

Innovonics
www.inovon.com

Intel
www.intel.com

Intraplex
www.intraplex.com

Belo  Dolp
www.itelco-usa.com

Iwatsu America
www.rwatsu.com

J- K
Jampro

www.jampro.com

JBL Professional
www.jblpro.com

Jensen Tools
www.jensentools.com

JK Audio
www.jkaudio.com

Joe Meek
www.joemeek.com

Kart-ABag
www karr-a-bag.com

KD Canopy
www.kdcanopy.com

Kings Electronics
www.kingselectronics.com

Kintronic Labs
www.kintronic.com

Kline Towers
www.klinetowers.com

L
Landmark Tower

www.landmarktower.com

Leader Instruments
www leaderusa.com

Lectrosonics
www.lectro.com

Lightning Fast Information
For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't
have time to fill out cards, send it out via snail
mail and then wait and wait and wait. But what
else can you do?

Now get your inquiries answered faster with
BE Radio's NEW online reader service "cards."
Your request is automatically e -mailed to the
companies who have the product, or you can link
directly to Web sites for the service information
you need.

Quick, easy and lightning fast. Check it out on:

www:TiettidiO.com
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NAB99 NAB99 is your one -stop shop for ideas, innovations and
solutions. If you've never bees to the NAB in Las Vegas, ask anyone who

has and you'll learn just how much there is for Radio! Regardless of your

market size or your role in your station, there's something for you.

Explore the convergence markets and uncover new opportunities.

Celebrate creativity. Spark innovation. Discover real business solutions.

And decide what technology products and services to buy, and from
whom - all in one place, all at one time.

This is the power and spirit of NAB99!
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Ledtronics

www.ledtronics.com

Leitch
www.leitch.com

Lemo USA
www.lemo.ch

LG Electronics
www.lgeus.com

Lightning Eliminators
www.lightningeliminators.com

Logitek
www.logitekaudio.com

LPB

www.Ipbinc.com

M
Mackie

www.mackie.com

Magnum Towers
www.magnumtowers.com

Markley and Associates
www.dlmorkley.com

Martinsound
www.martinsound.com

MazeII of America
www.maxell.com

Media Touch
www.omt.net

Media Form
www.mediaform.com

Merging Technologies
www.merging.com

MGE UPS Systems
www.mgeups.com

Micro Technology Unlimited
www.mtu.corn

Modulation Sciences
www.modsci.com

Mogami Wire & Cable
www.mogami-wire.co.jp

Mohawk/CDT
www.mohawk-cdt.com

MoleRichardson
www.mole.com

Moseley Associates
www.moseleysb.com

Mouser Electronics
www.mouser.com

Multidyne
www.multidyne.com

Murphy Studio Furniture
www.murphystudiofurniture.com

Musicam USA
www.musicamusa.corn

MYAT
www.myat.com

N
Nady Systems

www.nadachair.com

Nagra USA
www.nagra.com

Neumann USA
www.neumannusa.corn

Neutrik AG
wwwneutrik.com

Neutrik USA
www.neutrikusa.com

Nigel B Furniture
www.nigelb corn

Norsat International
www.norsat.com

Northern Technologies
northern-tech.corn

NPR Satellite Services
www.nprsot.org/nprss

NSN Network Services
nsn.net

Nucomm
www.nucomm.com

NYISION
www.nvisionl.com

O
OMB America

members.aol.com/
OmbRadioTV

Onyx Media S.A.
www onyx-media.ch

OpAmp Labs
www.opamplabs.com

Orban
www.orban.com

Otari
www.otari.com

F'
Pacific Research It Engineering

www.pre.corn

Panasonic Broadcast
www.panasonic.com/PBDS

Pathlight Technology
www.pathlight.com

Pearl Microphone Laboratory
www. pearl. se

Peerless Industries
www.peerlessindustries.com

Penny & Giles
www.penny-giles-
controls.co.uk

Penta Labs
www.pentalabs.com

Phasetek
www.phasetek.com

Phillystran
www.phillystran.com

PiROD
www.pirod.com

Porter Case
www.portercase.com

Potomac Instruments
www.pi-usa.com

Premier Wireless
www.premierwirelessinc.com

Prism Media Products
www.prismsound.com

Pristine Systems
www.pristinesys.corn

Professional Label
www.prolabel.com

Prophet Systems
www.prophetsys.com

Pulizzi Engineering
www.puiizzi.com

Q -
PEI

www.qei-broadcast.com

QSC Audio
www.qscaudio.corn

Quantegy
www.quantegy.com

Quantum
www.quantum.com

RCS
www.rcsworks.com

Radial Engineering
www.radialeng.com

Radio Frequency Systems
www.cablewave.com

Radio Soft
www.radiosoft.com

Radio Systems
www.rodiosystems.com

RDL Radio Design Labs
www.rdlnet.com

RFS Broadcast (Cablewave)
www.rfsbroadcast.com

Rip -Tie
www.riptie.com

Rohde & Schwarz
www.rsd.de

ROHN
www.rohnnet.com

Roland
www.rolandus.corn

Rorke Data
www.rorke.com

RPG Diffusor Systems
www.rpginc.corn

Russ Berger Design Group
www.rbdg.com

S
Sabine

www.sabineinc.com

SADiE
www.sadieus.com

SCA Data Systems
www.scadata.com

ScheduALL by VizuAll
www.scheduall.com

Scott Studios
www.scottstudios.com

Seagate Technology
www.seagate.com

Selo Products
www.selcoproducts.com

Sencore
www.sencore.com

Sennheiser
www.sennheiserusa.com

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

Shure Brothers
www.shure.com

Sierra Automated Systems
sosaudio.corn

Sigma Electronics
www.sigmaelectronics.com

Silicon Graphics
www.sgi.com

Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers
www.svpa.com

Sine Systems
www.sinesys.com

SMART Technologies
www.smarttech.com

Smarts Broadcast Systems
www.smartsbroadcast.com

Solid State Logic
www.solid-state-logic.com

Solutions Custom Furnishings
www.marketec.com/solutions

Sonic Foundry
www.sonicfoundry.com

Sonic Solutions
www.sonic.com

Sonifex Ltd.
www.sonifex.co.uk

Sony Electronics
www.sony.com/professional

Sound Devices LLC
www.sounddevices.com

Sound Ideas
www.sound-ideas.com

Soundcraft Electronics
www.soundcraft.com

Soundfield Research Ltd.
www.proaudio.co.uk/
sndfield.htm

Soundscape Digital Tech
www.soundscape-digital.com

SpaceWise Broadcast Furniture
www.spacwise.corn

Staco Energy Products
stacoenergy.corn

Stantron
www.zerocorp.com

Starguide Digital Networks
www.starguidedigital.com

StorageTek
www.storagetek.com

Studer
www.studerch/studer

Studio Technology
www.studiotechnology.com
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Superscope Technologies/
Marantz
www.marantz.com/product/
professional

Survey Technologies
www.surveytech.com

Sliding Electron Devices
www.svetlana.com

Switchcraft
www.switchcraft.com

SWR
homepage.third-wave.com/swrweb

Symetrix
www.symetrixaudio.corn

Systems Development Group
www.sysdevgrp.com

T -U- V
Tenney

www.tannoy.corn

TASCAM/Teac Professional
www.tascam.com

TC Electronic
www.tcelectronic.com

Tech America
www.techam.com

Techflex
www.techflex.com

Techni-Tool
www.techni-tool.com

Tektronix
www.tek.com

Telecast Fiber Systems
www.telecast-fiber.com

Telect
www.ovsm.com

Telex Communications
www.telex.com

Telos Systems
www.zephyr.com

Tentel
www.tentel.com

TFT
www.tftinc.com

Thermodyne International
www.shokstop.com

Thomson Tubes lectroniques
www.tte.thomson-csf.com

Tiernan Communications
www.tiernan.com

TOA Electronics
www.toadigital.com

Transom
www.trcorp.com

Transoft Networks
www.transoftnetworks.com

Tripp Lite
www.tripplite.com

Trompeter Electronics
www.trompeter.com

Universal Electronics
www.ueinc.com

Veetronix
www.veetronix.com

Vega
www.adiaudio.com

V -Soft Communications
www.v-soft.com

W-X-Y-Z
Ward Beck Systems

www.wbsltd.com

Warner Electric
www.warnernet.com/
sev_main.html

Wave:Space
www.wave-space.com

Weircliffe International
www.weircliffe.co.uk

Wenger
www.wenger.corp

Westlake Audio
www.westlakeaudio.com

Wheatstone
www.wheatstone.com

Whirlwind
www.whirlwindusa.corn

WhisperRoom
www.whisperroom.com

Winsted
www.winsted.com

Wokler Technologies
www.wohler.com

Yamaha
www.yamaha.com

You/Com Audiocommunicatie
youcom.nl

Zaxcom
www.zaxcom.com

DAB
CD Radio

www.cdradio.com

Lucent Digital Radio
www.lucent.com/Idr

USA Digital Radio
www.usadr.com

XM Satellite Radio
www.xmradio.com T.

All information is as accurate as possible. BE Radio is not respon-
sible for any errors or omissions. Corrections and additions can be
sent to beradio@ intertec.com.

BE Radio will publish Web directories like this on a regular basis.
Download this file at www.beradiocom . It is formatted there in HTML
to work with your browser. Netscape can load it as the bookmark tile.
Explorer can open it directly or use it as a quick link file.

Coming in the
April issue of

S

Radio Online
Streaming audio primer  The Web for profit

The .bwf file format

Digital Exciters
The audio can be fully digital and so can
part of the FM exciter. See how they work

and what is available.

Facility Showcase:
WPL N, Nashville

Take a look at this NPR affiliate's facility.

Antennas, part 4:
A look into the ATU

ALSO:
Currents, RF Engineering,

The Last Byte and the results of
the ISDN/POTS Codec online survey.

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid /Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

C COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS N RI TEST iQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

r
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News

FCC Commissioners voice LPFM concerns
FCC Commissioner Harold W. Furchtgott-Roth voted

against the FCC's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regard-
ing LPFM because the proposal, as it stands, would
loosen current interference protection standards for FM
stations in order to shoehorn LPFM stations into the FM
band. Furchtgott-Roth assails the elimination of third- and
second -adjacent channel safeguards as an incursion on
the rights of current licensees, the value of their licenses,
and the ability of listeners to continue to receive existing
stations.

"Were the NPRM limited to consideration of service
based on the maintenance of the interference rules now
set forth in our regulations," writes the chairman, "I could
thus have supported its issuance."

He also notes that, even if second- and third -adjacent
channel protections were completely eliminated, little
new service would be created in the major urban markets.

Commissioner Michael Powell voted for the proposal
but issued a separate statement stressing his concerns
about interference to FM stations and the impact of LPFM
on terrestrial, particularly IBOC, digital radio.

ONLY A FEW
WILL PREVAIL
Our panel of industry

experts will select
a prestigious group

of innovative products
shown at NAB for the

BE Radio
1999 PICK HITS

AWARDS
COMING IN THE MAY/JUNE ISSUE

DVD-Audio Disc specifications approved
The steering committee of the MD Forum has ap-

proved version 1.0 of the DVD-Audio Disc specifications.
Major characteristics include available sampling frequen-
cies of 48kHz, 96kHz, 192kHz, 44.1kHz, 88.2kHz and
176.4kHz. Bit resolution is supported in 16 bit, 20 bit and
24 bit. Up to six channels are available for multichannel
recording, with a maximum transfer rate of 9.6 Mb/s.

In two -channel stereo, more than 74min of recording
time are possible on a single-sided/single-layer disc,
even at the highest -quality mode at 192kHz/24 bit. With
multichannel modes, even 96kHz/24-bit, six -channel
recording can be included with more than 74min of
playback time.

Chancellor considers move to sell
In an effort designed in pan to drive up the price of its

stock, Chancellor Media announced in January that it was
considering the sale of all or part of the company.
Chancellor is the largest radio station group owner in the
U.S., and Clear Channel Communications, the country's
third -largest radio owner, is a leading candidate to buy
the entire company.

When Chancellor announced the move to sell, its stock
rose to $54.75 per share. As of this printing, the price is
a more affordable !;47.87 a share.

NAB99 sessions of special interest
One of rive new sessions debuting at NAB99,

"Webcast ng and IP multicasting" will be held on
Wednesday, April 21. Part I of the session will cover
how the audio and video quality of Webcasting has
improved with the development of enhanced software,
faster modems and improved Internet connections.
Part II will introduce and demonstrate IP multicasting
and show what must be done to deploy this technolo-
gy as a viable service to reach different markets.

"Y2K: The final challenge," another NAB session,
will provde essential checklists for compliance. In
addition, 3 panel will explore the broad dimensions of
what is known to date about the Y2K challenge, what
progress tie industry and the government have made,
and what critical milestones remain in efforts to
achieve a Y2K compliant society.
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1998 technical Grammy awarded
Each year, a

technical Grammy
is awarded to a
company or indi-
vidual that makes
an outstanding
technical contribu-
tion to the record-
ing field. This year,
the honor went to
Georg Neumann,
creator of the first
mass-produced
condenser micro-
phone as well as a
series of micro-
phones considered
among the best in
the industry.

The Recording Academy's Technical Committee rec-
ommends possible recipients, and final approval is mad
by the National Trustees.

The first technical Grammy was awarded in 1994. Pa, t
winners include Dr. Thomas G. Stockham Jr., Ray Dolby,
Rupert Neve and Sony/Phillips.

EAS patent issue addressed
I ational cather Service issued a statement on

February 4 regarding Quad Dimension's U.S. patent.
The patent in question concerns the central technolo-
gy in the Emergency Alert System and was granted after
a PTO re-examination of the art submitted by the NWS.
The NWS believes that the PTO did not consider prior
information and is thus preparing a second re-exami-
nation request to overturn the QDI patent. The NWS
will submit evidence that the government has docu-
mented, pre-existing rights to
the technology that is the
subject of the patent.
Further, the NWS has
stated that the QDI
patent may have a
negative impact on
stations, which are re-
quired by the FCC to
implement EAS.

Though the FCC recog-
nizes the need for a quick
resolution to the patent matter
because of the complications it may cause, Chairman Bill
Kennard will not modify the agency's EAS rules during
the review of the patent. He feels doing so would
decrease the effectiveness of the EAS.

The SBE recommends that broadcast engineers con-
sult with their station's intellectual property or commu-
nications lawyers before taking any action on the
correspondence received from QDI.

You Handle the Caller,
We'll Handle the Audio!

INLINE PATCH Telepione Audio Interface
Simply connect Inline Patci between ycur telephone
and the wall jack. Th s new power tool will give you
separate control over your voice and -he caller's
voice. No: just another hybrid, Inline patch wor<s
with (or without) your telephone for simple desktop
reporting.

List Price
$270.00

It

.0( A WM M.
1.0 Lel ruse

maw ut croon Pic,. las  *
JKAudio RBeromaodtceast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jicaudio.com

800-552-8346 Fax: (815: 786-8502

Circle (165) on Free Info Card

NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD

AVCOM's PSA-65C
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's newest Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, model

PSA-65C, incorporates a microprocessor and attractive multifunction,
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from less than 1MHz to
over 1250MHz, for the amazing price of $ 2930.

AVCOM's new PSA-65C is a low cost general purpose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with standard features including FM audio
demodulator, AM detector and digital frequency lock. ThePSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep with a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65C is ideally suited
for2-way racio, cellular, cable, satellite, LAN, surveillance. educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1230 MHz frequency
extenders, BNG-1000A tracking (roise) generator ,og periodic anten-
nas, carrying case (AVSAC), and rore.

AVCOM 500 SOL)TI-LAKE BOULEVARD
RICHIvOlvD, VA 23236 USA

804-794-257)FAX. 804-794-8284

Phone, fax or write for more informat or or to order.
Visit our website at gvww.AVCOMofVA.com.

Circle 1164) or Free Info Card
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Business/ People

Business
Orban and Enco Systems have

combined the features and technolo-
gy of their respective products, the
Orban AirTime and the ENCO DAD-
PRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.
The new product will be marketed
under the ENCO DADpRo32 name
and will be compatible with audio
inventory of the Orban Aiffime sys-
tem. Harris Corp. will assume ex-
clusive worldwide marketing, distri-
bution and systems engineering for
the combined system.

A Maxell Corp. of America is
increasing its current U.S. facilities by
more than 30 percent. Much of the
new space will be occupied by the
leading media products company's
sales, marketing and engineering staffs.

Also, Maxell's Professional Media
Products Group has launched a new
Web site. See their products at
www.maxellpromedia.com.

Gepco recently completed the
installation of all recabling com-
ponents for Giants Stadium, East
Rutherford, NJ. GEPCO, the ex-
clusive supplier for all reca-
bling components for the
project, worked in conjunction
with integrator Diversified Sys-
tems and National football
league consultant SportVision
Systems.

OnRadio has been chosen as
Arbitron's latest partner in its
streaming media measurement
initiative. The alliance will en-
able Arbitron to provide the
industry with third -party audi-
ence measurement, which will
help facilitate ad revenue for

OnRadio and its affiliates.
OnRadio has also partnered with

Infospace.com to provide local con-
tent, including entertainment and
events, yellow pages directories, five-
day weather forecasts and area hotel

A LEDtronics has moved to a new
building, located at 23105 Kashiwa
Court in Torrance, CA. With more
than 63,000 square feet of space, the
new facilities offer more than three
times the manufacturing space as
well as a host of other improvements.

Holaday has announced a new
customer -support program, titled
"EMF Safety Services," to assist cus-
tomers who need to manage electro-
magnetic field environments. The
offering covers education and infor-
mational seminars to help explain
EMF concerns and relevancy as well

as field and technical support for
customers who need assistance eval-
uating and interpreting site measure-
ments. For more information and to
receive a copy of Holaday's free
brochure on the program, contact
the company at 612-934-4920.

Globecomm Systems is of-
fering a free copy of its new
brochure on WorldSpace Pro-
cessed Feeder Link Stations to
any radio broadcaster who
wants information about dis-
tributing programming via the
WorldSpace Digital Direct Sat-
ellite Radio System. To obtain a
copy of the brochure, call 516-

231-9800 or e-mail Globecomm at
infoOglobecommsystetns.com.

A new eight -bay sidemount inter-
nal -fed Jampro Rototiller antenna
was recently installed in San Paulo,
Brazil, for Mix 106 FM.

QEI

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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People
y Telex Communications has an-

nounced its new executive manage-
ment team. (Pictured clockwise L to R)
John Pallaschi is president of the

Telex

Speakers and Microphones Group,
Glen Cavanaugh is president of the
Multimedia/Audio Communications
Group, and Dan Dana.ler is presi-
dent of the Electronics Group. Ned
Jackson was recently named presi-
dent and CEO.

Modulation Monitors

111.111.11 1.1

141

211111111111111momo

Digital STL / TSL Systems

I INEffillaitiffi

Columbine JDS has announced the
promotions of several top execu-
tives. Doug Rother has been pro-
moted to president. The new chief
operating officer is Mike Oldham,
and Mark Eagle is the new executive
vice president_

John Pedlow has been appointed
to the position of president and
chief executive officer of Broadcast
Electronics.

Tom Jordan, vice president of U.S
regional sales for Leitch, has been
chosen for the SMPTE executive
post. He recently completed a year-
long term as the society's secretary/
treasurer.

George Longwell has been chosen
as OnRadio's national sales manager
for WBIC and WTEM in Washington,
D.C. Phil Hall has been chosen as
vice president of programming for
the company.

Dr. George Waters, formerly of
Scientific-Atlanta, has joined Interna-
tional Communications Products as
director of engineering.

 Jim Jameson has
been named president
of Dynatech subsidiary,
Industrial Computer
Source. Jameson was
previously the president
of Elcom Service Group.

Jameson
Richard McKernan

has been appointed to the position of
recorder sales manager for Euphonix.
McKernan will oversee sales of the
R-1 multitrack hard -disk recorder.

Harris Corp. has promoted Chuck
Mains to radio district sales manag-
er. He will serve the states of Ala-
bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ten-
nessee and the northern panhandle
of Florida.

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

11011110111

Sol d -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (166) on Free Info Card
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THE ANTENNA IS DIE
THE PRICE IS
WHAT MORE COULD

YOU AS R?

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

: t

.011

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Site!

Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Praine du Chien, W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet designhomes corn/dhsat html corn

Circle (168) on Free Info Card

Digital Cart
Replacement
V. f

$5,000 for 3 Players, 1 Recorder
Inc ItrO 2,000 minutes of hard dove .pa,

$:13
1023 s.17.sf:: s'
1025 OCOO

29T)

j
"--".1034 ra%":"...

10 35 V.1.'r%,
1036,1:1.7;*,:rg,""'
1038,"::<.L'".5.43::71 r"or

1039 Z,"g7er --1
1040 7:;:rAr''''

trr".Vc'1041 cr .C
11Re iio!A

1043 Woos la C cr

Li 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Nobody in their right mind will
buy cart tapes or heads again!
Go digital! Get Spot Box from

SCA& Stadia:1 e..0.

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
Phone: 972-620-2211 FAX: 972-620-8811

(800) SCOTT -77
Circle (169) on Free Info Card

Staffing for tomorrow
By Chriss Scherer, editor

The
face of radio continues to

change. Radio is and will con-
tinue to be a business based on

technology. Despite this, technical
staffs are not always the primary con-
cern for owners and managers. In
radio's beginnings, there were large
technical staffs, because equipment
needed constant attention. A transmit-
ter operator would man the transmit-
ter for eight hours. Some of this time
may have been spent polishing the
meters or waxing the cabinet. As
equipment became more stable, the
size of the technical staff decreased. In
some cases, staffs reached the bare
minimum, with only one engineer for
several stations. That engineer may
also have been a contractor instead of
a full-time employee. (For a look at
how contract engineers can survive
consolidation, see Contract Engineer-

ing, "Navigating consolidation," p. 8.)
With consolidation happening al-

most everywhere, the tide is turning,
and the size of the technical staff is
growing again. Our rust survey ques-
tion asks how many stations are in
your market group and how many
full-time people there are on the
technical staff. The answers to this
question varied.

Most engineers responded that one
engineer per radio station was a good
number. Based on the responses we
received, this appears to be true when
there are four to six stations involved.
Groups of fewer than four stations
typically reported one or two engi-
neers. Market groups with more than
six stations tended to top out at about
six. Granted, market groups with more
than six stations are not as common as
the other groupings.

It's certainly no secret that computers are a vital part of radio. As with many
things around the station (telephones, copiers, plumbing), the computer
became the responsibility of engineering. Computer usage has also

grown, and the skills needed to maintain multiple machines and a network
are a different than those radio engineers previously needed. More and more
engineering staffs are now including someone whose primary responsibility
is computers.

Survey question V'
Do you currently have an individual on staff whose primary
responsibility is computers (IS, IT, etc.)?

Nu
IS person on staff?

Next Survey:
Codecs: POTS & ISDN

Participate now: vvww.beradio.com
The next survey results will appear in the May/June issue.
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FOR INFORNIAIION Sz. THE LATEST PRICES.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-wwwArcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom tbtrcorp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
100 W
100 W

2.5 KW
2.5 KW

FM
FM

FM
FM

1985
1985

1974
1984

Harris FM 100K
Harris FM 100K
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1

3 KW FM 1985 CSI T3 -F
3 KW FM 1975 CSI FM300E

5 KW FM 1988 Harris FM 5K1
5 KW FM 1983 Harris FM 5K
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E

10 KW FM 1962 RCA BTF 10D
20 KW FM 1970 Harris FM20H3
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW I A
1 KW AM 1978 Collins 820D1

5 KW AM 1980 CSI T -5-A
5 KW AM 1978 Collins 828E1

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B
50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

Circle (175) on Free Info Card

Totally New! Tke Sett jart got Setter!
"True Triple ON:Hap Croselade, and Voice Track"

"AutoMax 3000 VT"

Introductory
Price:

$995

Complete Walk -Away Automation for your station
at affordable prices. The "Ultimate" Music On
Hard Drive Automation on your Windows 95/98

Computer. Dces True Triple Overlap, Crossfade,
& Voice Track He Keys, Auto & Live Assist

Modes, much more. Recorder. Editor, & Log Utility
incluced at no additional charge.

Broadcast Teclusioal Salvino &sap
WebStet: www.btsg.com

PA; 281-8"2-2381

Circle (172) on Free Info Card

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

ED

lODEk Arlo -

F--,1. P,P.TFP

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage
25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg*gorman-redlieh.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

FOR GREAT STUFF, VISIT OUR
NAB BOOTH #L18528

Patriot Commercial Antenna Systems
FROM SATELLITE EXPORT & ENGINEERING

4.5 METER Solid
3.8 METER Solid

3.1 METER Solid

Satettite Export & Engineering

.'acturer of Patriot

mercial solid antennas

.,.zes of 4.5 m. 3.8 m, and 3.1

OFFSET VSAT antenna; 1.8m,

1.2m, I Om, 90cm, and 60crn

-plete Ku -systems 0,

narkebng.

2.4 METER Solid
1.8 METER Solid

1.2 METER OFFSET
1.0 METER OFFSET

vers, controllers.

LN8s, and Lbals

'le discounts on al satelkte

...orients All antennas can be

-ed with a variety of mounts for

or motorized appicabon

is at our websde:

sepatnot.com

mail us at:

:.notetvoyager net

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

.9 METER OFFSET
.6 METER OFFSET

p

Broadcast

Loom!
 Dual & Single Axis

Controllers

 Broadcast Receners
 Multibeam Feed Systems

 Cornmercal Feeds
 Comrnercial LNBs

 PC -controlled Receners &

Controllers

CALL FOR PRICING

517629-5990

Antenna Feature

 125 ,on wind
loading survival

 2' spacing certified
 Mounting options:

VAL fixed  Polar Dual
axis motorized

Satellite
Export &

Engineering
1007 industrial Avenue

Alban, MI 49224

By Satellite Export & Engineering Ph:15171629-5990
Fax' 151716246690

Manufacturing & Distribution of Satellite Equipment Worldwide

3 8 Meter Oh AZ/EL

Fixed Mount

PATRIOT®

YI

1-1

z
z
0
a.
2
O
U
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Visit our web site!
www. mouser. corn

Subscribe, download, or view catalog online!

 84,000+ Products
 145 Suppliers
 Same Day Shipping
 35 Years in Business

800-992-9943
817-483-6828
Fax: 817-483-6899

MOUSEREL EC T R O N I C S
958 North Main Street Mansfield TX 76063
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C-111 your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price
E-Aria"

EUNI ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000
:Jr IF X ,,er IC5 FM Antenna

and A. Mounting System

Cir:"...le (177) on Free Info Card

Iraq tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 124
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

BX2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo a -id 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs

and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs

and 2 stereo outputs.

Cae:.k out our web site for

proauct information, list pricing

and a list of distributors'

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs :o 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs, or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcaxttools.com
Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099

Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtoolS
Circle (176) on Free Info Card
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Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM 8 TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1.888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (179) on Free Info Card

Delivered
and

installed
by

ECHNOLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malverr, PA 19355

TEL: 610-640-1229  F : 610-296-340
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

A=7:771177747717%

Getup to 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis

D Auto ansAer & disconnect.
2audio busses for mass feeds.

D Individually card selectable
buss or a. xilliary audio I/0.

D The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds. etc.

D Ring counter answers on
user set ing number.

D Momentary or latching dry
contact oLtputs at pickup.

D Remove & install cards
without af'ecting the rest.

 LED indicators for ring.
clipping, power & online.

D Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.

fl 1-1 n n n
cw

LJ LI U U LJ

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about $200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville. Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Circle (178) on Free Info Card

UNIVERSAL XE-1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

AN AFFORDABLE QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

\ ew, affordable, frequency -agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1,3:1, wide/narrow

indwidth, de -emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
10 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,

-(I-channel memory, full baseband output, high -quality audio.
I very needed feature at a sensible price (lowest in the industry).

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING
AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
municatton$ Speilist,

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

Circle (180) on Fns Info Card
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TOWER
 Fabrication

 Design

i  Engineering

'i4

,

----  installation

. '  Service

fig/ \-,'  Maintenance
Swager is your

18 worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

SWAGER
Communications, Inc.

P.O. Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1 -800-968-560 I  2 I 9-495-25 15

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail: sales@swager.com
Internet: www.swagercorn

Circle (182) on Free Info

PUT YOUR STATION ON THE MAP WITH A KD KANOPY

..,,. rust. Ski -
Koshers Mcben
Museum a, Kiva

12 Towner
25 3, -

,in Lake

KD Kanopy

1-800-4325-4435
nt!pi www.kdkar- c

Lightweight ALUMINUM Frame

Sets Up in 30 Seconds

No Loose Parts or Ropes

Custom Silk Screened Graphics

of Colors & Accessories
Water Resistant & Fire
Retardant Fabric
FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bags

& Stakes

8' x 8', 10' x 10' & 10' x 20'

Circle (183) on Free Info Card
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Step by Ste.

to Lighting

Call 800-543-7771 to order!

This book is the complete source for all your
lighting needs. It contains a complete list and
explanation of lamps and reviews of other types of
luminaires, noting their characteristics and qualities
An instructor's guide with exercise solutions is available
separately for $8.95 (order *695610). By John Paschal, P.E.
1998  Paperback  ISBN s0-87288-695-6.

6956B Order #6956  $28.95 ENGINEERING 041171FTic

The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

starting at... $1098!

Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: afsidmaiLomn.com Website: www.omn.com/afs

for state of the art
Expandable Transm rtter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real-7ime

Nr
-DATALIN

with modem and voice support

See us at NAB Booth #L20717

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

A

L

L

E

Y

MediaTouch
A DVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

 Digital audio
storage

 Radio Live Assist
& Automation

 OEM software
development

See what's new at NAB
Booth L11558.

WWW.OMT.NET

1888 665 0501
Circle (186) on Free Info Card Circle (185) on Free Info Card Circle (184) on Free Info Card
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Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com

or call and we will fax it to you. All equipment sold with a
15 day return guarantee certificate.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Phone/Fax: 410-335-3136
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: info@baycountry.com

Circle (187) on Free Info Card

Visit us at www.beradio.com

W Brz4.40
OFESSIONAL SERVICES

EXEgesis Technologies
Total Technology Management

Radio  1V  HDTV  Di nal Satellite
IAN NAN  ISDN  Frew RelayTIOT3Microwave

Kevin McNamara
President

Il, 301 663 1011
Toll five. M.393 4374
Fax 301/654422

esesesis@uoidisl.com

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING 6 BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN 6 PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.

NOISE 6 VIBRATION CONTROL.

8 TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

4006

6611Lird

SUITE 160

DALLAS

r(ia5

75001

972 661 5222

(4X

972 934 3935

JOHN H. BATITSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
Available in loose-leaf print
disk, and CD-ROM.

-Call-800-245-8131-.

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
17, 25,
26, 27,
73, 74,
79, 101

Do yerlhave
a f ce for
r o?

How about the drive, and
technical expertise needed for
radio in the next century?
Prophet Systems. the leader in digital audio broadcast
systems. may be the place for you. Opportunities fer
tech support. programmers, engineers and sales.
Great salary and benefits.

Check out listings on our web site: 1.
www.prophetsys.corn
or call us at (308)284-3007.

The
Tapeless
Audio

Directory,
TN Ed.

1998

1

Order #0018
$29.95
Call

800-543-7771
to order!

www internettelephony com

roolsri fitefiNTERTEC

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Picture This:
Your 1999

Complete Equipment Dealer

*Experienced Professionals
*RF and Studio Packages

* Personal Service *
New Stations and Rebuilds

Your Project i. Important to Us

Atrantic
Media Broadcast
*Toll Free'' 888-744-6635

email - rick0Pcstone.net

?Vegas? Let's get together!
Call - Rick Johnson -

Discover the Advantages
of Reprints!

For a quote or to discuss how reprints from this
magazine can work for you --call me!

Jenny Eisele, Intertec Publishing
Phone: 913-967-1966 Fax: 913-967-1898
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Advanced Furniture Systems 111 186 970-663-4123
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Antex Electronics 16 107 800-338-4231

Audio Broadcast Group 69 163 800-999-9281

Audio Processing Tech. Ltd. 42 126 323-463-2963
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Last Byte

Living in the past, part 1
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

Radio isn't the only industry with merger mania of
late. The first quarter of 1999 has already seen
major media deals between AT&T and TCI, USA

Networks and Lycos, AOL and CBS, and @Home and
Excite. This follows earlier deals by Disney and Infoseek,
AOL and Netscape, Web TV and Echostar, and
many others.

To varying degrees, all of these mergers share
one important premise - they are "cross -
media" deals. The players in each venture were

do more than nibble at the fringe for the next few years,
the die is cast: Radio will have to share what it once
exclusively owned. Over the next decade, the eventual
effect on traditional radio listening could range from
negligible to devastating.

If this
stra

were a portfolio -building
tegy, financial advisers
would call it crazy.

strong in their respective media sectors, and their conflu-
ence was deemed a good business value. In some cases, the

products of one or both of the
partners also were (or will be)
changed or influenced by the deal.

Compare these arrangements
with the continuing consolidation
in radio, and one distinction be-
comes obvious: The current ra-
dio -industry activity involves ra-
dio -station owners acquiring more
radio stations. While most other
recent media mergers have taken
a horizontal strategy, the radio
industry continues on a strictly

vertical course.
If this were a portfolio -building strategy, financial advis-

ers would call it crazy. Such nondiversification, particularly
in an environment where other media companies are
rapidly diversifying, poses a significant risk and is cause for
concern.

Radio -station owners continue to see their assets as radio
stations, not media companies. The relatively small degree
of horizontal structure that once existed in local broadcast-
ing - the radio/TV combo operation - has almost
completely disappeared. Increasingly, radio stations are
owned by companies with no other types of property, and
with no significant alternate revenue source besides radio
advertising. As long as traditional radio remains successful,
this works well as a business strategy. However, if a
downturn in radio broadcasting occurs, exposure to rapid
corporate decline is likely.

Impending threats
The future is murky for radio. A two -pronged attack on

its audience is massing on the horizon. One threat comes
from soon -to -be -launched DBS radio services, while the
other comes from the Internet. Although neither will likely

However speculative
the prospects of these
new competitors may
be, radio's current ver-
tical tendencies seem

ill advised. This is the time to hedge bets and strengthen
the product. Instead, the radio industry is doing the
opposite, piling everything onto a single horse in a high -
stakes race. In some cases, multistation owners are simul-
taneously weakening their product by reducing its local-
ism at a time when that very attribute may be the best
defense against new, nonlocalized competition.

The radio industry's strategy of competition -by -merger
was supposed to result in increased profitability. In many
cases this has indeed occurred, but local stations often do
not reap these financial benefits equitably. The highly
leveraged positions of many owners means that much of
the benefit from profits is diverted elsewhere, yet all
stations quickly feel the pain of any losses. The failure of
a few can bring down the whole house of cards.

Meanwhile, corporate inertia may be robbing the indus-
try of its agility just when it is most needed. Radio has
reinvented itself before, but it was never structured like it
is today. Nor has it ever faced the type of potential threats
that lie ahead. Radio's next reinvention may be required
soon, and the industry may be too bloated or immobile to
respond in time.

Saving grace
Radio's salvation may come from its bifurcated busi-

ness model, incorporating both content and delivery
components. Its nearly universal access to audiences at
home, at work, in cars, or in between also has uniquely
high value. But these attributes alone won't keep radio
healthy forever.

Strategic alliances and aggregations across media types
are the most advisable changes of direction for the U.S.
radio industry today. The future will be different, both in
its audience characteristics and its competitive landscape.
Just how different remains to be seen, and radio needs to
be better prepared for such eventualities. A reduction in
the industry's highly vertical profile is a good first step
toward diffusing current levels of risk.
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Looking for the best
digital audio system?

Compare
apples to apples.

Digital audio systems aren't created equal. You'll

find that Digital Universe, CBSI's new syst2n for

live assist, satellite, automation and routing,

stands out from the crowc.

cbsi
Custom Business Systems Inc

P.O. Box 67  Reedsport, Oregon 97467

Telephone 541 271-3681  FAX 541 271-5721
E-mail: info@cbsi.org  ww1n.digitaloniverse.o -g

800 5 4 7 - 3 9 3 0

See us at NAB Booth L12553
Circle (102) on Free Into Card

Uncompressed Audio
Because most other systems depend on compression,

they take huge bites out of sour audio before it eier
reaches tie airwaves. Digital Universe serves up full
CD -quality, 44.1 kHz audio, S:31t to finish. That's and o

fidelity sure to appeal to even the most golden -ea -Ed
of your listeners.

High Channel Capacity
Just try running a station or 2, 3, even 6 channe.s.
Most systems can't get much further than that,
uncompressed, without addi- g lots of extra hardware.
Digital Universe gives you 50 stereo channels,* al
from a si igle server. No otixr system comes close_

"Tested capacity as of January 15'9. Advances in PC hard wcre
yield ongoing improvements in cht nnel capacity.

No Proprietary Hardware
These days, any system built around proprietary
hardware is a dead enc. But Digital Universe is software

based, sa your hardware choices are wide open. Run

your system on standard, affordable PCs and mix and
match audio cards among workstations: it's up to

Windows NT + Client/Sery r
Digital Universe's leading-Kge Windows NT platform
and cliert/server architectt-e give your system roc m
to grow, without clumsy workarounds or multiple PCs
in every studio. And )igital Universe was written for
NT, not jJst "optimized" fo- it - it's the right
infrastru:ture for the future as well as the present.

Sound impossible? Take t -e Digital Universe
challenge. Contact us today to request your checil st
for selecting a future-pro:f digital audio system.
Then, compare apples to apples. Once you've heard
what Digital Universe can do for your station, you
won't settle for anything Less than gold.

DIGITAL
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